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CONSTRAINED SYSTEM 
OPTIMIZATION AND CAPABILITY 
BASED ANALYSIS 

by R. Garrison Harvey, Kenneth W. Bauer Jr. 
and Joseph R. Litko 

In recent years, military analysts have 
witnessed the increasing use of response 
surface methods as applied to analysis of 
large-scale simulation models. Typically, 
the output of such an analysis is a stochas- 
tic response surface. Often this surface is 
used for subsequent study, perhaps as an 
objective function in an optimization prob- 
lem. This paper presents an alternative to 
the traditional approaches to optimizing a 
stochastic response surface subject to con- 
straints. It also presents an extension that 
offers a new way of quickly visualizing 
complex relationships among variables in a 
system. First, the paper focuses on the sto- 
chastic nature of the response surface and 
the implications for subsequent optimiza- 
tion and sensitivity analysis. Next, we 
present a three step process to evaluate and 
optimize complex systems. Finally, we 
present a current application: a unique in- 
teractive computer model called Capability 
Based Analysis (CBA). 

ARDENNES CAMPAIGN 
SIMULATION (ARCAS) 

by Walter J. Bauman 

The Ardennes Campaign Simulation 
(ARCAS) study was performed to improve 
the credibility of the Stochastic Concepts 
Evaluation Model (STOCEM), a theater- 
level combat simulation, by comparing the 
outcome of a STOCEM simulation of the 
World War II (WW II) Ardennes campaign 
of 1944-45 (also known as the Battle of the 
Bulge) with historical campaign results. 

Historical campaign data had been de- 
veloped, using archival sources, into a com- 
puterized data base denoted as the Ar- 
dennes Campaign Simulation Data Base 
(ACSDB). The initial positions, configura- 
tion, strengths, compositions and availabil- 
ity of forces for the campaign, as depicted 
in the ACSDB, are used to define the STO- 
CEM force laydown. Representative simu- 
lation results (front line movement, major 
system losses, and personnel casualties) are 
compared with historical results from the 
ACSDB. Stochastic variability of model re- 
sults is also quantified in terms of confi- 
dence limits about each sample mean and 
bounds on sample outcomes. The compar- 

ison of simulation results with history is 
used to develop guidelines for investigat- 
ing algorithmic changes which may im- 
prove model credibility of the STOCEM. 
Insights on model verification and valida- 
tion (V & V) are also developed. 

Study results indicate that ARCAS 
STOCEM tends to generate more force 
movement, weapon system losses, and per- 
sonnel casualties than occurred in history. 
Investigations of potential changes to 
STOCEM logic/inputs suggested by the 
simulation/history comparisons include 
simulation of a "breakthrough" attack pos- 
ture, moderation of attacker move rate in 
response to a sustained rapid combat ad- 
vance, and reduction of base lethality 
against armor for an attacker possessing a 
high strength advantage. 

FINDING AN OPTIMAL 
STATIONING POLICY FOR THE 
US ARMY IN EUROPE AFTER 
THE FORCE DRAWDOWN 

by Andrew G. Loerch, Natashia Boland, 
Ellis L. Johnson and George L. Nemhauser 

During the Cold War, the United States 
Army maintained a force of two corps, 
about 225,000 soldiers, in Europe to deter 
aggression by the Soviet Union. Following 
the implementation of the Conventional 
Armed Forces Europe (CFE) Agreement in 
1990 and the dissolution of the Soviet Union 
in 1991, the force in Europe was gradually 
reduced to 65,000. In a cooperative effort be- 
tween analysts at the US Army Concepts 
Analysis Agency and those at the Computa- 
tional Optimization Center at the Georgia 
Tech, Andy Loerch, Natashia Boland, Ellis 
Johnson, and George Nemhauser developed 
a large-scale binary integer programming 
model to assign the US Army units remain- 
ing in Europe to installations in an economi- 
cal manner, and to make recommendations 
regarding which installations should be can- 
didates for deactivation and closure. 

CONSOLIDATING THE USAF'S 
CONVENTIONAL MUNITIONS 
MODELS 

by Major Kirk A. Yost 

Starting in 1990, the USAF's shrinking 
budgets caused increased competition for 

Executive 
Summaries 
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procurement dollars for stocks of conventional 
munitions. This situation also increased scru- 
tiny of the models used to compute require- 
ments for conventional munitions. Unfortu- 
nately, at that time the USAF was supporting 
four different optimization models to accom- 
plish this job, with the predictable result that 
different organizations using different models 
were generating different requirements. In 
1995, three of the four models were consoli- 
dated into one optimization system, with the 
aims of using the best ideas in the existing 
models leveraging investment in common da- 
tabases, and providing a common baseline for 
munitions analyses in the USAF. This paper 
documents the formulation and development 
of the new Conventional Forces Assessment 
Model (CFAM) from both a functional and an- 
alytical point of view. More importantly, this 
paper shows it is both analytically and organi- 
zationally possible to consolidate existing mod- 
els and reduce the support requirements while 
giving the users a better analysis tool. 

SATISFYING ADVANCED DEGREE 
REQUIREMENTS FOR U.S. AIR 
FORCE OFFICERS 

by Dennis C. Dietz 

In the aftemath of the Cold War, the Air 
Force has undergone significant organizational 
changes and force reductions. These actions 
motivated a major re-engineering study of 
graduate education operations the Air Force 
Institute of Technology (AFIT). Lt Col Dietz 
describes an analytical model that was devel- 
oped to determine the minimum number of 
officers that must enter MS or PhD programs 
each year in order to consistently satisfy all 
personnel requirements (by academic specialty, 
degree level, and grade) at minimum cost. The 
model is formulated as a Markov decision pro- 
cess and solved using linear programming. The 
model results formed the basis for a specific 
plan to modify the AFIT personnel structure. 
Annual cost savings of at least $2.4 million are 
anticipated. 

Page 4 Military Operations Research, V2 N4 1996 



Abstract 
In recent years, military analysts have 

witnessed the increasing use of re- 
sponse surface methods as applied to 

analysis of large-scale simulation models. 
Typically, the output of such an analysis is 
a stochastic response surface. Often this 
surface is used for subsequent study, per- 
haps as an objective function in an optimi- 
zation problem. This paper presents an al- 
ternative to the traditional approaches to 
optimizing a stochastic response surface 
subject to constraints. It also presents an 
extension that offers a new way of quickly 
visualizing complex relationships among 
variables in a system. First, the paper fo- 
cuses on the stochastic nature of the re- 
sponse surface and the implications for 
subsequent optimization and sensitivity 
analysis. Next, we present a three step pro- 
cess to evaluate and optimize complex sys- 
tems. Finally, we present a current applica- 
tion: a unique interactive computer model 
called Capability Based Analysis (CBA). 

INTRODUCTION 
Consider the problem of allocating a 

fixed budget to purchasing a mixed fleet of 
aircraft such as the Air Mobility Command 
(AMC) heavy transports: the C-5, C-17, 
C-141, and commercial derivatives. Each 
aircraft has different characteristics (e.g., 
material handling requirements, crew size, 
parking space, speed, payload/range 
curve, acquisition and support costs). In 
addition to aircraft characteristics, parame- 
ters like maximum aircraft on the ground 
(MOG) at all airfields, cargo type, cargo 
delivery schedule, and utilization rates in- 
fluence the effectiveness of the heavy trans- 
port fleet. Given these aircraft characteris- 
tics and parameters, we seek an optimal 
mix of aircraft to maximize throughput in 
an armed conflict. 

Suppose a simulation model is used to 
derive a response surface of throughput as 
a function of the aircraft characteristics and 
system parameters mentioned above. An 
LP model might then be used to explore 
strategies which maximize throughput, or 
say balance throughput versus risk. The LP 
would include many of the physical con- 
straints in the simulation perhaps adding 
budgetary considerations if the purpose of 
the analysis is strategic planning rather 
than execution. Naive analysis treats the 
response surface as a deterministic function 

missing the fact that the objective function 
coefficients are random variables derived 
from the simulation. The focus of this re- 
search is in developing a better approach to 
handling the stochastic nature of these co- 
efficients. 

This paper is organized as follows. 
First, we present some background to the 
problem. Next, we discuss the impact of the 
stochastic nature of the response surface in 
a constrained optimization problem. We 
follow this discussion with the develop- 
ment of a three step process to identify the 
true optimum point and identify a robust 
solution. In step one experimental design is 
used to estimate the response surface and 
covariance matrix. Step two samples the 
objective function of the mathematical pro- 
gram (i.e., response surface) and identifies 
the associated extreme points. Finally, step 
three presents a method to identify the op- 
timal extreme point and present that infor- 
mation to a decision maker. We conclude 
the paper with an extension of this basic 
research and show some practical results. 
This research is an extension of that seen in 
Harvey et al. (1992). 

BACKGROUND 
Biles and Swain (1977) present several 

strategies for constrained simulation opti- 
mization. They fit and validate a response 
surface using an n-dimensional simplex, bi- 
radial, or equiradial design. They account 
for the variance of the error term, but as- 
sume the "response surfaces are the ex- 
pected values of the observed responses". 
They do not directly account for the sto- 
chastic nature of the response surface, but 
use an iterative method of applying an op- 
timization procedure and then returning to 
the simulation model until stopping criteria 
are met. Their procedures include direct 
search techniques, as well as first-order and 
second-order response surface methodol- 

ogy- 
Myers  (1989) concludes that,  "Many 

users of RSM allow conclusions to be 
drawn concerning the nature of a response 
surface and the location of optimal re- 
sponse without taking into account the dis- 
tributional properties of the estimated at- 
tributes of the underlying response 
surface." 

Morben (1987), in solving a "real 
world" problem, illustrates a case where 
using the expected value of a stochastic 
objective function leads to an answer that 
falls outside a 95% confidence bound found 
through a Monte Carlo analysis. This case 
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CONSTRAINED SYSTEM OPTIMIZATION AND CAPABILITY BASED ANALYSIS 

clearly demonstrates there is a risk in some 
situations of using only the expected value of a 
response surface for optimization applications, 
and makes the case for incorporating some 
form of stochastic analysis. 

IMPACT OF ESTIMATION ERRORS 
Figure 1(a) is a simple flow diagram of a 

typical analysis situation. A simulation model 
has been analyzed across an experimental de- 
sign (or series of designs). One output of such 
an analysis is a stochastic response surface. The 
response surface acts as an approximation to 
the underlying simulation model. This surface 
is characterized by its estimated coefficients 
and their associated covariance matrix, Cov (ß). 
The response, Y is approximated as ßT\, where 
ß are the regression coefficients and x is a vec- 
tor of decision variables. Often, this response 
surface is used in subsequent analysis. We will 
consider the situation in which the surface is 
used as the objective function in an optimiza- 
tion problem. In this section we identify the 
problems that arise from this approach to the 
problem. 

In the basic research, we view the simula- 
tion as a black box that consists of a "Truth 
Model" plus noise. Simulation output from a 
designed experiment allows us to estimate a 
response surface that becomes the objective 
function of a linear program and is later used in 

Capability Based Analysis (CBA). The func- 
tions: 

z* = LP(c, A, b) 

z* = LP(c, A, B) 

(1) 

(2) 

define the optimal value z* (or estimated opti- 
mal value z*) of a linear program. Where 

cTx true (or known) objective function 
cTx estimated objective function 
(x2, x2, . . . , xp)T = vector of decision 
variables 
constraint matrix 
right hand side vector. 
true surface coefficients underlying the 
metamodel 
c + e estimated coefficients of objective 
function (response surface), with e ~ 
N(0, o^X1*)"1) 
design matrix used to estimate the 
response surface 

Since we assume there is no bias in the 
estimation of c we can obtain z* (the true opti- 
mum) if we evaluate the LP with the expected 
value of the objective function coefficients: 

z* = 
z* = 
x = 

A = 
b = 
c = 

c = 

X = 

z* = LP(E(c, A, b)). (3) 

Figure (la).    Typical Analysis Situation. 

In general, z* is not equal to the expected 
value of the linear program with respect to the 
objective function coefficients. That is, 

z* = LP(c, A, b) 

= LP(E(c, A, b)) # E(LP(c, A, b)) = E(z*), 

(4) 

because the objective function of a linear pro- 
gramming maximization problem is a piece- 
wise linear convex function of the objective 
function coefficients, c. Looking at this in one 
dimension for simplicity, as in Figure 2, con- 
sider z as a function of the coefficient q. The 
slope of each piece-wise linear segment, ak is 
simply the value of the decision variable Xj in 
the basis that applies in region k. As the curve 
indicates, smaller values of q tend to be accom- 
panied by smaller slopes (i.e., the variable x, is 
basic at a lower value, if it is basic at all). If q is 
small enough the ith variable becomes nonbasic 
and further reductions in q have no effect. So 

Page 6 Military Operations Research, V2 N4 1996 
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4 

Stepl 

Simulation 

Ak 
Design 

_^_ 
RSM 

Y=px 

I 
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Parametric 
Sampling 

v 
AJ 

Max C x 
Ax < b 

Step 3 

Sample Simulation 
(5) Extreme Points 

±. 
ID Extreme Points 

^Z_ 
Apply Ranking & 

Selection Procedure 

v 
Plot Histograms or use 

"Cabability Based Analysis" 

V 
Make Decision 

Figure (lb).    Three Step Approach. 

too, increasing q eventually loses its effect 
when Xj can be increased no further. 

Assume the true value of objective function 
coefficient q, call it qk, lies in the kth piece-wise 
linear interval. Then, 

for q ^ cik   we have z(q) ^ akq + z(0) 

for q =s cik   we have z(q)sakq+z(0) 

due to the convexity of z with respect to q. 
Here, z(0) is the solution of the linear program 
when q = 0. Therefore, E(z(q)) 2=E(akq + z(0)) = 
z(E(q)) = z(ca.), illustrates the point made in 
equation 4. Figure 2 also illustrates the point 
that the bias in the estimated value of the ob- 
jective function is proportional to the variance 
in the coefficients. By definition, tight distribu- 
tions will seldom produce estimates that cross 
into adjacent piece-wise linear segments. The 
opposite is true of wildly varying estimates of 
the objective function coefficients. 

With these observations in mind, we per- 
formed experiments to illustrate the bias iden- 
tified in Equation 4. The computer program 
samples from a "Truth Model" with noise, es- 
timates a response surface, and then uses it as 
the objective function of the linear program. 
Next the LP is solved for the estimated optimal 

2(Cjl 

X. 
I 

not basic 
here 

H M 

Figure 2.   Noise Impact & Bias. 

value and the estimated optimal extreme point. 
We compared these values to the true optimal 
extreme point and its objective function value. 

All the linear programming problems ana- 
lyzed in this research exhibited positive or zero 
bias in the mean of the estimated optimum 
value of the objective function. In our experi- 
ments, the bias 

Bias = E(z*) - z* (5) 

Military Operations Research, V2 N4 1996 Page 7 
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is defined as the difference between the mean 
estimated optimum and the true optimum. For 
a given problem, both the bias and the standard 
error in the estimated optimum increased as the 
noise level increased. Figures 3 and 4 illustrate 
a typical case where the standard error refers to 
the standard error of the objective function co- 
efficients and the sample size is 1000. 

The bias increases as the standard error 
increases. With a true optimum of z= 200, a 
bias of 20 equates to a 10% error and a bias of 40 
to a 20% error. The standard deviation of z* 
follows a similar trend as shown in the Figure 4. 

Hence, one can expect as the standard error 
of the parameter estimates increases both the 
bias and the variance of z increases. 

Figures 5 and 6 offer a different view of the 
problem. In these figures we plot the objective 
function values on the vertical axis for 8000 
samples of the objective function coefficients. 
For each extreme point, the objective function 
values are plotted in descending order. 

The form of the curves in figures 5 and 6 
has an intuitive explanation. Given an extreme 
point (i.e. fixed values of the decision variables, 
x;'s) chosen as optimal for a sample of c, 

CxXx + c2x2 + c3x3 + (6) 

derives its distribution from the q. The q in (6) 
are not normally distributed since they repre- 
sent a sample from q restricted to a range of 
values. But their distribution is unimodal and 
rough Central Limit arguments suggest q is 
approximately normal. The exact form of the 
distribution is not crucial however. 

Note that even in choosing an incorrect 
extreme point (and hence, an inferior strategy), 
z* can be much higher than even the true opti- 

mal extreme point z*. When the standard error 
of the regression coefficients (cr) equals 2.25 (as 
in Figure 5), visits to the true optimal extreme 
point occur about 14% of the time, and about 
98% of the solutions are "close" (not the opti- 
mal extreme point but the second or third best 
extreme point) the true optimal extreme point. 
That is, the leftmost region in Figure 5 corre- 
sponds to the true optimal extreme point and 
represents about 14% of the length of the "x" 
axis - 14% of the samples. When a = 3.25 (as in 
Figure 6) visits to the true optimal extreme 
point occur about 7% of the time, and about 
92% of the solutions are "close" to the true 
optimal extreme point. 

When <r = 4.25 (figure not shown) visits to 
the true optimal extreme point occur about 6% 
of the time, and about 90% of the solutions are 
"close" to the true optimal extreme point. 

Two principal difficulties arise when using 
estimated response surfaces as objective func- 
tions in linear programs: the bias in the esti- 
mate of the optimal value, which can dramati- 
cally mislead the decision maker, and the 
difficulty in identifying the correct or optimal 
strategy (extreme point). In the next section, we 
introduce a three step method for dealing with 
these difficulties. 

THREE STEP METHODOLOGY 

Overview 
In this section we develop a three step pro- 

cess for the use of stochastic response surfaces 
as objective functions in linear programs. Fig- 
ure 1(b) shows the overall layout of our three 
step approach to optimizing a stochastic re- 

Bias 

2 3 
Standard  Error 

Figure 3.    Bias Inflation. 
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0"(z*) 

12 3 4 
Standard Error 

Figure 4.    o-(z*) Inflation. 
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Figure 5.    Indicated z* vs. Actual std. error = 2.25. 

sponse surface subject to constraints. Step 1 is 
similar to the traditional approach which esti- 
mates ß in much the same way. In the second 
and third steps, however, we depart from the 
traditional approach that takes the estimates ß 
and proceeds to solve a single linear program- 
ming problem whose objective function coeffi- 
cients are ß. 

Step 1: Initial Response Surface 
We begin by estimating the response sur- 

face coefficients and associated covariance ma- 
trix in the customary way. We have seen that 
using an estimated response surface as an ob- 
jective function in a linear program can induce 
bias and inflate the variance of the optimal 
solution. The next two steps of the process at- 
tempt to remedy this problem. 

Step (2a): Sampling Extreme Points 
When the variance of the objective function 

(regression) coefficients is large enough, we 
may obtain a highly biased solution. This is due 
to the calculation of an extreme point solution 
which is not based on the true optimal extreme 
point. The true optimal extreme point occurs in 
the case when the objective function coeffi- 
cients are taken as their true values. Step two 
shows how to estimate the true extreme point 
using three methods. The first method samples 
the generated objective function (in a Monte 
Carlo fashion) using the variance-covariance 
matrix from the regression analysis and cata- 
logs the extreme points visited. The second 
method samples the generated objective func- 
tion through a design and catalogs the extreme 
points visited. The third method samples the 
generated objective function through a para- 
metric sampling approach. This method is sim- 
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Figure 6.   Indicated z* vs. Actual std. error = 3.25. 

ilar to the design approach, but it relies on 
information from the parametric analysis from 
the LP to establish the step size (factor levels) in 
the experimental design. As we will demon- 
strate, the parametric sampling approach is 
vastly superior to the others. We assume that 
given an initial response surface, its associated 
variance-covariance matrix, and a large enough 
sample, we can capture the extreme point cor- 
responding to the optimal solution. 

Monte Carlo Approach The Monte Carlo 
sampling procedure consists of sampling from 
the distribution of the coefficients, i.e., ß 
~Np(ß, o^X^X)"1), where ß is estimated by ß 
and X is the design matrix of decision variables, 
o2 is estimated by the mean squared error of the 
regression. We varied a2 as a parameter to sim- 
ulate the effect of various levels of precision in 
the regression estimates of ß. We chose sample 
sizes to correspond to the sample sizes required 
in the experimental design alternative so we 
could compare the success rate for each level of 
effort. Each sample objective function inserted 
into the linear programming problem either 

yields the true optimal extreme point or some 
other feasible, non-optimal extreme point. The 
probability that a sample contains the true op- 
timal extreme point improves as the sample 
size increases. Repetitively generating these 
samples enables us to estimate the percentage 
of times the true solution is captured in a sam- 
ple of a given size. Table I shows the results of 
the Monte Carlo sampling. 

An advantage to Monte Carlo sampling is 
that, at least theoretically, the size of Monte 
Carlo samples could be increased indefinitely. 
While Monte Carlo sampling is the least effi- 
cient of the options presented here, it could be 
an effective brute force approach to sampling 
the true optimal extreme point. In practice, 
however, taking a large sample from a large 
complex system may prove impossible. 

Experimental Design Approach We chose an 
experimental design as an alternative to the 
Monte Carlo approach. We investigated the ap- 
plication of a Box-Behnken design to the space 
of c. Box-Behnken designs are a family of effi- 

Table 1.   Monte Carlo Samples 

Standard Error .25 1.25 2.25 3.25 4.25 

N = 49 % miss "true" 1.2 4.0 5.8 12.3 18.6 

N = 74 % miss "true" 1.0 2.2 4.3 7.7 12.5 

N = 100 % miss "true" .8 1.8 2.6 5.2 10.0 

N = 200 % miss "true" 1.0 1.8 2.6 5.2 10.0 

N = 300 % miss "true" .8 1.3 1.5 2.3 3.7 

N = 500 % miss "true" .5 .9 1.3 1.9 3.1 
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cient three level designs based on the construc- 
tion of incomplete block designs. These designs 
were first presented in Box and Behnken (1960) 
and are discussed in Box and Draper (1987, p. 
519) or Meyers and Montgomery (1995, p. 318). 
The goal of the designed experiment approach 
is to identify the true extreme point by system- 
atically investigating the region around our 
best objective function coefficient estimate, c. 

First we use a modified (only one sample at 
the center point) Box-Behnken design. This pro- 
cedure proves somewhat effective. By varying 
the estimated objective function coefficients by 
a percentage of their estimated standard devi- 
ation (called a standard deviation multiplier) 
we sample in a method prescribed by the de- 
sign. The specific multipliers are given in the 
body of Table 2. Tests using a single Box-Be- 
hnken design showed limited success. In our 
experiments, this design failed to sample the 
true extreme point as much as 41.6% of the 
time. In the first two modifications investigated 
below, we augment the current experimental 
arrangement with additional design points ar- 
rayed according to the Box-Behnken layout 
with different multipliers. 

In a second modification to the standard 
Box-Behnken design we double the length of 
the design by sampling at each design point 
twice. We use different standard deviation 
multipliers for every identical pair of design 
points, in effect, transforming a three-level de- 
sign into a five-level design. Results with the 
double Box-Behnken design are empirically su- 
perior to sampling in a Monte Carlo fashion 49 
times (see Table 2). Results over a broad range 
of problems indicate this design is superior, but 
not dramatically so, to an equivalent number of 
Monte Carlo samples. In general, either case 
fails to give confidence in the results. 

The next modification includes adding a 
third Box-Behnken design to the previous two 
designs and sampling it using a different stan- 
dard deviation multiplier-this is a seven-level 
design. In essence, this is equivalent to sam- 
pling from three consecutive designs. 

The triple Box-Behnken design demon- 
strates good results, but requires more samples. 
In this case, the triple Box-Behnken design 
(with four decision variables) requires 74 de- 
sign points. Comparing this result to that of the 
Monte Carlo experiments with 74 samples re- 
veals that the triple Box-Behnken design cap- 
tures the extreme point more frequently. 

To this point, each design is an improve- 
ment over an equivalent number of Monte 
Carlo samples, but no design gives a high suc- 
cess rate at higher noise levels. In an effort to 
improve the observed frequency of sampling 
the true extreme point with higher levels of 
noise, we investigate another type of modifica- 
tion to the basic Box-Behnken design. In this 
case, we modify the basic structure at each 
design point. Instead of sampling at the design 
points using a three-level approach of 1, -1, or 0, 
this new design is a five-level design where 
each design point samples with some combina- 
tion of 1, -1, .5, .5, or 0. This modification dou- 
bles the length of the design and at each design 
point alternatively samples from either 1 or .5. 

The single modified 5-level Box-Behnken 
design has 49 design points, the same number 
as the double Box-Behnken design used to pro- 
duce the results presented in table 2. The 5-level 
design has a higher success rate in sampling the 
true optimal extreme point than either the dou- 
ble Box-Behnken design, or an equivalent num- 
ber of Monte Carlo samples. The 5-level Box- 
Behnken design represents an improvement 

Table 2.    Box-Behnken Samples 

Standard Error .25 1.25 2.25 3.25 4.25 

Standard Dev Multiplier (Single) 2.5 
% Miss "true" .2 .8 11.5 32.7 41.6 
Standard Dev Multiplier (Double) 1.5 3.0 
% Miss "true" .25 0.0 1.65 9.1 20.3 
Standard Dev Multiplier (Triple) .5 1.75 3.0 
% Miss "true" 0.1 0.2 0.8 5.0 10.6 
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when sampling at higher noise levels, but sig- 
nificant errors could still exist, see Table 3. 

A further modification attempts to decrease 
the errors in sampling the true optimal extreme 
point by doubling the design and choosing a 
different standard deviation multiplier for the 
second half of the design. This modification is 
analogous to the change creating the double 
Box-Behnken design. This design creates a 
nine-level design. Table 3 contains the results of 
1000 replications of this design. This design 
gives excellent results. This design produced 
the best results for methods with about 97 sam- 
ples, and it is competitive with a Monte Carlo 
method of 200 samples. 

In the final modification, another modified 
5-level design is added and sampled at a dif- 
ferent standard deviation. This 13-level design 
(four variables) has 145 design points. The re- 
sults in Table 3 show the excellent results. 

The triple 5-level Box-Behnken design was 
superior to all other designs and even superior 
to 500 Monte Carlo samples. This design pro- 
vides excellent sampling in a relatively efficient 
manner. The main drawback is that it requires 
145 samples with only four variables. 

Parametric Sampling Approach Our next 
goal was to develop a technique that would 
give excellent sampling of the true extreme 
point with a small number of samples. We set- 
tled on a methodology that exploits classic 
parametric analysis and offers a "smarter" step 
size in each direction of the design, we call this 
approach Parametric Sampling. 

Parametric Sampling is accomplished by 
determining the break points for basic and non- 
basic variables using classic mathematical pro- 
gramming sensitivity analysis. We determine 
how far we need to step out in a direction 
before we get a basis change, and this length is 

the step size used in a design. We used a ±4cr 
cut-off on the length of the step size for each 
variable to avoid unreasonable estimates of the 
response surface coefficients. Previously intro- 
duced designs could now use this "smart" step 
size. Parametric Sampling proves so effective 
that a full design is often unwarrented, al- 
though the option is available if the need arises. 
We found a simple design that has a single step 
on each side of each variable, and a sample at 
the center point, very effective. This design is 
called a "one-at-a -time" or "star" design. 

Table 4 compares the effectiveness of the 
various approaches; Parametric Sampling is the 
clear winner. The numbers in the table repre- 
sent the percentage of time the true extreme 
point was missed. 

Another interesting consideration is the 
number of extreme points visited with different 
sampling techniques. If one sampling method 
proves highly accurate, but requires more ex- 
treme points to be sampled, then it might not be 
the best design to employ. Fortunately, no de- 
sign greatly increased the number of extreme 
points sampled and Parametric Sampling is the 
most conservative of the approaches. Table 5 
illustrates the total unique extreme points sam- 
pled for 200 Monte Carlo samples, two 5-Level 
designs, and Parametric Sampling - results are 
typical of all sampling options. 

Step 2(b): Screening Extreme 
Points 

In this research, only the objective function 
is stochastic and therefore only optimality, and 
not feasibility, is an issue. We want to develop 
a technique to screen sampled points to see if 
we can decrease the number of LP solutions 

Table 3.    5-Level Box-Behnken Type Design 

Standard Error .25 1.25 2.25 3.25 4.25 

Standard Dev Single 
% Miss "true" 

2.5 
.5 1.8 2.1 5.3 11.2 

Standard Dev Double 
% Miss "true" 

1.5 
.2 

3.0 
.3 1.0 2.6 6.8 

Standard Dev Triple 
% Miss "true" 

1.5 
0 

2.75 
0 

4.0 
0 .5 2.2 
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Table 4.    Overall Comparison 

Standard Error .25 1.25 2.25 3.25 4.25 

48 Samples Double Design 0.25 0 1.65 9.1 20.3 
49 Samples Monte Carlo 1.2 4.0 5.8 12.3 18.6 
73 Samples Triple Design .1 .2 .8 5.0 10.6 
73 Samples Monte Carlo 1.0 2.2 4.3 in 12.5 
97 Samples Double 5-level Design .2 .3 1.0 2.6 6.8 
145 Samples Triple 5-level Design 0 0 0 .5 2.2 
7 Samples Parametric Sampling 0 0 0 0 2.0 
500 Samples Monte Carlo .5 .9 1.3 1.9 3.1 

Table 5.    Total Unique Extreme Points 

Standard Error .25 1.25 2.25 3.25 4.25 

200 Monte Carlo 
# unique ext. points 3 4 6 8 9 
Double 5-level Box-Behnken Type 1.5 2.5 
# unique ext. points 2 3 5 8 8 
Triple 5-level Box-Behnken Type 1.5 2.75 4.0 
# unique ext. points 2 4 5 7 8 
Parametric Sampling 
# unique ext. points 2 2 4 4 5 

required. Using previously recorded solutions 
we can evaluate new samples to decide 
whether the linear program needs to be solved. 
The optimality condition, for a maximization 
problem, in the general case is: 

C-CRB^A^O (7) 

where 

c 

B 

estimated objective function 

estimated coefficients of the basic 
variables 

basis inverse 

constraint matrix 

As we sample new extreme points their 
corresponding basis inverses are stored and 
used to screen new objective function samples. 
For every new sample of the objective function, 
we evaluate Equation 7 for each basis inverse 
stored until we satisfy the optimality condition. 
If the optimality condition is never satisfied we 
then solve the linear program to identify a new 
basis. Using this scheme we solve a linear pro- 
gram only once for each unique extreme point 

sampled. The improved efficiency will vary 
from problem to problem, but we found im- 
provement is measured in orders of magnitude. 
Applying this technique greatly increases the 
practicality and efficiency of the design sam- 
pling techniques. Using this screening proce- 
dure makes the triple 5-level Box-Behnken de- 
sign approach feasible, and increases the 
applicability of Parametric Sampling to large 
problems. 

Step 3: Selecting the Optimal 
Extreme Point 

After identifying the feasible extreme 
points, we no longer need the linear program. 
We simply use the decision variable settings at 
any extreme point as input to the simulation to 
estimate z*. The challenge becomes one of se- 
lecting the extreme point that happens to be the 
true optimal solution. In other words, the ob- 
jective of Step 3 is to select the "best" alterna- 
tive. An entire literature of statistical ranking 
and selection procedures is available to support 
the objectives of Step 3. 
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Dudewicz and Dalai (1975) (summarized 
nicely in Law and Kelton (1991, p. 596)) present 
ranking and selection procedures for normal 
random variables that offer an alternative to the 
brute force method. We used this ranking and 
selection procedure to analyze the extreme 
points sampled by the double Box-Behnken 
type design when the standard error equals 
3.25. 

After performing a ranking and selection 
procedure we plot histograms using all simu- 
lation samples from the best m alternatives. The 
histogram can the aid the decision maker by 
visually representing the possible realizations 
of the process at given settings. Two important 
advantages are: avoiding risk by choosing the 
smallest variance, and illustrating nearly equiv- 
alent alternatives and allowing the decision 
maker to consider factors not captured by the 
model. A visual representation presents the de- 
cision maker with a broader knowledge base 
from which to make a decision. In this example, 
the actual variances are equal, but the true 
strength of this method is evident when the 
variances differ. Figure 7 illustrates the histo- 
grams of the top four alternatives - dotted ver- 
tical lines represent the estimated mean for 
each alternative. The decision-maker now has a 
way to visualize the trade-offs between the ex- 
pected value of options and their variance. An 
alternative to analyzing a histogram of the data 
is to plot the normal probability curve defined 
by the estimated mean and variance. At this 
point the choice is up to the decision maker. 

CONCLUSIONS FROM BASIC 
RESEARCH 

This paper offers an alternative method to 
the traditional approach of estimating a re- 
sponse surface and then using it as the objective 
function of a linear program. On average the 
traditional approach will overestimate the 
mean response, and it is unlikely we will 
choose the true optimal extreme point. Vari- 
ance in the estimates of the response surface 
coefficients can lead to large variance in the 
estimation of z* and a low probability of choos- 
ing the correct optimal extreme point EP*. 

The results of this research clearly demon- 
strate that some kind of variance reduction 
techniques applied to the simulation would 
greatly benefit the analyst. If the optimal solu- 
tions are identified through traditional meth- 

ods (with only one realization of the process) 
variance reduction procedures appear to be 
critical. If the analyst chooses to follow the ap- 
proach recommended in this research, variance 
reduction (see Law & Kelton, 1991) will play a 
key role in minimizing the number of extreme 
points sampled and aiding in the comparison 
between competing extreme points. 

The basic research presented in this paper 
resulted in an $80,000 cost avoidance for AF/ 
SA. Later, this research found an application at 
HQ Air Mobility Command (AMC). To better 
react to changing budgets in the complex mo- 
bility system, the AMC Commander/CINC- 
TRANS requested a method to describe re- 
source relationships and their impact on 
capability. The desired methodology was to be 
used to optimize the system given a variety of 
constraints including cost. 

CAPABILITY BASED ANALYSIS 
EXTENSION 

In an effort to satisfy the tasking from 
AMC/CC this research evolved into Capability 
Based Analysis (CBA). The potential of CBA 
has been articulated by many top leaders in the 
Air Force and Department of Defense. For ex- 
ample, we demonstrated CBA to: the Secretary 
of the Air Force, ten four-star Generals (e.g., 
CINCTRANS/AMC/CC, ACC/CC, CINC- 
SPACE, CINCSTRATCOM, ATC/CC, etc.), 
commanders of all the Numbered Air Forces, 
about 180 stars throughout the Department of 
Defense, civilian military leadership, congres- 
sional staff members, federally funded non- 
profit research organizations, contractors, and 
aircraft manufacturing company executives. 

CBA uses part or all of the basic approach 
presented in this paper depending on the na- 
ture of the question and the models used, but 
doesn't stop after identifying the top alterna- 
tives. CBA uses the response surfaces and a 
computer program to graphically portray the 
interaction between variables and to present 
convincing sensitivity analyses of the potential 
"optimal" solutions. It is an interactive com- 
puter model allowing the levels of all variables 
to be set by the user and any variable relation- 
ships to be graphically displayed. In addition to 
a capability analysis, the user can view compar- 
isons of variables in a cost/capability context. 
CBA goes beyond presenting a series of brief- 
ing slides and presents a method for the deci- 
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Figure 7.   Sample Case-Histogram Comparison. 

sion maker to interact with the model and ex- 
plore a variety of options in real-time. For 
instance, we used CBA to aid in decisions re- 
garding the C-17. The C17 contribution to the 
overall airlift mission changes as the variables 
influencing the mission change. Specifically, 
C-17 analysis results are now given by varying 
important variables and dynamically present- 
ing the resulting changes in mission effective- 
ness. Such interactive presentations avoid point 
solutions and enhance decision-maker aware- 

ness of the implications associated with deci- 
sion alternatives. In practice, CBA has been 
very effective and very well received. We de- 
veloped the following with CBA: 

1. Models which played a key role in the 
C-17 Defense Acquisition Board decision on 
C-17 procurement. CBA was used to present 
Air Force position to members of Congress and 
their staffs. 

2. A model to assess the effect on capability, 
in a Southwest Asia scenario, of varying levels 
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of aircraft, crew ratios (manning), and maxi- 
mum [aircraft] on the ground (MOG). 

3. A force structure analysis evaluating pro- 
curement options of military unique aircraft 
and commercial derivative aircraft, their acqui- 
sition and operational support costs and MOG. 
The subsequent results directly supported C-17 
and commercial derivative decisions, enhanc- 
ing the image of the C-17 and pointing to a 
specific wide-body commercial cargo aircraft as 
a possible addition to the airlift fleet. 

4. A detailed European infrastructure 
model illustrating the relationship among the 
MOG at seven bases at varying levels of oper- 
ation. 

5. A Somalia based airlift model illustrating 
varying levels of aircraft and concept of opera- 
tions effect on throughput. 

6. A model of the C-17 capability in the 
third world. Exploring the effects of unique C- 
1 7 capabilities under austere conditions. 

7. A model of C-141/C-5 aircraft mainte- 
nance manning requirements. Pointing towards 
major reductions in the maintenance manning 
levels. 

8. A model which determined the number 
of C-5s required for training, and allowed two 

C-5s to be freed for use in Somalia Airlift (Altus 
AFB). 

CBA is an interactive model and as such it 
is impossible to convey its impact on the 
printed page. Figure 8 is an example of the 
initial computer screen for the force structure 
model; it incorporates six aircraft levels, MOG, 
the Civil Reserve Air Fleet (CRAF) level, years 
of program, aircraft procurement cost, opera- 
tions and support cost, different buy profiles of 
the C-17 (effecting cost and total force capabil- 
ity over time), and C17 sunk costs. 

All graphs produced using CBA are depen- 
dent on the levels of other variables in the 
model. Some interesting insights can be found 
in the following graphics. Figure 9 shows two 
graphics illustrating a head-to-head compari- 
son of. C-5s vs. C-17s, and C-141s vs. KC-10s in 
a high MOG (ample ground support and park- 
ing for aircraft) scenario. The figure to the left 
indicates a linear relationship between C-5s and 
C-17s, where the aircraft are roughly equivalent 
and contribute about the same tons per day to 
the scenario. The figure to the right indicates a 
linear relationship between C-141s and KC-10s, 
where the KC-10 contributes more tons per day 
per aircraft to the scenario. 
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Figure 8.    Initial CBA Computer Display. 
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Figure 9.    High MOG C-5 vs. C-17, and C-141 vs. KC-10. 

Figure 10 is a contrast with Figure 9, and 
the same head-to-head comparison, but in a 
low MOG scenario (analogous to Split in 
Bosnia, or Mogadishu in Somalia). The figure to 
the left indicates an approximate linear rela- 
tionship between C-5s and C-17s, where addi- 
tional C-5s contribute to a slight increase in tons 
per day, but additional C-17s contribute a dra- 
matic increase in tons per day relative to the 

C-5. The figure to the right indicates a dramatic 
nonlinear relationship between C-141s and KC- 
10s, where both aircraft offer increases in 
throughput, as the number of aircraft increases, 
to a point. If additional aircraft are forced into 
the aircraft flow beyond that point, then 
throughput would actually decrease. This com- 
parison illustrates a case where a local opti- 
mum can be found. 

Figure 10.    Low MOG C-5 vs. C-17, and C-141 vs. KC-10. 
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Figures 9 and 10 only illustrate a compari- 
son between aircraft with respect to throughput 
in tons per day, but comparisons can be made 
between any quantifiable resources and com- 
pared with respect to capability and cost. 

Figure 11 adds time as a component and 
illustrates an interactive planning tool that 
shows how the capability of the total fleet var- 
ies over time, different MOG levels, and varied 
aircraft procurement/retirement schedules. 
The lines on the graph represent different C-17 
procurement schedules. The input sheet below 
the graph allows all the input data to be 
changed, and instantly reflected above. Other 
graphics exist that allow comparisons of more 
aircraft. 

CBA has the ability to quickly characterize 
the interaction of resources in complex systems, 

and allows the user to perform timely sensitiv- 
ity analyses over a broad range of parameter 
values. Mathematical programming is also 
used to direct the user to potentially good 
mixes of resources and the allows the investi- 
gation of that region and a way to present the 
conclusions to a decision maker. 

CONCLUSIONS FROM CBA 
The initial application of CBA to the AMC 

force structure problem has led to direct re- 
quests to employ this methodology to other 
complex problems facing AMC. As such, CBA 
offers a possible way to help solve a major 
problem in the analysis community-how to 
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Figure 11.    Total Force Capability over Time. 
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present a complicated analysis to a decision 
maker in a clear and concise manner that mo- 
tivates action. 
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ABSTRACT 
The Ardennes Campaign Simulation 

(ARCAS) study was performed to 
improve the credibility of the Sto- 

chastic Concepts Evaluation Model (STO- 
CEM), a theater-level combat simulation, 
by comparing the outcome of a STOCEM 
simulation of the World War II (WW II) 
Ardennes campaign of 1944-45 (also 
known as the Battle of the Bulge) with his- 
torical campaign results. 

Historical campaign data had been de- 
veloped, using archival sources, into a com- 
puterized data base denoted as the Ar- 
dennes Campaign Simulation Data Base 
(ACSDB). The initial positions, configura- 
tion, strengths, compositions and availabil- 
ity of forces for the campaign, as depicted 
in the ACSDB, are used to define the STO- 
CEM force laydown. Representative simu- 
lation results (front line movement, major 
system losses, and personnel casualties) are 
compared with historical results from the 
ACSDB. Stochastic variability of model re- 
sults is also quantified in terms of confi- 
dence limits about each sample mean and 
bounds on sample outcomes. The compar- 
ison of simulation results with history is 
used to develop guidelines for investigat- 
ing algorithmic changes which may im- 
prove model credibility of the STOCEM. 
Insights on model verification and valida- 
tion (V & V) are also developed. 

Study results indicate that ARCAS 
STOCEM tends to generate more force 
movement, weapon system losses, and per- 
sonnel casualties than occurred in history. 
Investigations of potential changes to 
STOCEM logic/inputs suggested by the 
simulation/history comparisons include 
simulation of a "breakthrough" attack pos- 
ture, moderation of attacker move rate in 
response to a sustained rapid combat ad- 
vance, and reduction of base lethality 
against armor for an attacker possessing a 
high strength advantage. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Army Regulation (AR) 5-11 prescribes 

policy on the verification, validation, and 
accreditation of Army models. Validation 
of a theater level combat simulation re- 
quires the translation of a real-world mili- 
tary campaign into a data structure which 
is comprehensive and compatible with in- 

puts and outputs for the simulation model. 
Using a complete and consistent historical 
data base for a campaign to develop input 
initial battle conditions for a combat simu- 
lation enables generation of a model repre- 
sentation of that campaign. Subsequent 
comparison of simulation and historical 
outcomes is then useful for application of 
the validation policy of AR 5-11 and for 
assessment of potential modifications in 
combat model algorithms which may en- 
able the model to better reflect real combat 
(as reflected in history). 

The Director of the US Army Concepts 
Analysis Agency (CAA) initiated construc- 
tion of a new historical database describing 
the 1944-45 Ardennes Campaign of World 
War II. He also proposed that the database 
should be configured so that initial battle 
status and conditions could be translated 
into inputs for the Concepts Evaluation 
Model VII (CEM VII), a fully automated 
combat simulation. Simulation results 
could then be compared with historical out- 
come data. These comparisons could be 
used to suggest areas of investigation for 
potential changes in rules, algorithms, and 
capabilities of the CEM VII, which might 
improve model capability and credibility. 

In September 1987, the Historical Eval- 
uation and Research Organization, a divi- 
sion of Data Memory Systems, Incorpo- 
rated, was issued a contract to construct, 
based on archival sources, a comprehensive 
computerized historical data base of the 
WW II Ardennes campaign. This DBASE IV 
data base, designated as the Ardennes 
Campaign Simulation Data Base (ACSDB), 
was completed in December, 1989. The 
ACSDB was created using primary and sec- 
ondary sources on file at libraries and ar- 
chives in the United States, Great Britain, 
and the Federal Republic of Germany. 

The combat simulation chosen for rep- 
resenting the campaign in the comparison 
with history was the Stochastic CEM (STO- 
CEM), a stochastic version of the CEM VII. 
The corresponding ARCAS study was com- 
pleted in 1995. ARCAS study results are 
summarized in this paper and are docu- 
mented in a CAA study report (Bauman, 
1995). 

2. PROBLEM AND OBJECTIVES 
The problem is to compare a comput- 

erized combat model representation of the 
WW II 1944-45 Ardennes Campaign with 
a data base of historical results from that 
campaign in order to assess and improve 
combat model credibility and capability. 
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Walter J. Bauman 
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US Army Concepts Analysis 

Agency 
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The historical data base, the ACSDB, is used to 
define initial conditions for the Ardennes Cam- 
paign simulation. 

The objectives are to subsequently compare 
combat simulation outcomes with historical 
data to assess: 

• the appropriateness and verisimilitude of 
simulation algorithms. 

• areas of investigation for potential changes 
or improvements in rules, algorithms, and 
capabilities of the combat model employed. 

• support for verification and validation (V & 
V) of the combat simulation. 

Within the US Department of the Army, 
validation of a simulation model is defined in 
AR 5-11, as the process of determining that the 
model is an accurate representation of the real- 
world entity from the perspective of the in- 
tended use of the model. In the strictest sense, a 
combat model must be validated by selecting 
many actual conflicts of forces as baselines and 
then attempting to represent and reproduce the 
attributes, components, and events of those 
baseline conflicts in the simulation. Because the 
real world is subject to uncertainty, stochastic 
variation is appropriate in simulated combat 
processes, events, and outcomes. 

In ARCAS, stochastic simulation results are 
generated and compared with historical out- 
come data from the ACSDB, which is a single 
point sample from the unknown distribution of 
real world outcomes realizable from the initial 
campaign conditions. The statistical suitability 
of using the ACSDB as a surrogate for the un- 
known distribution can not be quantified. The 
immediate usefulness of alternative modelling 
rationales suggested in this paper is therefore 
constrained to investigative value only. The use 
of theater measures in ARCAS comparisons 
does tend to maximize the usefulness of the 
ACSDB as an historical baseline, since aggre- 
gated theater statistics, especially in a large con- 
flict, usually have considerably less variability 
over samples than do measures from compo- 
nent battles at division or corps level. 

The intent of ARCAS is not to adjust model 
inputs to force simulation results to mimic his- 
tory. Instead, the aim is to simulate the Ar- 
dennes campaign in the STOCEM by setting 
initial conditions using the force structure and 
laydown of the historical campaign, while al- 
lowing the dynamic combat rules/algorithms 
of the simulation free rein to generate the flow 
and tempo of simulated combat. Simulated and 

historical combat outcomes are then compared 
to determine where and why patterns of simu- 
lated combat are similar to, or differ from, pat- 
terns reflected in the associated historical cam- 
paign. As rationales for differences between 
simulation results and history are discerned, 
logically justified, and quantified, they suggest 
areas of investigation into alternative simula- 
tion process algorithms which can improve 
model realism and credibility. 

The ARCAS study effort represents only 
the first phase of a larger work in progress. The 
assessments and suggestions developed in this 
paper are essentially hypotheses which must be 
verified, or modified, through additional test- 
ing and analysis using more, and different, his- 
torical samples. 

3. METHODOLOGY 
The basic approach, portrayed in Figure 1, 

consists of construction of a historical database 
for the Ardennes campaign, use of the database 
to develop input data for the campaign repre- 
sentation in the combat simulation, execution 
of the combat simulation, comparison of simu- 
lation results with history as recorded in the 
historical data base, assessment of similarities 
and differences in these comparisons, and con- 
sequent suggested areas of investigation which 
might result in improvements to the simula- 
tion. 

The historical data base provides initial po- 
sitions, configuration, strengths, compositions 
and availabilities of forces for the campaign, 
which are used to define the force laydown for 
ARCAS STOCEM. Effectiveness parameters 
(e.g. range, rate of fire, lethal area/probability 
of kill given a hit) of weapon systems employed 
in the Ardennes campaign are generated for 
input into a STOCEM preprocessor. Intrinsic 
munitions effectiveness measures not available 
in WW II historic data are determined by inter- 
polation and extrapolation of test results from 
comparable weapons. 

The combat simulation used in ARCAS is 
the Stochastic Concepts Evaluation Model 
(STOCEM) developed, documented (Johnson 
1992), and used by CAA. The STOCEM is a 
stochastic version of the Concepts Evaluation 
Model VII (CEM VII), which is an operational 
combat simulation used, at CAA, to assess ca- 
pabilities and requirements of forces in theater- 
level scenarios. 
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Figure 1. ARCAS Methodology Approach. 

The ARCAS STOCEM scenario is executed 
for exactly 16 simulation replications. Compar- 
isons (ARCAS STOCEM vs. history) are usually 
made and portrayed at 4-day intervals during 
the campaign scenario. Campaign outcome 
measures used for comparison include person- 
nel casualties, weapon system kills, ammuni- 
tion consumption, and progress/position of the 
forward edge of the battle area (FEBA). Casu- 
alties are assessed only for committed line units 
and artillery units, and are expressed in terms 
of personnel killed in action (KIA), wounded in 
action (WIA), captured and missing in action 
(CMIA), and disease/nonbattle injury (DNBI). 

A weapon system is defined as lost, or 
"killed", if it is destroyed or abandoned. Ge- 
neric weapon system classes used in compari- 
sons herein include tanks, armored personnel 
carriers (APCs), artillery, and a class, denoted 
by AT/M, comprising anti-tank systems and 
mortars. For each side (force), STOCEM explic- 
itly represents up to 12 different categories in 
each of the above weapon classes. These cate- 
gories are combined into a single generic class 
(e.g., tanks) for the results presented in this 
paper. 

The FEBA progress is expressed as the av- 
erage magnitude, in kilometers (km), of for- 
ward or retrograde movement made by the 
German battle front since the start of the cam- 
paign. 

4. STOCEM 
STOCEM is a two-sided fully automated 

stochastic theater combat simulation. Units in 
STOCEM are resolved in terms of BLUE bri- 
gades and RED divisions. Unit combat is sim- 
ulated in 12-hour (simulated time) cycles. De- 
cision logic is executed at 12-, 24-, 48-, and 
96-hour simulated time intervals associated 
with simulated command levels corresponding 
to unit (brigade or division), corps, army, and 
theater. STOCEM simulates direct fire engage- 
ments only between line units, but higher ech- 
elons allocate fire support over their area of 
control. Attrition from close air support is also 
simulated. 

During the 12-hour simulated unit combat 
cycle, after the rounds available to shooters 
have been determined, an attrition processor 
called ATCAL (Attrition Model Using Cali- 
brated Parameters) is used in STOCEM to 
determine combat losses during the period. 
ATCAL uses killer-victim scoreboards and am- 
munition expenditure tables generated by a 
preprocessor, the Combat Sample Generator 
(COSAGE). 

The COSAGE killer-victim scoreboards re- 
flect kills per round fired for a large spectrum 
of shooter types, target types, and engage- 
ment/posture combinations over a wide range 
of small engagements simulated by COSAGE. 
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During STOCEM execution in a simulated com- 
bat cycle, the ATCAL processor extrapolates 
and interpolates the appropriate killer-victim 
scoreboards (generated by COSAGE for the 
forces and engagement type involved) to yield 
the resulting attrition of systems and personnel. 

STOCEM introduces probabilistic variation 
into combat processes and decisions to yield a 
stochastic distribution of possible battle out- 
comes. Stochastically modeled combat pro- 
cesses in STOCEM include decision processes 
regulating mission selection and commitment 
of forces, weapon attrition generated from 
ATCAL results, fraction of damaged weapon 
systems that are killed or abandoned, the casu- 
alty type partitioning of personnel casualties, 
and the attacker rate of advance. The rate of 
advance is a function of tactical situation pa- 
rameters such as terrain, posture, and the rela- 
tive combat losses of the opposing combatant 
units. 

The STOCEM theater (battlefield area) for 
ARCAS, as shown in Figure 2, is overlaid with 
21 indexed avenues of advance which are used 
by the forces simulated in the scenario. These 
avenues, labeled #10 through #30, are repre- 
sented as dashed lines in the figure. These se- 

rially (north-south) indexed avenues provide a 
convenient way of representing FEBA progress 
on a Cartesian coordinate system (as km 
progress on each avenue of advance). 

5. SCENARIO 
The scenario timeframe is the period be- 

tween December 16, 1944 (denoted as D-Day) 
and Jan 17,1945 (denoted as D+32). Each unit's 
availability for commitment during the sce- 
nario is based upon the day when initial com- 
bat engagement is first recorded for that unit in 
the historical data. The US/UK forces operate 
primarily in defensive and static postures dur- 
ing the first part of the campaign, and shift to 
counteroffensive roles in the last half of the 
campaign. 

The German Armies represented in the ini- 
tial attack include, from north-to-south, the 6th 
Panzer Army, the 5th Panzer Army, and the 7th 
Panzer Army. Twelve German combat units 
(mostly divisions) are on-line and engaged at 
D-Day. A further 16 line units reinforce these 
during the campaign. Fire support for echelons 

NAMUR STAVELOT 

DINAN 

Figure 2. STOCEM ARCAS Theater with Avenues of Advance 
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above division comes from three armies and 14 
corps. 

The initial US/UK forces opposing the Ger- 
man attack on D-Day are, as positioned from 
north-to-south, elements of US V Corps, US 
VIII Corps, and US III Corps. Six US divisions 
are on-line and engaged at D-Day. A further 24 
line units (21 US and 3 UK) reinforce these 
during the campaign. Fire support from eche- 
lons above division are from two US armies, six 
US corps, and one British corps. 

The ARCAS STOCEM scenario partitions 
each theater force into three areas of operations, 
corresponding approximately to the sectors of 
operation for the major Army areas. ARCAS 
STOCEM then directs each reinforcing unit (for 
both sides) to the area of operations which it 
historically supported. 

6. REPRESENTATION OF 
STOCHASTIC UNCERTAINTY 

The following statistical measures charac- 
terize each ARCAS STOCEM outcome mea- 
surement used to quantitatively portray the 
range and likelihood of simulated combat out- 
comes: 

Application of Chebyshev's theorem (Hogg 
and Craig 1965) provides near-assurance that 
the limits defined above are, at least, 90% con- 
fidence limits regardless of the unknown prob- 
ability distribution of average outcomes (for a 
STOCEM measure). If that probability distribu- 
tion is normal, then the above-defined bounds 
are at least 99% confidence limits. Charted re- 
sults have these limits labeled as +3.2SE and 
-3.2SE respectively, because they are (approx- 
imately) 3.2 standard errors distant from the 
mean. 

7. ANALYSIS OF FEBA PROGRESS 
RESULTS 

We first compare the simulated and histor- 
ical movement of the FEBA during the course 
of the Ardennes campaign. Both the geographic 
position of the FEBA and its movement over 
time are compared. Observations impacting on 
simulation validation, and areas of investiga- 
tion for potential CEM logic modifications 
which may improve model realism, are then 
developed from the ARCAS STOCEM/history 
comparisons. 

• Mean. The ARCAS mean is an arithmetic 
average over all 16 replications. 

• Maximum value over all replications. For 
FEBA progress, the maximum corresponds 
to the westernmost position of the FEBA, on 
each avenue of advance, over all replications. 

• Minimum value over all replications. For 
FEBA progress, the minimum corresponds to 
the easternmost position of the FEBA, on 
each avenue of advance, over all replications. 

• Confidence limits for the STOCEM mean. 
The computed STOCEM mean is only a sam- 
ple estimate of the "true mean", which cor- 
responds to an average computed from an 
infinitely large sample. Confidence limits, 
which have at least a specified probability of 
containing (i.e. bounding) the "true mean", 
are: 

— an  upper  confidence  limit  defined  as 
[sample mean + 3.16 standard errors] 

— a lower confidence limit defined as [sam- 
ple mean — 3.16 standard errors]. 

where the standard error for the ARCAS sam- 
ples is defined as [standard deviation/\/16]. 

7.1. FEBA COMPARISON 
(SIMULATION VS HISTORY) 

Figure 3 depicts a map showing a compar- 
ison of the simulated ARCAS FEBA on D + 8 
with the ACSDB-based historical FEBA on that 
date. 

The following FEBA representations are 
shown on the figure: 

• The CEM maximum FEBA is a line connect- 
ing the westernmost simulated FEBA posi- 
tions, over all replications, on each ARCAS 
STOCEM avenue of advance. 

• The CEM minimum FEBA is a line connect- 
ing the easternmost simulated FEBA posi- 
tions, over all replications, on each ARCAS 
STOCEM avenue of advance. 

• The CEM average (mean) FEBA is a line 
connecting the average simulated FEBA po- 
sitions, over all replications, on each ARCAS 
STOCEM avenue of advance. 

• The History FEBA on D+8 is determined 
from unit location records in the ACSDB. 
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Figure 3. ARCAS STOCEM FEBA vs. History on D+8. 

The ACSDB does not explicitly define a histor- 
ical FEBA. Each ACSDB unit, on each day, con- 
sists of multiple reported geographic "unit 
points", each with a separate location. For a 
specified positive number, P, define the FEBA 
position for a force along an avenue of advance 
as the average location of the forwardmost P % 
of all ACSDB unit points in that force which are 
in that avenue, and are associated with com- 
mitted units of that force on that day. Treating 
each such computed FEBA position as a point 
location at the midpoint of the associated ave- 
nue of advance, define the force FEBA as the set 
of FEBA positions for that force over all ave- 
nues of advance. When German and US/UK 
FEBAs based on this method are computed, the 
average of the (German vs. US/UK) FEBA po- 
sition differences along the avenues of advance 
is smallest when P is approximately 40%. Since 
the Germans were the initial attacker, the Ger- 
man FEBA based on that P value is chosen as 
the historical FEBA for this analysis. Therefore, 
the "History FEBA", on a given day, is defined 
in this paper as the average location of the 
westernmost 40% of that day's ACSDB points 
associated with the committed German units 
on (i.e. closest to) each ARCAS STOCEM ave- 

nue of advance. This History FEBA is then com- 
pared with the ARCAS STOCEM FEBA, which 
is a well-defined simulated set of forward po- 
sitions. 

In this geographic representation, the AR- 
CAS STOCEM average FEBA shows a clear 
configurational similarity to the historical 
"bulge" on D + 8, which is the approximate 
German "high water mark" of the historical 
campaign. Especially noteworthy is the similar- 
ity in the position of the "spike" pointing to- 
ward Namur in both the STOCEM and histor- 
ical FEBAs. 

Figure 4 portrays the relative positions of 
each FEBA shown in Figure 3, along with un- 
certainty measures, in a stylized Cartesian co- 
ordinate system representation. The figure has 
linear Cartesian plots showing FEBA progress, 
measured along each of the 21 ARCAS 
STOCEM avenues of advance, along with mea- 
sures of simulation uncertainty. 

The vertical axis of the figure shows the 
FEBA movement (in km), relative to D-day po- 
sitions, along each CEM avenue of advance. 
Negative values denote forward (westward) 
German movement. Positive values indicate 
retrograde (eastward) German movement. The 
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Figure 4. ARCAS STOCEM FEBA vs. History on D + 8 (with uncertainty). 

avenues of advance are depicted in a north-to- 
south ordering, which is visually read from 
left-to-right, along the horizontal axis. Only one 
point is plotted in the figure for each measure 
on each avenue of advance. The lines connect- 
ing these points are added only to facilitate a 
visual comparison. 

This stylized representation emulates a 
quasi-geography of the theater with the ave- 
nues of advance represented as parallel straight 
lines. The portrayed orientation is analogous to 
an aerial perspective facing eastward from 
above US/UK lines. Army boundaries for the 
three German Panzer Armies are also shown. 

Plotted points in the figure show the mea- 
sures of statistical variability in ARCAS 
STOCEM outcomes. The average STOCEM 
FEBA progress along each ARCAS STOCEM 
avenue of advance (not shown) is midway be- 
tween the depicted confidence limits (labeled 
+3.2SE and -3.2SE). 

In this stylized D + 8 FEBA representation, 
although the History FEBA is not always 
within the STOCEM 90% confidence limit 
band, that band is configurationally very simi- 
lar to the historical "bulge" in the 5th Panzer 
Army Area (avenues of advance 14 through 21.) 

The most noteworthy deviation between 
ARCAS STOCEM and history is the nearly 
complete lack of any STOCEM FEBA progress 
in the seven southernmost (rightmost on Figure 
4) avenues of advance. This contrasts with an 
average historical advance of 13 km on those 
avenues, varying from 36 km at the southern 
boundary of the "bulge" to 0 km near Luxem- 
bourg. 

Figure 5 graphically portrays the progress 
of the average ARCAS STOCEM FEBA at 4-day 
intervals and contrasts it with the average His- 
tory FEBA. 

The line graphs in the figure show average 
FEBA progress (STOCEM and historical) over 
the entire theater. The bar graphs in the figure 
show FEBA progress averaged only over the 
5th Panzer Army area, which comprised most 
of the historical "bulge". 

The average FEBA progress for the theater 
on a day is defined as the simple arithmetic 
average of the FEBA progress on each CEM 
avenue of advance in the theater on that day. 
The average FEBA progress for the 5th Panzer 
Army area on a day is defined analogously 
except that the average is only over the avenues 
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Figure 5. Average FEBA Progress over Time 

of advance in the 5th Panzer Army area (ave- 
nues 14 through 21). 

From the depicted average FEBA progress 
over time, it is apparent that the initial German 
advance in ARCAS STOCEM is considerably 
more rapid than occurred historically in the 
"bulge", but is only moderately greater when 
averaged over the entire theater. After D + 4, 
average ARCAS FEBA progress is very similar 
to history through D + 16 over both the 
"bulge" and the entire theater. The similarities 
here support the credibility of the ARCAS STO- 
CEM simulation process. 

After D + 16, Figure 5 shows the counter- 
attacking US/UK force in ARCAS STOCEM 
inducing a German retreat at a considerably 
more rapid rate than occurred historically. 

The STOCEM FEBA progress is related to 
the engagement postures of committed units. 
Commitment availability of units was scripted 
to parallel the historical availability. The 
change in US/UK force mission from defensive 
and static to a counteroffensive role was regu- 
lated by simulation inputs which enabled a 
counteroffensive  only when  the  number  of 

committed US/UK reinforcing units reflected 
sufficient relative strength to doctrinally permit 
it. Figure 6 shows the percent of the committed 
US/UK force in simulated attack posture dur- 
ing each 4-day period in the ARCAS STOCEM 
scenario. The most rapid US/UK advance in 
ARCAS STOCEM occurs during the eight days 
ending at D + 24, when it has the largest frac- 
tion of its committed force in the attack posture. 

7.2 ASSESSMENT OF FEBA 
COMPARISONS 

a. Causes of Differences. One possible cause 
of the excessively rapid ARCAS FEBA move- 
ment during the US/UK counterattack may be 
that the placement and concentrations of forces 
generated by a fully automated model, such as 
STOCEM, may induce a stronger rollback of a 
weaker opponent than will be achieved by a 
less efficient and more cautious actual attacking 
force. An actual combat force deploys its units 
less effectively than the STOCEM algorithms, 
and, affected by human factors and perceptions 
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of uncertainty, moves with more deliberation 
than is reflected in its combat potential. The 
STOCEM logic consistently reinforces and ex- 
ploits success in attack with relentlessly consis- 
tent and efficient algorithmic rules, unlike de- 
cisions/actions in real life. 

It is also possible that the base ARCAS 
STOCEM move rate inputs are too high be- 
cause they reflect a potential movement capa- 
bility not generally achievable in real combat. 
Actual combat movement is also degraded by 
tactical, weather, and logistical considerations 
not explicitly modeled by STOCEM. 

b. Implications on Validity. The clear config- 
urational similarity of ARCAS FEBA progress 
to historical FEBA progress in the "bulge" area 
of the theater at the German "high water mark" 
of the historical campaign lends support to the 
credibility of the STOCEM representation of 
combat and movement. Supplementing this are 
the similarities between history and ARCAS in 
average FEBA progress during the first half of 
the campaign. 

c. Potential STOCEM Logic/Input Changes. 
The results showing average ARCAS STOCEM 
FEBA progress over time reflect a continual 

movement process which, especially during the 
attack, does not "pause for breath". The histor- 
ical FEBA movement in this campaign suggests 
a sustained rapid force advance punctuated by 
intervals of reduced mobility and aggressive- 
ness. To better reflect this intermittent progress 
in STOCEM, a possible model logic improve- 
ment is an algorithmic moderation of move rate 
as a simulated advance gains speed and mo- 
mentum. 

Methods should be investigated which 
moderate the STOCEM-calculated move rate 
capability (in selected force postures) in re- 
sponse to a "sufficiently sustained" rapid com- 
bat advance. One potential approach is for 
STOCEM to periodically assess how long a 
force has been in an attack posture, and to 
subsequently reduce the STOCEM-calculated 
move rate as a function of the assessed attack 
posture duration. Consideration should also be 
given to reducing the basic STOCEM input 
move rates in the attack posture in order to 
reflect degradation not explicitly modeled. 

STOCEM logic should be modified so that 
each unit can be programmed to stop at the 
user-specified objective positions. In ARCAS 
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STOCEM, movement past the user-specified 
force objective occurs during a simulated 12- 
hour period just before a scheduled end-of pe- 
riod simulation status check. Simulated move- 
ment is stopped only when this status check 
senses attainment of that objective by a unit 
during that period. 

8. ANALYSIS OF WEAPON SYSTEM 
LOSS RESULTS 

We now portray and compare the ARCAS 
STOCEM losses in US/UK tanks, APCs, and 
artillery systems with historical losses recorded 
in the ACSDB. Only cumulative losses (de- 
stroyed and abandoned systems) are depicted 
here. Observations impacting on simulation 
validation, and potential CEM logic modifica- 
tions which may improve model realism, are 
subsequently developed from STOCEM/his- 
tory comparisons. The assessments of model 
behavior versus history presented herein are 
derived from, and supported by, both US/UK 
and German weapon loss results. Comparisons 
between simulated and historical German 
weapon losses are summarized at the end of 

this section. Full results are in the ARCAS 
study report 

8.1 WEAPON SYSTEM LOSS 
COMPARISONS (SIMULATION VS 
HISTORY) 

Figures 7 through 9 compare cumulative 
ARCAS STOCEM weapon system losses with 
historical losses, at 4-day intervals, for the 
US/UK force in the base case scenario. Each 
chart shows, for the ARCAS STOCEM out- 
comes, the mean value (light bar), the maxi- 
mum/minimum bounds (dashed lines) over 
the replications, and the 90% confidence limit 
bands (solid lines). 

During the first half of the campaign, ex- 
cept for the first four days, ARCAS cumulative 
US/UK tank loss results, shown in Figure 7, are 
very similar to historical results and historical 
losses are contained within the uncertainty bands. 

The historical cumulative US/UK tank 
losses tend to level off as the campaign 
progresses after its midpoint. ARCAS STOCEM 
does not exhibit such a tendency until after 
D+24. Through D + 20, US/UK historical cu- 

Figure 7. Cumulative US/UK Tank Losses 
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mulative kill results are either within the AR- 
CAS STOCEM uncertainty band or are less than 
22 tank kills (separation) from the max/min 
band limits. The out-of-band difference is larg- 
est at D + 28, when the ARCAS minimum is 77 
kills (12%) in excess of the historical 631 kills 
recorded through that date. 

Figure 8 shows ARCAS STOCEM generat- 
ing considerably more US/UK losses than oc- 
curred in history, especially after D + 4. The 
historical cumulative US/UK APC losses have 
a marked tendency to level off, reflecting a zero 
loss rate, after D + 12. ARCAS does not exhibit 
any such tendency during the campaign. 

Total US/UK APC losses after D + 12 ac- 
count for 51% of the total US/UK APC kills in 
ARCAS STOCEM, but only 5% of the total his- 
torical kills. Only 2% of historical US/UK APC 
losses occur after D + 16. 

ARCAS STOCEM US/UK artillery losses, 
shown in Figure 9, are virtually zero, while 
history shows 195 tubes destroyed or aban- 
doned during the entire campaign. The vast 
majority of historical artillery losses (86%) oc- 
curred before D+12. 

8.2 ASSESSMENT OF WEAPON 
SYSTEM LOSS COMPARISONS 

a. Causes of Differences. For non-artillery 
weapon losses, ARCAS STOCEM divergence 
from history tends to be larger in the first few 
days of the campaign and when the US/UK is 
counterattacking in the last half of the cam- 
paign. These results indicate a tendency for 
forces modeled in ARCAS STOCEM to lose 
weapon systems, excepting artillery, at a some- 
what faster rate than history, especially when a 
large part of one force is attacking. 

The most plausible explanation for the very 
low historical US/UK APC losses after D+12 is 
a cautionary usage policy which conserves 
mechanized systems, such as the APCs, by re- 
ducing their vulnerability and exposure, espe- 
cially while the force is attacking. This was 
feasible in the historical campaign since tanks 
are usually the most forward operating weapon 
systems and, since the US/UK were on the 
offensive after D + 16, supporting mechanized 
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Figure 9. Cumulative US/UK Artillery Losses 

weapon systems were unlikely to be overrun 
by a defending enemy. 

Vulnerability and exposure of mechanized 
systems may also have been overestimated, 
while vulnerability of artillery may have been 
underestimated. 

The occurrence of the vast majority of his- 
torical artillery losses during the first twelve 
days of the campaign indicates that most of 
these systems were overrun during the initial 
rapid German advance, which produced a cat- 
astrophic breakthrough characterized by speed 
and surprise. The ARCAS STOCEM losses in 
this phase are much less because STOCEM does 
not simulate breakthrough effects. STOCEM 
combat kills are determined using weapon fires 
and kill rates as a function of combat posture, 
but no simulation posture reflects the added 
speed and surprise of a breakthrough. 

b. Implications on Validity. ARCAS STO- 
CEM tank losses and APC losses are similar to 
historical losses during the first half of the cam- 
paign. If the catastrophic breakthrough effects 
of the initial German attack, not modeled in 
STOCEM, are discounted, then both history 
and ARCAS STOCEM show negligible US/UK 

artillery losses. These similarities give support 
to STOCEM model credibility. 

c. Potential STOCEM Logic/Input Changes. 
ARCAS results indicate that, in the "real 
world", an attacking force may well kill more 
conservatively, over time, than is reflected in 
the current STOCEM algorithms. A reduction 
of an attacking force's basic STOCEM lethality 
against enemy tanks and APCs appears appro- 
priate, with a higher reduction associated with 
a higher strength advantage (for the attacker). 

Negligible historic US/UK APC and AT/M 
losses after D + 8 indicate a successful US/UK 
policy of conserving mechanized systems by 
reducing their vulnerability and exposure 
while attacking. Such a policy is apparently not 
reflected in STOCEM. Methods should be in- 
vestigated to enable CEM to simulate a "con- 
servative use" policy for a force's mechanized 
weapon systems. Such a policy will sharply 
reduce the vulnerability of mechanized systems 
when favorable attack conditions have been 
created after a period of heavy losses. 

Historical system losses are especially high 
during the early part of the campaign due to a 
catastrophic breakthrough, during which an 
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initially superior and rapidly moving German 
force attacked, surprised, and overran portions 
of the US/UK force. Methodology should be 
investigated which enables STOCEM to simu- 
late a "breakthrough" combat attack posture. A 
breakthrough attack posture will produce a sig- 
nificant acceleration in defender system attri- 
tion, and is related to attacker speed and an 
overwhelming attacker force advantage. 

8.3 SUMMARY OF GERMAN 
WEAPON SYSTEM LOSS 
COMPARISONS 

German weapon losses are similar in trend 
to the US/UK results described above. Except 
for artillery, simulated German weapon losses 
tend to be greater than historical losses. How- 
ever, unlike the US/UK, the historical German 
losses are not disproportionately concentrated 
in the early days, but are relatively evenly dis- 
tributed throughout the campaign. Synopsized 
comparisons of cumulative German weapon 
losses by weapon type include: 

a. Tanks. Although there is close agree- 
ment with history during the first half of the 
campaign, total simulation kills over the entire 
campaign are almost double the historical total. 

b. APCs. Simulation losses are slightly 
greater than historical losses. 

C. AT/Ms. Simulation losses are generally 
three to six times historical losses. 

d.   Artillery.   Total   simulation   losses   are 
about half the total historical losses. 
Full descriptions and displays of German re- 
sults can be found in the ARCAS study report. 

9. ANALYSIS OF PERSONNEL 
CASUALTY RESULTS 

We now portray and compare the total cu- 
mulative ARCAS STOCEM US/UK and Ger- 
man personnel casualties with historical results 
in the ACSDB. Only cumulative casualties are 
depicted here. Observations impacting on sim- 
ulation validation, and areas of investigation 
for potential CEM logic modifications, which 
may improve model realism, are subsequently 
developed from the STOCEM/history compar- 
isons. 

9.1 PERSONNEL LOSS 
COMPARISONS (SIMULATION VS 
HISTORY) 

Figure 10 shows ARCAS STOCEM and his- 
torical cumulative (since D-Day) total US/UK 
personnel casualties at 4-day intervals. Figure 
11 shows comparable German personnel loss 
results. 

The historical US/UK cumulative casual- 
ties appear to be similar to the ARCAS 
STOCEM averages both in magnitudes and 
trend (over time). The historical German cumu- 
lative casualties appear to be similar to the 
ARCAS STOCEM averages primarily during 
the first half of the campaign. 

ARCAS STOCEM tends to produce more 
casualties than actually occurred, and the dif- 
ferences between history and ARCAS STOCEM 
are larger for German casualties. The largest 
differences occur for German casualties during 
the US/UK counterattack in the second half 
of the campaign. Total cumulative ARCAS 
STOCEM US/UK casualties during the entire 
campaign are only slightly (about 12%) larger 
than historical results, while total cumulative 
ARCAS STOCEM German casualties are about 
44% larger than history. 

Figure 12 shows the unweighted arithmetic 
average fraction of total ARCAS STOCEM and 
historical US/UK casualties in each casualty 
category (KIA/WIA/CMIA/DNBI) during the 
campaign. These averages exclude the period 
19-21 December, which had extremely large 
CMIA due to the encirclement of portions of 
the US 106th ID during the German break- 
through. 

The figure also shows, for both history 
(points connected by dashed lines) and ARCAS 
STOCEM (points connected by solid lines), the 
maximum and minimum over the individual 
daily casualty fractions, excluding the period of 
19-21 December, 1944. 

Since the minimum daily value for ARCAS 
STOCEM KIA and WIA is greater than the 
maximum of corresponding historical daily 
values, ARCAS STOCEM consistently overesti- 
mates daily KIA and WIA relative to historical 
casualties. The ARCAS STOCEM average KIA 
fraction and WIA fraction are almost double the 
corresponding historical values. 

The ARCAS STOCEM mean daily CMIA 
and DNBI casualties are usually undere- 
stimates of historical casualties. The ARCAS 
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Figure 10. Cumulative US/UK Personnel Losses 

STOCEM average CMIA fraction is almost a 
third of the corresponding historical value, 
while the ARCAS STOCEM average DNBI frac- 
tion is almost half of the corresponding histor- 
ical value. 

The day-to-day variation in casualty frac- 
tion, as represented by the spread between 
maximum and minimum, is (proportionately) 
larger for the historical WIA, CMIA, and DNBI 
values than for ARCAS STOCEM values. 

9.2 ASSESSMENT OF PERSONNEL 
LOSS COMPARISONS 

a. Causes of Differences. The ARCAS 
STOCEM German personnel casualty results, in 
conjunction with the US/UK engagement pos- 
ture profiles during the simulation, indicate 
that ARCAS STOCEM generates an excessive 
number of German casualties when a substan- 
tial part of the US/UK force is in attack posture. 
In the real world, as reflected by history, the 
attacking US/UK force appears to inflict Ger- 
man casualties at lower rates, over time, than is 
reflected in the current STOCEM algorithms. 

The 4-day periods with the greatest ARCAS 
STOCEM deviations from history are the peri- 
ods ending at D + 8, D + 16, and D + 20, when 
STOCEM generates too many casualties. The 
period ending at D + 8 is near the peak of the 
historical German attack, and the US/UK force 
in ARCAS STOCEM has the largest representa- 
tion in attack posture during the 4-day period 
ending at D + 20. These results suggest that 
ARCAS STOCEM personnel attrition in attack 
posture is excessive. The overestimation of Ger- 
man casualties is especially large (140%) in the 
period, ending at D + 20, during the peak of the 
ARCAS STOCEM US/UK counterattack. 

It is also possible that doctrinal differences 
caused fewer German losses than the weapons 
lethality would imply. 

The breakthrough effect observed in 
weapon loss results also applies to personnel 
casualties. The initial phase of the German at- 
tack historically produces a much higher num- 
ber of US/UK KIA and CMIA than the rest of 
the campaign. The ARCAS STOCEM results do 
not reflect this. 
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b. Implications on Validity. The similarities 
between ARCAS STOCEM and history in mag- 
nitude and trend of cumulative STOCEM total 
casualties over time give support to STOCEM 
credibility. Additional observed trend similari- 
ties between STOCEM and history in US/UK 
DNBI fraction and CMIA fraction also enhance 
the credibility of the STOCEM combat repre- 
sentation. 

c. Potential STOCEM Logic/Input Changes. 
Since ARCAS STOCEM personnel attrition in 
attack posture may be excessive, a reduction of 
a STOCEM attacking force's lethality against 
personnel appears appropriate. Methods 
should be investigated which reduce an attack- 
ing force's basic STOCEM lethality against en- 
emy personnel. Consideration should be given 
to associating a larger reduction with a higher 
strength advantage (for the attacker). 

Redistribution of STOCEM casualty parti- 
tioning process over the four casualty types 
may be appropriate. The observed differences 
between historical and ARCAS STOCEM re- 
sults suggest investigation of revised casualty 
redistribution rules conforming more closely to 
history. 

Investigation should be done into methods 
which simulate a "breakthrough" combat at- 
tack posture, which generates significantly ac- 
celerated defender CMIA, and possibly DNBI, 
casualties, and which is related to attacker 
speed and overwhelming attacker force advan- 
tage. 

Any revised methodology should be able to 
reflect differences in operational doctrine in 
each combat posture. This capability is espe- 
cially important for the simulation of modern 
forces. 

10. SUMMARY OF ARCAS RESULTS 
Similarities and differences noted in the 

comparison of ARCAS STOCEM with history, 
as developed from all results generated in the 
ARCAS study, are summarized in Table 1. 
Suggested areas of investigation for STOCEM 
logic/input modifications are summarized in 
Table 2. These tables include observations and 
suggestions based on the full spectrum of 
ARCAS results, of which only a sample are 
presented in this paper. The reader is referred 
to the ARCAS study report for the complete set 
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Table 1.    Summary of ARCAS vs. History Comparisons 

OUTCOME 
TYPE 
FEBA progress 

Ammo 
expenditure 
Tank losses 

APC losses 

AT/M losses 
Artillery losses 

Personnel lost 

SIMILARITIES: 
ARCAS VS. HISTORY 

(1) Maximum FEBA 
advance 
(2) FEBA "bulge" shape 
US/UK tonnage expended 

Losses in first 16 days of 
scenario 
German losses 

US/UK losses when 
catastrophic breakthrough 
effects are discounted 
(1) US/UK total casualties 
(2) DNBI & CMIA trends 
over time 

DIFFERENCES: 
ARCAS VS. HISTORY 
Faster movement in AKUAO 

Much higher German 
tonnage expended in ARCAS 
Excessive ARCAS losses in 
last 16 days 
Excessive ARCAS US/UK 
losses 
Excessive ARCAS losses 
Considerably lower ARCAS 
losses 

(1) Excessive ARCAS total 
German casualties 
(2) Proportion of ARCAS KIA 
& WIA too large 
(3) Proportion of ARCAS 
CMIA and DNBI too low 
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Table 2.   Areas of Investigation for STOCEM Input/Logic Modification 

OUTCOME         STOCEM INPUT MODIFICATION        STOCEM LOGIC 
TYPE                                         (ARCAS)                                MODIFICATION 
FEBA Reduce input move rates of 

attacker 
(1) Reduce move rate 
after a sustained advance 
(2) Stop unit movement at 
a set objective. 

Ammo 
expenditure 

Revise German single round 
weight inputs 

Weapon 
system 
losses 

(1) Reduce vulnerability of armor 
& ATM systems 
(2) Increase vulnerability of 
artillery 
(3) Simulate conservation of 
mechanized systems when 
strength is sufficient 

(1) Reduce lethality of an 
attacking force 
(2) Simulate conservation 
of mechanized systems 
when strength is 
sufficient 
(3) Simulate 
"breakthrough" attack 
posture & attrition. 

Personnel 
losses 

(1) Reduce vulnerability against 
an attacking force 
(2) Change partition of casualties 
into KIA/WIA/CMIA/DNBI 

(1) Reduce lethality of an 
attacking force 
(2) Change partition of 
casualties into 
KIA/WIA/CMIA/DNBI 
(3) Simulate 
"breakthrough" attack 
posture & casualties. 

of results underpinning the observations in 
these tables. 

11. CONCLUDING REMARKS AND 
FUTURE WORK 

The ARCAS study is the first attempt to 
assess and improve the credibility of a fully 
automated combat model by simulating a 
large-scale historical campaign and comparing 
model outputs with historical outcomes. Key to 
this analysis were the construction and use of a 
custom-built detailed historical data base rep- 
resentation of the historical campaign, which 
was configured to provide inputs to the combat 
model. Another key element was the use of a 
stochastic simulation to include and quantita- 
tively represent random variation in model out- 
comes. 

While the resulting report card on compar- 
ison of model results versus history is con- 
strained both in specificity and comprehensive- 
ness, the observed similarities and differences 
provide new and useful insights into behavior 
of the STOCEM combat simulation. More im- 
portantly, the points of difference (between 
model and history) become pointers to poten- 

tial model improvements. CAA is using the 
ARCAS results to develop and test potential 
modifications in STOCEM which are designed 
to increase model credibility. 

The ARCAS results should be regarded as 
only a first step in the Model-Test-Model (M- 
T-M) paradigm of validation methodology 
which uses model test and evaluation results in 
an iterative process of successive model im- 
provement with each successive step increasing 
overall validity. A different historical campaign 
is a necessary baseline for an operational (re-) 
test of an improved STOCEM, and can also 
provide additional insights on simulation be- 
havior and credibility. Without such a test, use 
of the ARCAS results to "retune" STOCEM 
begs the question of whether consequent model 
changes improve prediction in a broader real 
world scenario context. 

The WWII Battle of Kursk is planned as the 
historical campaign for use in testing and as- 
sessing the predictive value of ARCAS-based 
changes made to STOCEM. CAA is in the early 
stages of a STOCEM application to the Kursk 
battle, with objectives analogous to those of 
ARCAS. A large historical data collection effort 
has been completed and a data base analogous 
to the ACSDB has been created. Testing of 
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STOCEM against history in this battle will also 
seek guidelines for additional STOCEM im- 
provements. 

Since the inputs and factors producing 
STOCEM results are many and complex, ra- 
tionales developed from ARCAS results must 
be regarded as hypotheses which can gain (or 
lose) support through additional STOCEM ex- 
cursion cases. Such testing will be done as part 
of the STOCEM improvement effort. 

The ACSDB also can be exploited to derive 
historical statistics for assessment of combat 
trends/patterns which can serve as a basis for 
confirming or refining algorithmic rules com- 
monly used in models of theater combat. For 
example, relationships between casualty ratios 
and force ratios can be examined. CAA is un- 
dertaking this work as resources permit. 
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ABSTRACT 
With the continuing reduction of 

forces in Europe, it is apparent 
that the base support structure 

cannot be maintained at current levels. The 
purpose of this effort is to develop a meth- 
odology to assign US Army units remain- 
ing in Europe to installations in an econom- 
ical manner, and to make 
recommendations regarding which instal- 
lations are candidates for deactivation and 
closure. An integer programming model 
has been formulated which minimizes an- 
nual costs subject to constraints on re- 
sources, implementation costs, unit prox- 
imity, and support requirements. The 
model can be used to provide decision 
makers with insights regarding resource 
utilization and shortfalls, and costs of im- 
plementing various stationing plan alterna- 
tives. Model development and data collec- 
tion issues are discussed. Computational 
experience is given and techniques used to 
improve model performance are described. 

INTRODUCTION 
Since the end of World War II, the US 

Army has maintained a significant for- 
ward-deployed force on the continent of 
Europe. The principal mission of this force 
was to deter aggression by the Union of 
Soviet Socialist Republics, and failing that, 
defend western Europe from attack until 
adequate reinforcements arrived to defeat 
the attackers. 

For most of this "Cold War" period, the 
US Army in Europe consisted of two full 
army corps, the Fifth and the Seventh 
Corps, a full logistical support command, 
the 21st Theater Army Area Command, 
and numerous other units and organiza- 
tions that served various functions. Alto- 
gether 225,000 soldiers were stationed in 
Europe during the Cold War period. 
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In 1990 the Conventional Armed Forces 
Europe (CFE) Agreement with the Soviet 
Union was implemented. This agreement 
signaled the beginning of a drawdown of 
troop strength in Europe. 

The collapse of the Soviet Union in 
1991 greatly reduced the perceived threat 
to the security of western Europe and the 
national interests of the United States. Con- 
sequently, the need to expend nearly one 
third of the $300 billion U.S. defense budget 
to maintain such a large European presence 
was called into question. Reduction in 
troop strengths were accelerated. Ulti- 
mately, the decision was made to leave 
only 65,000 soldiers stationed in Europe. 

The problem remained as to where to 
station the troops that were left in Europe 
after this drawdown was complete. It was 
immediately apparent that the base sup- 
port structure that existed to station 225,000 
troops was no longer necessary for the 
units that would remain. The locations of 
these bases correspond largely to where 
American forces stopped at the end of 
World War II, so no particular pattern ex- 
isted that would suggest a stationing plan 
for the remaining units. Clearly, leaving the 
units in the locations they were in previ- 
ously would have been inefficient. 

An organization known as the CFE Cell 
was formed in the headquarters of the US 
Army in Europe. Its task was to develop a 
stationing plan. In performing this task, 
they were directed to consider the follow- 
ing factors: costs (both annual and one-time 
expenditures), quality of life of the soldiers 
and their families, and the accomplishment 
of unit missions. These factors, which are 
discussed in detail below, were often hard 
to measure and frequently conflicted; this 
complicated the development of the plan 
significantly. 

As the drawdown of troops occurred, 
the CFE Cell developed several stationing 
plans. Members of the cell made numerous 
site visits, interviewed hundreds of indi- 
viduals who were knowledgeable about the 
various aspects of the stationing require- 
ments, and conducted continuous analysis 
to arrive at an acceptable policy. This pro- 
cess was both time consuming and man- 
power intensive. 

In order to speed the process of devel- 
oping stationing plans, and to respond 
more quickly to ever changing require- 
ments, the US Army Concepts Analysis 
Agency (CAA) was asked to develop a 
methodology whose purposes were to pro- 
duce feasible stationing alternatives, and to 
evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of 
these   alternatives   to   facilitate   trade-off 
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analysis. These alternatives would then serve as 
"good" starting points for the CFE Cell plan- 
ning. 

In this paper, we describe an integer pro- 
gramming model that serves those purposes. 
The problem can be characterized as a Facility 
Location Problem. These problems have been 
well studied in the operations research litera- 
ture (see, for example, Nemhauser and Wolsey 
(1988) or Mirchandini and Francis (1989)). 

Our goal was to formulate a model that 
could be solved using existing and available 
hardware and software. This goal was well 
achieved by adopting an integer programming 
model, to which we applied the branch-and- 
bound technique with bounds obtained from 
linear programming relaxations. 

In fact, integer programming has proven 
successful in several analytical efforts to sup- 
port the drawdown of the US Army. A series of 
models, similar to the one we propose but 
smaller in scale, was developed to determine 
optimal stationing plans for Army units in the 
continental United States. Dell, et. al. (1994) 
developed a bi-criteria mixed integer model in 
which the objective is a weighted combination 
of operating cost and military worth. Its pur- 
pose was to assist the Army in making base 
closure and realignment recommendations and 
stationing decisions for maneuver and training 
bases. Singleton (1991), Tarantino (1992), and 
Free (1994) describe applications of this model 
to other aspects of the base closure and realign- 
ment process. In the area of personnel reduc- 
tion during the drawdown, Durso and 
Donahue (1995) successfully applied a network 
flow optimization to manage changes in man- 
power. 

In this paper, we describe the integer pro- 
gramming model and the solution method de- 
veloped. We discuss various aspects of the 
model-building process including unit and lo- 
cation aggregation, and data collection. In ad- 
dition, we discuss the techniques which we 
devised for obtaining good solutions to the 
model. We conclude with a summary and sug- 
gestions for future work. 

MODELING CONSIDERATIONS 
As mentioned above, several factors came 

into play in the development of a stationing 
plan. In this section we discuss these factors, 
particularly cost, quality of life, and mission 

requirements; and establish a basis for our 
modeling approach. 

Cost Considerations 
Through discussions with the study spon- 

sor, we determined that the overriding consid- 
eration must be the annual cost of the station- 
ing plan. Since the funds needed to station 
units at a particular location come from the 
same appropriation that operating and training 
funds come from, any savings that are realized 
can be used to increase the combat readiness of 
the force. The importance of limiting the expen- 
diture of these funds to a minimum level is 
paramount. Thus, minimization of annual cost 
became the objective of the optimization model. 

There are two parts to these annual station- 
ing costs that were deemed important to the 
process of building a stationing plan. They are 
the overhead cost of having the installation 
open, regardless of how many units are sta- 
tioned there, and the cost of stationing the in- 
dividual units at particular locations. The over- 
head costs were computed based on historical 
records. Unit stationing costs were estimated 
based on the type of unit, the location of the 
installation and the "cost of living" at that lo- 
cation, distance of the installation from training 
areas, and the like. Cost estimation was per- 
formed in accordance with the US Army Cost 
Analysis Manual (Department of the Army, 
1992b), and use was made of the Force/Orga- 
nizational Costing System (Department of the 
Army, 1992a). 

Another aspect of the cost of implementing 
any stationing plan involved the one-time ex- 
penditure of funds to physically move units to 
a different location, as well as to shut down an 
installation that is no longer needed. These 
costs are also paid from the operations and 
maintenance funds of the US Army, Europe 
and must be constrained. 

The first component of these one-time costs 
is the cost of moving a unit from one location to 
another when that unit is restationed. This cost 
is a function of the number of personnel as- 
signed to the unit, the amount of equipment the 
unit possesses, and the distance from one loca- 
tion to the other. Most of the tactical equipment 
assigned to the units can be moved by the unit 
at virtually no cost. However, administrative 
equipment and the personal property of sol- 
diers and their families have to be moved upon 
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restationing as well. Local moving companies 
are contracted to perform this work. Thus the 
cost of implementing the restationing of units is 
significant and must be estimated and ac- 
counted for in the model. 

Another significant component of the one- 
time costs is the expenditure required to close 
down installations that are no longer needed. 
The decision was made several years ago to 
enter into local long-term utility contracts in 
order to reduce the operating costs of the in- 
stallations. At that time the installations had 
been operating for almost 50 years and there 
was no reason to believe that the situation 
would change. In order to break these contracts 
at installations that are closed, a cost is incurred 
that must be accounted for in the decision pro- 
cess. 

Finally, the cost that is incurred for sever- 
ance pay to local national employees of the US 
Army whose services are no longer required 
must be considered. German law prescribes 
generous compensation for workers whose jobs 
are eliminated. Due to the large numbers of 
German, Polish, and other local national per- 
sonnel employed at installations across Europe, 
the cost of this severance pay is potentially very 
high. 

Quality of Life Issues 
The second factor that was to be considered 

involved the quality of life for the soldiers and 
their families that remain in Europe. The most 
economical stationing policy would be likely to 
have the minimum number of active installa- 
tions. However, the Commander-in-Chief of 
the US Army, Europe was concerned that no 
unnecessary hardship be imposed on the mili- 
tary personnel and their families due to over- 
crowding. Quality of life standards were estab- 
lished to avoid this situation. For a detailed 
description of these quality of life standards see 
Public Affairs Office, US Army Europe and 7th 
Army (1994). Consequently, adequate housing, 
schools, medical facilities, commissaries, retail 
stores, libraries, chapels, recreational facilities, 
and the like must be provided for any station- 
ing plan to be considered acceptable. 

Some of the quality of life considerations 
can be readily incorporated into a mathematical 
programming formulation. For example, the re- 
quirement for family housing can be related to 
the number of soldiers. This relation is estab- 

lished by way of usage factors that were de- 
rived through the analysis of historical data 
(see, for example, Department of the Army 
(1989)). Constraints can then be included to 
ensure that no unit can be assigned to a location 
unless an adequate amount of the resource in 
question, in this case family housing, is avail- 
able to meet the unit requirement. 

Other quality of life standards are not as 
easily incorporated in the mathematical pro- 
gramming formulation. Instead, they must be 
handled by examining the options ahead of 
time to preclude violation of quality of life stan- 
dards. For instance, the requirement has been 
established that soldiers should not live further 
than a 20 minute drive from a library. Almost 
every installation has access to a library, but a 
few do not. Rather than attempt to constrain the 
distance a unit can be located from a library, 
preprocessing the data to preclude units from 
being assigned to locations that have no library 
simplified the problem. 

Mission Requirements 
Finally, the stationing of units must be ac- 

complished in such a way as to facilitate the 
accomplishment of both the combat and peace- 
time missions of all the Army units in Europe. 
Mission requirements affect the stationing of 
units in four ways, namely, the area in which 
the unit must perform its mission, the locations 
of the unit's subordinate units and higher head- 
quarters, the locations of supported units, and 
the sufficiency of resources. 

First, units must be located close to their 
area of operations. During the Cold War, each 
US Army unit in Europe was assigned a Gen- 
eral Defense Position or GDP. The locations of 
the units' GDP were typically in close proxim- 
ity to the installations at which the units were 
stationed, and were oriented eastward. Since 
the dissolution of the Soviet Union, however, 
the mission requirements of the units were not 
so easily stated. Instead of concentrating on a 
particular GDP, a unit must have the flexibility 
to respond to a variety of contingencies, includ- 
ing operations outside of Europe. In Operation 
Desert Storm, for example, Army units from 
Europe, including the Seventh Corps, were dis- 
patched to the Persian Gulf to participate in the 
war against Iraq. Thus, a premium was placed 
on access to road and rail networks, as well as 
port facilities. Units must be located in places 
that facilitate their rapid movement. 
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In order to maintain good command and 
control, especially among the combat units, 
subordinate units need to be stationed "near" 
their headquarters units. From a modeling 
standpoint, this requirement greatly compli- 
cates the problem. We note that in a more con- 
ventional location problem, see for example 
Cornuejols, et. al. (1989), facilities are sited 
within a given distance from one or more spec- 
ified locations. Our problem is more compli- 
cated because the units must be sited within a 
certain distance from their superiors units 
whose locations themselves are also to be de- 
termined. 

Some units whose mission it is to provide 
various types of support must be located so 
that the support can be rendered efficiently and 
effectively. The classes of support that these 
units provide include maintenance, supply, 
personnel administration and finance, trans- 
portation, and the like. These units must be 
located in proximity to the units to which the 
support must be given. In the case of the trans- 
portation units, location decisions are geo- 
graphically based due to the requirement for 
transportation throughout Europe. Thus, these 
units must be centrally located with easy access 
to the modes of transportation for which they 
are responsible. Therefore, support units were 
handled differently in the model than combat 
units. 

For units to be able to perform their as- 
signed missions, sufficient resources must be 
made available to them. Thus, the assignment 
of units must be made such that the capacity of 
the installations with respect to resources is not 
exceeded. Examples of these resources include 
maintenance facilities and hardstands to repair 
and store vehicles and equipment, aircraft op- 
eration space for aviation units, and office 
space for administrative activities. 

Aggregation 
The total number of units in the reduced 

force structure of the US Army in Europe is 
about 1200. The number of individual installa- 
tions used by the Army in Europe is about 350. 
If we establish the decision to be made as the 
assignment of the units to the installations, in 
the worst case, the number of binary variables 
in the integer programming formulation would 
be the product of these two numbers, i.e. 
420,000. In all likelihood, such a model could 

not be solved using currently available soft- 
ware. Fortunately, a great deal of aggregation 
that reduces the number of unit-installation 
combinations is possible and appropriate. The 
aggregation scheme that was used was consis- 
tent with that used by the USAREUR staff in 
determining the stationing plan manually. We 
describe this aggregation below. 

Reduction of Units to be 
Considered 

Although the largest proportion of the 
Army units in question are stationed in Ger- 
many, many of the units are located in other 
European countries, including Italy, Belgium, 
and Greece. Since there existed no significant 
plans to move units between countries, each 
country could be dealt with separately. The 
methodology developed here can then be ap- 
plied to each country as needed. For the re- 
mainder of this paper, we focus only on the 
units stationed in Germany. 

Many of the 1200 Army units stationed in 
Europe are small teams or detachments com- 
prising fewer than 10 personnel with very little 
in terms of vehicles and equipment. As such, 
these units have negligible resource require- 
ments. Thus, we made the assumption that 
these units need not be considered explicitly in 
the model and that they could be assigned to an 
installation afterward. 

Finally, combat units, particularly infantry, 
armor, cavalry, and artillery units are stationed 
in such a way that company-sized units belong- 
ing to battalions are together on the same in- 
stallation. Battalions are comprised of three to 
five company-sized units. Thus, we achieved a 
significant reduction in the number of units 
that needed to be considered in the model by 
assigning battalions, rather than companies, to 
installations. 

When all this aggregation and reduction is 
complete, about 250 units are left to be sta- 
tioned in Germany. 

Aggregation of Installations 
There are about 350 separate installations 

that the US Army utilizes in Europe. Ulti- 
mately, the decision must be made as to the 
exact locations to which the various units are 
assigned. However very few, if any, of the in- 
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stallations themselves contain sufficient re- 
sources to support any unit. The installations 
have historically been grouped into a system of 
Military Communities. Together the grouped 
installations provide the needed resources for 
the tenant units. 

For example, the Wuerzburg Community, 
composed of several separate installations, is 
the home of the Headquarters of the Third In- 
fantry Division. Some of the installations are 
made up entirely of military housing. Others 
contain office, operations, and maintenance 
space. Still others are made up of administra- 
tive space, aircraft operation space, or vehicle 
hardstands. None of the separate installations 
would be adequate to support the stationing of 
any of the divisional units, but together they 
supply sufficient resources. 

Thus, the decision was made to aggregate 
the installations at the community level; we 
used the organization of the installations into 
communities, called Base Support Battalions 
(BSBs), for this study effort. This decision was 
consistent with the procedures used by the staff 
planners. The resources provided by the indi- 
vidual installations are summed over the entire 
BSB and these aggregate resources are used to 
constrain the assignment of units. The final de- 
cision regarding the disposition of the units in 
the communities should be made locally. 

The above aggregation reduces the number 
of locations in Germany to which units may be 
assigned to about 25. 

Other Limitations on Unit 
Assignment 

The decision had been made that the two 
divisions remaining in Germany, the 1st Ar- 
mored Division and the 3rd Infantry Division, 
would occupy different subsets of the available 
locations. The partitioning of Germany had al- 
ready been accomplished, although the de- 
tailed unit by unit assignments had not been 
made. All unit-BSB combinations that did not 
adhere to this partitioning plan were elimi- 
nated from consideration. Similar limitations 
were made for other units whose location was 
limited by some other factor that could be iden- 
tified. Figure 1 shows the BSBs under consider- 
ation and the partitioning of Germany. 

There was no need to consider assignment 
of units to BSBs with insufficient resources to 
meet the units' needs. By preprocessing we can 
identify those BSBs at which a unit cannot be 
stationed due to inadequate resources. Any 
unit-BSB combination that fits into this cate- 
gory was eliminated from consideration. In 
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practice, we observed that between 400 and 500 
such unit-BSB combinations were eliminated in 
this fashion, significantly reducing the size of 
the problem. 

PROBLEM FORMULATION 
The formulation can be summarized as fol- 

lows: 

Minimize:   X X       (assigned unit 
all units \ all open locations 

stationing cost) 

+ X        (location overhead cost) 
all open locations 

Subject to: 
Units have sufficient resources at their des- 

ignated locations, 
Resource capacities at the open locations 

are not exceeded, 
Budget for one-time costs is not exceeded, 
Units are located within the required prox- 

imity of other units. 
In this section, we describe in detail the 

formulation of the mathematical programming 
model developed for this analysis. 

Decision Variables 
For each unit i, we define the set S, to be the 

set of BSBs to which i may be assigned. The 
decision variables are binary and are defined 
as: 

1, if unit i is stationed at BSB ;', 

0, otherwise, 

for i = 1, . . . , I, and ;' G  S„ and 

1, if BSB; is open, 

0, otherwise, 
for; = l /, 

where the number of units is denoted by I and 
/ is the number of BSBs. Recall that no unit 
assignment is allowed to BSBs that lack suffi- 
cient resources to support it. Thus, as a prepro- 
cessing step, no Xjj variables are created for 

unit-BSB combinations with insufficient re- 
sources. This preprocessing includes shared re- 
sources which are described below. 

Objective Function 
The objective of the optimization is then 

written as 

/ 
Minimize:2 Xc;,*;/ + X//2,- (1) 

= 1 jeSi 

As discussed above, the objective is to develop 
a stationing plan that keeps the annual expen- 
ditures to a minimum, thus freeing up funds 
for training, operations, and maintenance. An- 
nual costs that are to be minimized in the ob- 
jective function are defined as follows: c,y is the 
cost of stationing unit i at location;', and f- is the 
annual fixed cost of having BSB ;' open. 

Basic Constraints 
The investment of funds for the purpose of 

plan implementation is also important. These 
funds are limited and are constrained by: 

! = 1 jeS; 

m 
;'=i 

z/) (2) 

where m,y is the cost of moving unit i to location 
;', gj is the cost of closing location ;', and B is the 
budget for one-time costs. Note that we assess 
the close-down costs for any BSB that is recom- 
mended for closure using the complement of 
the binary variable that indicates whether or 
not the BSB is open. 

To ensure that all units are assigned to one 
and only one allowable BSB, we introduce the 
standard assignment constraints 

X *,; = 1, z' 
j£S, 

1, . ..,/. (3) 

To ensure that a BSB is open whenever a unit is 
assigned to it, we use the constraints: 

0, i= 1, . . .,/,;' (4) 

In practice, thousands of these constraints exist 
and, if included explicitly in the formulation, 
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would significantly slow the solution proce- 
dure. Later we discuss the manipulation of 
these constraints to reduce run-time of the op- 
timization. 

To ensure that units are assigned to BSBs in 
such a way that their resource requirements are 
met, and that the resource capacities of the 
locations are not exceeded, we introduce con- 
straints: 

1 raXij <Rjk,j = l,...,J,k = l,...,K. (5) 

The amount of resource k available at BSB ;' is 
denoted by Rjk and the amount of resource k 
required by unit i is denoted by rik. K is the 
number of different resource types. 

Shared Resource Constraints 
In addition to the resources available at 

each BSB, there are also resources which are 
shared by several BSBs. For example, there are 
three hospitals used by the forces in Germany, 
so the BSBs are partitioned into three sets (one 
for each hospital) and every unit stationed at 
some BSB in the set is served by the corre- 
sponding hospital for that set. Aircraft opera- 
tions space is another resource with this char- 
acteristic. 

To model this kind of resource usage, we 
use the following definitions. Let L be the num- 
ber of shared resources, let N, be the set of units 
that use resource I, let fa denote the amount of 
shared resource / consumed by unit i, and let Rt 

be the available capacity of shared resource I. 
For each shared resource /, let G, denote the set 
of BSBs served by I. For each resource / we have 
the following constraint: 

11 
i = l jeG-i 

rilXii R„ I = 1, (6) 

Although shared resources are utilized by 
several BSBs, they may actually be located at a 
particular one. If this is the case, we must en- 
sure that the attached BSB is open whenever 
some of the shared resource is used. This is 
achieved as follows: Let the subscript j(l) de- 
note the BSB to which shared resource / is at- 
tached. Then if any of shared resource / is used, 

BSB j(l) must be open. This is modeled by the 
constraint: 

zß) - Xij >0,iG N„j £G„I = 1,..,L     (7) 

Unit Proximity 
As mentioned above, units must be sta- 

tioned within some prescribed distance from 
other related units. For example, all the infantry 
battalions in a brigade should be stationed at a 
location that is relatively close to their brigade 
headquarters, in order to maintain good com- 
mand and control. Thus, a unit's location is 
constrained by the location of the units to 
which it is a subordinate. 

We can model these proximity constraints 
as follows. Let P, be the set of subordinate units 
of unit i*, and let Ht,j, be the set of BSBs to 
which subordinates of unit i* can be stationed, 
if unit i* itself is stationed at BSB /'*. Thus, we 
know that if x,.;» = 1, then for i £ P,», xtj = 1 only 
if j G Hj..-». This can be modeled by the follow- 
ing constraints: 

2 0, Vi  G P,», Vi*,;* (8) 

The sets needed in (8) must be determined, for 
any given problem instance, prior to solution. 
This determination is based on the distance 
allowed between the location of a unit and its 
subordinates; if subordinates of unit i* must be 
stationed within some distance, say d,*, of i* 
then Hj.j. is the set of BSBs within distance dt. of 
BSB f. 

Modeling Support Units 
Many of the support units, such as person- 

nel administration units, finance units, mainte- 
nance units, supply units, and transportation 
units, particularly those that are assigned to 
Army divisions, are not associated organiza- 
tionally with any other units. Rather, these lo- 
gistical units render support on an area basis, 
often far from their controlling headquarters, 
providing service to all units in their area of 
responsibility. Also, these logistical units must 
be stationed at a BSB such that their ability to 
provide support is not exceeded by the logisti- 
cal requirements of units in their area. Clearly, 
the representation of these support units in the 
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model had to be different from that of the com- 
bat units given above. 

Staff planners typically make the stationing 
decisions for the divisional units first, and then 
the headquarters controlling the support units 
are asked to identify a stationing plan for them- 
selves such that the units whose locations are 
already specified are adequately supported. 
Conflicts that arise among the separate station- 
ing plans submitted by the individual support 
units are then resolved by the staff. The process 
seemed straightforward, and we originally be- 
lieved that the operational considerations could 
be represented mathematically and included in 
the formulation. Unfortunately, the criteria 
governing the stationing plans were complex 
and seemed to involve expert judgments in a 
way that made mathematical modeling of those 
criteria impractical. 

Consequently, we used a heuristic ap- 
proach for support units. A partition of the 
BSBs was determined in a preprocessing step 
for each of the categories of support. This par- 
tition was based upon the capacities of the BSBs 
to contain the commodity relevant to the cate- 
gory of support under consideration. For exam- 
ple, units in the 266th Theater Finance Com- 
mand (TFC) provide support based on the 
number of military personnel stationed at the 
various BSBs that it supports. Thus, an estimate 
of the requirement for support at a BSB can be 
made based on the capacity at that BSB of the 
critical commodity or commodities. 

We implement this approach within the 
framework of the above formulation by deter- 
mining the set of allowable locations, S„ for 
each support unit i so that the sets S, for all 
units i of a given type form a partition of the set 
of all BSBs. These restrictions on the locations of 
the supporting units are implemented using (4) 
above. Figure 2 depicts a partitioning of the 
BSBs for the subordinate finance units (FI) of 
the 266th TFC. 

This approach requires not only a consid- 
erable preprocessing effort but a postprocess- 
ing effort as well. The solution must be exam- 
ined to ensure that the set of BSBs that are 
active in the solution are distributed such that 
no subset of the partition has too large or too 
small a requirement for support. If so, a new 
partition must be developed and the model 
must be rerun. In the worst case, several itera- 
tions might be required to obtain a stationing 
policy in which the support requirements are 
met. Fortunately, in practice this problem did 

not arise, and no additional iterations were 
needed. For example, a comparison between 
the computed stationing plan for the 266th TFC 
and one developed by staff planners reveals 
that, although the plans were slightly different, 
the finance units were capable of rendering 
sufficient support in both. 

Formulation Summary 
Using the notation introduced above, the 

formulation is written as: 

/ / 
Minimize:^ X c,-;s!; + E/;Z/-        (1) 

i=l /eS; 7 = 1 

Subject to: 

2 S «■;*■/+ E&(l-z/) =^B,      (2) 
! = 1 ;"GSi 1=1 

2 x{j = 1, i = 1, . . . , I, (3) 
;'ES, 

Z/-x,7>0,z = 1, ...,/,; GS,-,      (4) 

X rikXjj < Rjk, j = 1, . . . , /, k = 1, . . . , K, 
i=i 

(5) 

E E filXij<R,,l = 1, ... ,L,        (6) 
i=l jEGi 

zm - Xu >0,ieW,,/£G|,; = l,....,L, 
(7) 

2   xi}-xir >0, Vi e P,>, Vf*,;*, (8) 

Xij.Zj e {o, l}. 

Issues involved in the implementation of this 
model are discussed in the next section. 

IMPLEMENTATION 
This implementation was accomplished us- 

ing the Mixed Integer Optimizer (MINTO) 
(Nemhauser, et al, 1994). This software pro- 
vides a front end for a modern simplex code 
such as OSL or CPLEX (CPLEX Optimization, 
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1990), and facilitates the easy modification of 
the formulation, allowing alterations to the 
branching rules, addition of new constraints, 
and the like. 

Below we discuss issues that we confronted 
in implementing the model. 

Constraint Aggregation 
Typically, the first step in solving an integer 

program involves solving the linear programing 
problem with the integrality constraints relaxed. 
The purpose of constraint aggregation is to speed 
up solution of this LP relaxation without losing 
any relevant information. Three of the constraint 
classes defined above are candidates for aggrega- 
tion, since they may yield a large number of con- 
straints. There are as many constraints (4) as there 
are xtj variables, which is a very large number. 
There may also be many constraints (7) in the case 
that there are many shared resources, or if the set 
of BSBs served by shared resources is large, or if 
there are many units which require shared re- 
sources. Similarly, if the number of headquarters 
units, or the number of subordinate units of each 
parent is large, then the unit proximity con- 

straints (8) will be numerous. Fortunately, we can 
replace (4) by: 

~Z  Xij- IZ;<0,/ =1,  ... ,}, (9) 

replace (7) by 

1 
z''(,) ~ N 

and replace (8) by 

1   2^-2=0,1 = 1 L,        (10) 

2   X xu 
JJEP,. oEHi-j- 

|p,>|x,T>o,v;*,f,    (ii) 

and still obtain a valid formulation with many 
fewer constraints. 

The disaggregated constraints (4), (7), and 
(8) can be viewed as valid inequalities for the 
smaller formulation. Each time an LP relaxation 
of the model is solved, the solution can be 
checked for violations of these valid inequali- 
ties. If violated inequalities are found, they are 
added to the model, and the LP resolved. 
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Although all aggregations could be useful, 
the number of shared resources was found to 
be very small, and the number of headquarters 
units was small, with each having few subor- 
dinate units. So, aggregations of (7) and (8) did 
not significantly improve performance. How- 
ever, the aggregation of (4) into (9) was found 
to be crucial to solving the problem efficiently. 

We emphasize that even though our imple- 
mented formulation uses (9) and not (4), the LP 
we solve at each node is the so-called "tight" 
formulation in which all the constraints (4) 
hold. We add constraints of type (4) to the LP 
only if they are found to be violated, and so 
gain the advantage of the "tight" bound with- 
out the inefficiency of including all of con- 
straints (4) in the formulation. 

Branching 
The model we have formulated clearly en- 

capsulates three levels of decision making. At 
the top level, we have the decision of whether 
or not a BSB is to remain open or be closed. 
Then we have the decision of where a head- 
quarters unit is to be stationed. At the bottom 
level, we must decide where subordinate units 
are to be located. Decisions made at the top two 
levels restrict the options available at the levels 
below. This fact provided us with the motiva- 
tion to use branching priorities. Specifically, we 
request that variables which model the decision 
to open or close a BSB, the z- variables, become 
integer before other variables are branched on. 
We place the second priority on the x,v variables 
where unit i is a headquarters unit. These pri- 
orities reflect the relative levels of impact of the 
different decisions on later decisions. The use of 
this prioritization scheme did not by itself suf- 
ficiently improve performance. 

In addition to the three-level prioritization of 
variables for branching, we considered a branch- 
ing rule different from the usual binary dichot- 
omy. Within each of the lower two priority 
classes (those for unit assignment variables) we 
use a special ordered set branching rule, and pri- 
oritize the assignment of each unit based on that. 
For each unit i, we have the assignment constraint 
2 es Xjj = 1. Let x denote the current LP solution. 
Ifx,y is fractional for some;', then we determine a 
set Sj(x) C S„ S; (x) =£ 0, with the property that 
2y<=s(.r) *y is fractional, and branch on the dichot- 
omy that either 2/eS;(f) xtj = 1 or 2/eSAS(S) x,y = 1. 

We gave careful consideration to how S,{x) 
should be  chosen for  each  unit z,  and  also 

to which unit in a given priority class should 
be selected for branching. The average cost paid 
in the LP solution x to locate unit i is ro,(x) = S;ES 

Cj-Xij. A critical decision is whether the BSB to 
which unit i is assigned will cost more, or less, 
than the average. Our branching rule reflects this 
decision: for each unit z E F(x) we define 

S,-(x) = {j'\cir <w,{x)}, 

where F(x) denotes the set of units i for which 
£jj is fractional for some j £ St. 

At any given node of the branch-and- 
bound tree, we must decide which unit we will 
use for branching. We choose to generate a 
branch from the set constraint for unit i with the 
largest relative cost difference across the divi- 
sion (indicated by S,(x)). Thus, our selection 
criterion is to branch on the set constraint for 
the unit i* which solves 

max     min c,y — max ci;- 
iEF(x)\;'eS/\S,-(x) ;'eS;(x) 

Because of the way S,(x) is formed, this differ- 
ence is guarenteed to be positive. Then given z* 
we branch on the dichotomy described above 
using S*(x). 

Variable Fixing 
Despite our efforts to develop a good for- 

mulation and effective branching rules, we en- 
countered a great deal of difficulty in determin- 
ing a good integer solution for the largest 
problem. Without a good integer solution, the 
number of active nodes in the branch-and- 
bound tree grows rapidly. The result is that all 
available memory is consumed before a near- 
optimal solution is found. The key to obtaining 
a good integer solution proved to be variable 
fixing: given some tolerance e > 0, and an LP- 
optimal solution x, for any unit i and any BSB 
;' G Sj with Xq > 1 - e, we add the equality 
xt: = 1. We effectively fix variables whose val- 
ues are close to 1 for the remainder of the 
procedure. After experimentation, we set e = 
0.01, and after searching nine nodes of the 
branch-and-bound tree, found an integer solu- 
tion having cost within 3.0% of the cost of the 
LP solution at the root node, i.e., within 3.0% of 
optimal. 

Once we had obtained a good integer solu- 
tion using variable fixing, we ran the optimiza- 
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tion procedure again, this time without the vari- 
able fixing. However, we did use the bound we 
obtained from variable fixing to reduce the 
number of nodes that needed to be explored. 
After searching fewer than 1000 nodes, this 
strategy yielded a better integer solution, hav- 
ing a gap of 1.7% from the LP solution. 

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
During the conduct of this study effort, 

many excursions were performed using several 
versions of the input data set. Results were 
given to the study sponsor who provided feed- 
back, updated data, and guidance with respect 
to decisions that were already made for incor- 
poration into the model. In this section, we 
discuss the results achieved including both the 
computational experience and cost results. Due 
to the sensitivity of the of the decision process, 
we omit actual unit-location results. We con- 
clude with some observations and suggestions 
for future work. 

Computational Experience 
From the very beginning, this problem 

proved to be computationally challenging. 
Early experimental runs took days to produce 
feasible integer solutions. As a result of the 

modifications made to the formulation and the 
use of the other techniques described above, the 
time required to obtain a good solution was 
reduced to 4-5 hours of computer time. 

A typical problem that we solved using the 
above formulation and techniques had 1330 in- 
teger variables and 450 (aggregated) con- 
straints. Approximately 1300 constraints of 
type (3) discussed above were added during 
the solution process. There were approximately 
16,500 non-zeroes in the original constraint ma- 
trix. All computation was performed on an IBM 
RS 6000 model 500 series, using the MINTO 
software linked to the Optimization Subroutine 
Library (OSL) (IBM Corporation, 1990). 

Cost Results 
A typical run of the model produces several 

feasible integer solutions representing different 
stationing plans, each one better than the last with 
respect to the objective. The examination of these 
solutions gives insight into the tradeoff involved 
in making the stationing decision. These alternate 
plans can be shown to the decision makers so 
they get a better idea of their range of options. 

Figure 3 shows the cost results for four 
alternative solutions to the largest problem and 
compares them with that of the staff solution 
which was produced by the CFE Cell. The costs 

CFE Alt 1 Alt 2 Alt 3 Alt 4 

Annual One-time 

Figure 3.    Resulting Costs 
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associated with the CFE Cell solution were $418 
million annual cost, with a one-time cost of $70 
million. We note that the annual cost savings 
were $49 million, $55 million, $56 million, and 
$58 million for alternatives 1 through 4, respec- 
tively. To achieve these savings, however, ad- 
ditional investment was needed to implement 
the alternative plans: $28 million for alternative 
1, $31 million for alternative 2, $21 million for 
alternative 3, and $25 million for alternative 4. 

The most important difference between the 
CFE Cell solution and the four alternatives gen- 
erated by the model is that fewer BSBs remain 
open in the alternative plans. Thus, the over- 
head costs of having extra BSBs are avoided, 
but additional investment costs are incurred to 
shut down the unneeded BSB. In all of the 
above alternatives, $69 million in one-time costs 
is needed to pay for BSB closure. On the sur- 
face, alternative 4 seems best since it has the 
lowest annual cost, coupled with the second 
lowest one-time cost. However, some other fac- 
tor, perhaps some political consideration, 
might override these apparent benefits in the 
eyes of the decision maker, and make some 
other alternative more attractive. 

Observations 
We have demonstrated the ability of our so- 

lution procedure to produce feasible and reason- 
able alternative stationing plans fairly rapidly. 
Results from the model presented in this paper 
have been given to the decision makers in the US 
Army Europe staff to be used in their decision 
process. In general, we found that additional in- 
vestment was necessary to achieve a reduced an- 
nual cost of stationing. Although this result is not 
surprising, this methodology provides an analyt- 
ical tool for evaluating this tradeoff, and for pro- 
viding justification for additional investment 
funds. The model is available for use in the next 
round of force reductions whenever they occur. 

The methodology presented here could be 
useful beyond the stationing of forces in the 
European theater of operations. It is being con- 
sidered for use in other theaters, and for pro- 
viding analytical support for the Army in the 
implementation of Base Realignment and Clo- 
sure Commission decisions in the continental 
United States. These issues are always emo- 
tional and contentious, and objective analysis is 
needed in the decision process. 

Future Research 
Three areas may provide opportunities for 

additional research. The first is the speed of the 
solution process. The faster the model solves, the 
more information can be provided to the decision 
makers. Second, the problem of stationing of 
units within a BSB needs to be addressed. Finally, 
alternative approaches, such as those using de- 
composition schemes, may be considered. 
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INTRODUCTION: THE 
MUNITIONS OPTIMIZATION 
PROBLEM 

The general problem the US Air Force 
faces when procuring and managing con- 
ventional aircraft munitions is determining 
the best mix of weapons to hold in inven- 
tory. The desire to determine the best in- 
ventory 190 along with the structure of the 
problem—led the Air Force to adopt opti- 
mization over 25 years ago as a means to 
determine munitions stocks. 

However, the Air Force's experience 
has shown there is a more specific set of 
problem definitions, with the following 
three covering virtually all questions a mu- 
nitions optimization must answer: first, 
what is the effect of having or not having a 
particular weapon in the inventory 
(tradeoffs); second; what is the best way to 
allocate munitions and aircraft to targets, 
given a fixed inventory and scenario (allo- 
cations); and third, what weapons invento- 
ries do we need to meet our warfighting 
goals for a particular scenario (require- 
ments). 

Over the years the Air Force has built a 
set of models to address these problems, all 
of which require certain fundamental in- 
puts. First, the models need a scenario, 
which consists of a collection of target types 
of various quantities and some measure of 
importance or precedence for their destruc- 
tion. Second, the models require a set of 
aircraft, which fly time-varying sortie rates 
(missions per aircraft per day). Third, the 
models need data describing the effective- 
ness of each feasible aircraft-weapon com- 
bination against each target type. Given 
this information, these models try to opti- 
mize the allocation of aircraft sorties and 
weapons against targets in accordance with 
some objective function. 

The Air Force has a common approach 
to the munitions problem: use optimization 
to best allocate aircraft and weapons to tar- 
gets in a particular scenario. However, the 
objective functions and constraints of the 
existing models differ significantly. There 
is no general agreement among the models 
on what the meaning of "best" is, nor is 
there much agreement on which con- 
straints are necessary. 

Before proceeding, it will be helpful to 
discuss the dimensions of the entities in 
this class of models (Figure 1). Sorties are 
valid combinations of an aircraft, weapon, 
weapons loadout, delivery tactic (or pro- 
file), time period, weather state, target, and 
target depth (or distance band). Targets are 

classified by type, distribution across dis- 
tance bands, and target class. Weapons are 
characterized by type, component family 
(for weapons that share common parts), 
and qualification requirements (for weap- 
ons that can only be employed by a limited 
proportion of aircraft or aircrews). The ex- 
isting models use these dimensions in vary- 
ing degrees. 

THE EXISTING MODELS: HEAVY 
ATTACK, TAM, MIXMASTER, 
AND CTEM 

At this point, it is useful to provide a 
brief overview of the three existing models 
included in the consolidation (HEAVY AT- 
TACK, TAM, MIXMASTER) and another 
widely-used model in the same class 
(CTEM). Figure 2 contains a summary of 
the differences; a complete discussion and 
specific references are available in Yost 
[1995]. 

HEAVY ATTACK is the oldest of the 
models, having been in use since 1973. The 
model was originally formulated by ana- 
lysts in the Office of the Secretary of De- 
fense and was implemented by RAND 
(Clausen [1974], Brown [1994]). HEAVY 
ATTACK assigns values to each target and 
optimizes the total target value destroyed 
(TVD). The model uses a nonlinear objec- 
tive function to capture battle-damage as- 
sessment (BDA) effects and diminishing 
marginal returns, and optimizes for a single 
period; the latter is called the time-myopic 
approach. HEAVY ATTACK is the most 
aggregated of the three models, allocating 
aircraft sorties to targets without directly 
modeling weapons. Instead, HEAVY AT- 
TACK determines the best weapon for each 
combination of aircraft, target, and weather 
state and computes a composite effective- 
ness for an aircraft sortie against a target 
using an input weather distribution. 
HEAVY ATTACK also does not model air- 
craft attrition; available sorties are an input, 
and the model's allocation does not affect 
available sorties. HEAVY ATTACK does 
not contain budget constraints, and only 
has the single objective of maximizing 
TVD. The amount of aggregation in the 
model, along with the use of advanced 
nonlinear programming techniques, makes 
HEAVY ATTACK very small and very fast, 
with response times in seconds. 

The Theater Attack Model (TAM) was 
developed by the Air Force Studies and 
Analyses Agency in the mid-1980's, and at 
one point was given serious consideration 
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SORTIE 

aircraft type (F-16) 

weapon type (GBU-24 laser-guided bomb) 

loadout (2 GBU-24's) 

delivery profile (level delivery at 10,000 ft altitude) 

time period (day 1-3) 

weather state (12,000 ft ceiling, 5 NM visibility) 

target type (aircraft shelter) 

distance band (100-150 NM from border) 

TARGET 

type (aircraft shelter) 

distance distribution (40% at 100-150 NM ) 

target class (airfield targets) 

WEAPON 

type (GBU-24) 

component family (GBU's w/ common laser seeker) 

qualification family (aircraft with laser designators) 

Figure 1.   Dimensions of the primary entities in existing munitions models. The models all use sorties, 
weapons, and targets, but with different levels of detail. This figure gives an example of each dimension. 

as a replacement for HEAVY ATTACK (Might 
[1987], Jackson [1989]). TAM is highly detailed, 
allocating sorties by aircraft, weapon, target 
type, target distance, weather state, and time 
period. In addition, TAM offers multiple objec- 
tive functions, budget constraints and attrition 
constraints. The most common TAM objective 
is maximizing TVD; as opposed to HEAVY AT- 
TACK, all TAM's objective functions are linear. 
BDA is not modeled in TAM, but available 
sorties are affected by attrition. TAM weather 
differs from HEAVY ATTACK in that TAM 
assumes the weather is known perfectly. How- 
ever, the model uses the weather distribution to 
constrain the proportion of the time each sortie 
type can be used. TAM optimizes globally 
across time, but this feature and other dimen- 
sions in the model make the resulting optimi- 
zations very large. TAM solution times for typ- 
ical scenarios and current hardware take about 
an hour. 

MIXMASTER is a collective name for an 
optimization model and an heuristic developed 
at the Air Force's HQ Air Combat Command in 
1990. The MIXMASTER linear program (LP) is 
a time-myopic version of TAM with only the 
TVD objective function, while the MIXMAS- 
TER heuristic is a greedy sortie allocation 
scheme that uses target values to determine the 
proportion of sorties dedicated to each target 
type. MIXMASTER was built as a response to 
dissatisfaction with HEAVY ATTACK, and the 
developers were directed not to use optimiza- 
tion. The LP version of MIXMASTER was writ- 
ten only as a check for the heuristic (Langbehn 
and Lindsey [1991]). The MIXMASTER heuris- 
tic is very fast, determining a solution in a few 

seconds; the LP, being a subset of TAM, runs in 
minutes. 

The Conventional Targeting Effectiveness 
Model (CTEM) was developed for HQ USAF/ 
XOOC (also known as Checkmate) in 1990 for 
analysis of current operations (Cotsworth 
[1993]). CTEM is a conventional derivative of 
the widely-used Arsenal Exchange Model 
(AEM), which has long been the standard for 
force structure analyses for nuclear weapons. 
CTEM is more of an optimization system than a 
specific model, as the user can shape the objec- 
tives and constraints in many ways. Typically, 
CTEM is used as a preemptive goal program 
where targets are grouped into target classes 
that must be attacked in a certain priority order; 
CTEM users normally do not use target values. 
In addition, CTEM has the capability to allocate 
suppression of enemy air defense (SEAD), and 
jamming sorties. CTEM does have some BDA 
modeling capability, can assign multiple costs 
to aircraft and weapons, and either constrain or 
optimize any combination of these costs. CTEM 
solution times range from one to three hours, 
depending on the scenario being analyzed. 

MODEL CONSOLIDATION 
The differences among these four models 

led to serious disagreements over weapons re- 
quirements, which became harder to reconcile 
as the Air Force's procurement budgets began 
shrinking in 1990. At the same time, the Air 
Force began to take a more active role in con- 
trolling model development and proliferation, 
and became interested in reducing the number 
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HEAVY ATTACK TAM MIXMASTER CTEM 
Objective function 
linear-target value X X X 
nonlinear-target value X 
goal X 
multiple X X 
Sortie dimensions 
aircraft X X X X 
weapon X X X 
target X X X X 
loadout X X X 
time period X 
distance band X X X 
weather state X X X 
user-defined X 
Target dimensions 
type X X X X 
distance band X X X 
user-defined X 
Time approach 
myopic X X X 
global X 
Miscellaneous 
BDA X X 
weather known X X X 
weather unknown X 
budget X X 
SEAD/jamming X 
attrition affects sorties X X X 

Figure 2.    Capabilities of existing munitions models. The existing models vary widely with respect to objec- 
tives, constraints, and dimensionality. 

of models addressing similar problems. After a 
study was completed comparing the various 
models (Yost [1995]), three of the owning USAF 
agencies agreed to consolidate their optimiza- 
tions into one system, since their missions con- 
centrated on munitions tradeoffs and require- 
ments. As a result HEAVY ATTACK, TAM and 
MIXMASTER were destined to be replaced by a 
single system. The agencies felt a consolidation 
would be advantageous for all; a new develop- 
ment would advance the capabilities of this 
class of models, leverage their investment in 
common databases and data management 
tools, and provide a common framework for 
their analyses. 

CTEM, on the other hand, was built to han- 
dle the allocation problem, and it did not con- 
tain some of the capabilities necessary for re- 
quirements and tradeoff analyses. Also, 
Checkmate was in the middle of imbedding it 

in much larger operational system, and it 
would have been disruptive to try to include 
CTEM in two large-scale efforts that had con- 
siderably different aims. Therefore, the Air 
Force felt it would be better to let CTEM con- 
tinue as a separate model. However, CTEM has 
had an influence on the consolidated model, 
and the groups regularly share information on 
new and proposed methodologies. 

The Air Force formed a working group to 
manage the consolidation, and this group gave 
the USAF Office of Aerospace Studies (OAS) 
the task of combining and extending the three 
models. Consequently, OAS produced two 
variants of the same formulations. The first set 
of models, collectively called QUICK STRIKE, 
operate as a sequence of optimizations. QUICK 
STRIKE optimizes sortie allocations for a single 
period, and passes the output from that period 
to the next period's optimization. This time- 
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myopic approach keeps the model small and 
fast, but complicates global analyses and forces 
the user, rather than the model, to explicitly 
define how resources can be used across time. 
The other variants, collectively called TIME 
STRIKE, globally optimize allocations across 
time. These two names survive as submodels 
under the new name for the entire system, 
which is the Combat Forces Assessment Model 
(CFAM). 

Due to the complexity of CFAM and the 
number of inputs, this article contains only an 
abbreviated mathematical formulation. How- 
ever, the entire formulation is available in Yost 
[1996], which also covers derivations of the sub- 
models. 

CFAM: OBJECTIVE FUNCTIONS AND 
TARGET CLASSES 

While CFAM is intended to be a consolida- 
tion, several features have been added that 
were not available in the existing models. Also, 
CFAM is not a single formulation; it offers user- 
selectable objective functions and constraints to 
allow the analyst to tailor the model to the issue 
at hand. 

The CFAM models contain five different 
objective functions, three of which are retained 
from the existing models to give the users a 
sense of backward compatibility. Maximizing 
TVD, the most commonly-used objective in the 
existing models, is included in CFAM; in addi- 
tion, CFAM includes two TAM objectives that 
don't use target values. The first minimizes 
aircraft attrition subject to a set of target de- 
struction goals, while the second objective min- 
imizes the cost of buying new aircraft and 
weapons subject to target destruction goals. 

However, the user community was dissat- 
isfied with the existing objective functions. The 
TVD objectives, while widely used, are difficult 
to control. In this class of models, the user 
typically has to tell the model what sort of 
campaign he wants to conduct, which generally 
means specifying sets of targets that have to be 
killed in a particular sequence, while constrain- 
ing or minimizing attrition and resource expen- 
ditures. Attempts to use various methods such 
as the analytic hierarchy process to compute 
target values based on the user's view of the 
campaign rarely worked well because the opti- 
mization, which is juggling different resource 
availabilities and usage rates, often picks solu- 

tions apparently at odds with the user's values 
(i.e., the model killed 1000 bridges of value 1 
and skipped the 10 command-and-control bun- 
kers with value 100, but got the same TVD). The 
manipulation of target values was criticized by 
Lord [1982], and was a source of discomfort 
throughout the history of these models. For 
example, in the Air Force's annual require- 
ments computations using HEAVY ATTACK, 
at least half of the analysis time was spent 
changing target values to induce the model to 
kill targets in the correct order. Users asked the 
reasonable question, why can't we just put in 
our campaign priorities? Why do we have to 
translate our aims into target values, and then 
change them constantly to get the model to do 
things in order? 

It seems the TAM objectives to minimize 
either attrition or costs subject to a set of goals 
would be the answer. The problem with these 
objectives is that they are inelastic; that is, if the 
model can't kill all the targets required, it ter- 
minates as infeasible and yields little useful 
information. Also, the TAM objectives required 
the user to specify goal achievement at a par- 
ticular time; the objectives could not minimize 
the time required to achieve a goal, which is a 
frequently-asked question. The working group 
wanted a cure for the inflexibility and a way to 
do the time minimization. 

To overcome these problems, CFAM offers 
two elastic objectives. The first, called the time- 
scripted objective, allows the user to designate 
goals for destroying targets across time. CFAM 
minimizes the sum of the penalties associated 
with not achieving the goals, which keeps the 
model feasible if the goals can't be met. The 
time-scripted objective works well in cases 
where the user is evaluating a specified sched- 
ule for a campaign. However, users often want 
to determine the time necessary to achieve cam- 
paign objectives, so CFAM's remaining objec- 
tive function is called the phase-goal objective. In 
this objective, the user divides the campaign 
into phases, which are sets of goals for each 
target class. The objective pursues the phases in 
a hierarchical order defined by the user, and 
attempts to minimize the time required to ac- 
complish the phases. This objective allows the 
user to define overlap between the phases, so a 
phase can start before all the goals in the pre- 
vious phase are met. As a result, the user can 
control each goal's degree of preemption (Fig- 
ure 3). 
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-Phase 1 

-Phase 2 

-Phase 3 

PERIOD 

Figure 3. Phase-goal objective with thresholds. This campaign consists of 3 phases, with a .8 threshold for 
phase changes. Phases 2 and 3 can't start until Phase 1 is 80% complete, and Phase 3 can't start until Phase 2 is 
80% complete. The threshold parameters allow the user to control the degree of preemption in the campaign 
phases. 

CFAM's notion of target classes is a major 
difference from HEAVY ATTACK, TAM, and 
MIXMASTER, and supports the fact that cam- 
paign objectives involve killing collections of 
related targets rather than individual target 
types. CFAM allows a user to group a set of 
target types into a target class, set a time- or 

phase-dependent goal for their destruction, and 
rely on the model to treat them as a group. 

In the example shown in Figure 4, the sec- 
tor ops center is a member of both the airfield 
and integrated air defense system target 
classes. CFAM's phase goal objective function 
would require the user to define the proportion 

TARGET TYPES TARGET CLASSES GOALS 

Kill 50% by the end 
of time period 1 mam runways 4 

/. / 
hardened aircraft 

shelters airfields 
/              r\m ou/o uy uic enu 

of time period i 

maintenance 
facilities 

I         °R   sector ops center 

integrated air 
defense system 

■    Kill 80% in phase 1 
air defense radar site 

regional air defense 
HQ 

'    Kill 50% in phase 1 

Figure 4. Targets, target classes, and goals in CFAM. A target can be included in multiple classes, and each 
class can have its own time- or- phase-dependent goal. User-defined penalties determine the importance of 
achieving each goal. 
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of targets in each class that need to be killed to 
complete the phase, while the other objectives 
would require the user to set proportions by 
time period. 

In practice, the time-scripted and phase- 
goal constraints have largely replaced the use 
of target values. Users have found that the top- 
down specification of phases, goals, and target 
classes is much more natural than the bot- 
tom-up approach of using individual target 
values. If, for example, a CFAM user wants to 
first kill air defenses, and then concentrate on 
command-and-control targets, he can group 
those target types into classes, set requirements 
for how much of the target class must be killed 
in each time period or phase, specify the over- 
lap he will allow in the phases, and run the 
model. If the model can't achieve the goals, 
then the elastic objective still tells the user 
which targets or target classes are causing prob- 
lems, which is of considerable interest. In addi- 
tion, the phase-goal approach explicitly mini- 
mizes the time to complete a phase. 

Experience with CTEM (and 30 years of 
experience with its ancestor, AEM) has shown 
that a goal-orientation is much easier for users 
than a target-value orientation. Indeed, this is 
the most valuable insight that CTEM (and 
AEM) have contributed to CFAM's develop- 
ment; both CTEM and AEM allow target-value 
optimization, but users have always rejected it, 
citing its unpredictability. CFAM does not even 
allow the user to set the magnitudes of the 
weights or penalties; he can only choose the 
sign (reward or penalty) and the order (1 
through n). The objective functions use built-in 

constants based on the priority of the phase and 
the priority of the target class within the phase, 
and leave the user to specify what he wants 
done when (in the time-scripted case), or in 
what order (in the phase-goal case). These con- 
stants are model performance parameters 
rather than external values, and are generally 
set to force a reasonable degree of preemption 
without causing scaling problems in the model. 
Our approach is not unusual; for example, 
Steuer [1978] reports similar problems with a 
forest-management model, and in that model 
the analysts also chose an ordinal (priority), 
rather than a weighted (value) scheme. 

Again, the philosophy is to get the user to 
specify the desired campaign in natural terms 
(phases, time goals, target classes). Nonethe- 
less, some analysts like target values, and 
CFAM can accommodate them as well. 

SORTIE AND KILL ACCOUNTING 
CFAM unifies several ideas in the existing 

models about what can happen on each sortie 
and how kills are counted. Figure 5 shows all 
possible sortie outcomes in CFAM. The out- 
comes are straightforward. A sortie may not be 
scheduled due to an unfavorable weather fore- 
cast, an attrition limit which prohibits further 
flying, or an aircraft running out of a resource 
such as weapons. Also, the sortie is subject to a 
probability of an in-flight weather abort due to 
errors in the forecast. Expected kills and ex- 
pected attrition for sorties that strike the target 
are inputs, and CFAM assumes the expected 

AVAILABLE SORTIE 

X 
Not Scheduled 

no weather 
capability 

Reaches Target 

attrition 
limit 

resource 
limit 

r 
expected klls 

1 
in-flight weather abort 

expected attrition expected attrition 

Figure 5. Possible outcomes of a sortie in CFAM. The available sortie may not be scheduled due to a lack of 
weather capability, the model already having lost too many aircraft, or the lack of a resource such as weapons. 
Otherwise, the aircraft reaches the target and is subject to attrition. The model computes expected kills for the 
cases that do not abort at the target due to weather. 
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kills are adjusted for the number of aircraft that 
are killed prior to reaching the target. 

Once a target is struck, there are also sev- 
eral possible outcomes, as shown in Figure 6. 
This kill-accounting scheme captures an impor- 
tant effect—previously modeled only in 
HEAVY ATTACK—which is that a target can 
be killed, but misclassified and restruck. This 
dilution of sorties due to incorrect battle-dam- 
age assessment (BDA) is an important effect 
and must be represented in a realistic model. 
Another important effect is the ability of the 
enemy to regenerate (repair) dead targets. In 
both cases, CFAM has modified and extended 
the existing approaches, as discussed later. 

TIME MODELING 
Time periods are necessary to model arriv- 

als of aircraft and weapons in the theater, 
changes in sortie rates, shifts in campaign ob- 
jectives, and changes in attrition rates. How- 
ever, the existing models view time differently. 
Both HEAVY ATTACK and MIXMASTER are 
time-myopic, with output from each period's 
solution (with perhaps some external alter- 
ation) used as input for the next period. TAM, 
on the other hand, has an intrinsic time index in 
the formulation. 

There are disadvantages to adding time to a 
model. HEAVY ATTACK can use a nonlinear 
BDA function and still remain small and fast 
because it only optimizes in a single period; 
adding time would enormously complicate the 
model. Explicit time periods also increase the 
size of the model. HEAVY ATTACK and MIX- 
MASTER are small and quick because each pe- 
riod's optimization consists of 1,000-2,000 vari- 

ables and a few hundred constraints. On the 
other hand, TAM can grow as large as 180,000 
variables and 5,000 constraints, largely due to 
the intrinsic time index. As a result, TAM is 
usually run with only 4 periods of 3,7, 20, and 
30 days, because the LP becomes too big to 
solve otherwise. Conversely, HEAVY ATTACK 
can run 20-30 myopic time periods in very little 
time. 

In addition, there is a good argument for 
forcing myopia. The existing models conduct 
one-sided campaigns—the enemy has no 
choices. Letting an optimization look across 
time contradicts reality, particularly when the 
models assume the enemy doesn't react. This 
omniscience has been a perennial problem in 
TAM, which tends to wait for periods with low 
attrition rates to kill difficult targets unless ex- 
plicitly constrained from doing so. TAM also 
uses its knowledge of the future to kill easy 
targets with high target values early so more of 
them are repaired and then restruck (earning 
more TVD). 

Nonetheless, the myopic approach is a dis- 
advantage for the analyst trying to solve a re- 
source allocation or budgeting problem. If there 
is a fixed pool of procurement money available 
for a multi-period scenario, the analyst has to 
explicitly allocate or constrain expenditures by 
period. Since optimization is good at making 
these decisions, it seems unreasonable to force 
the analyst to guess the best time-constrained 
allocations outside of the model. 

The compromise reached in CFAM is to use 
time explicitly in the model, but to limit the 
optimization's false omniscience. In CFAM, 
time is still divided into periods of user-select- 
able lengths, but now each period consists of an 

TARGET STRUCK AND KILLED 
1 

1 1 
Target BDA 

Correct 
Restrike from 

Previous Incorrect BDA 
Target BDA 

Incorrect 
i 

1 1 
target dead            1 target regenerates       1 target scheduled for restrike 

Figure 6. Possible outcomes of a target kill in CFAM. A kill may either have correct BDA, in which case it is 
either dead forever or regenerates, or it may have incorrect BDA and is scheduled for a restrike. Only one of the 
outcomes results in a permanent kill. 
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integral number of fixed-length planning cycles. 
A planning cycle is the number of days over 
which the campaign executes with no feedback; 
in other words, this is the assessment time lag. 
The planning cycle is key to CFAM's BDA and 
target regeneration submodels, because it rein- 
troduces myopia and some of the so-called fric- 
tion of war into the model. If it were possible to 
solve enormous models at no cost, CFAM 
would simply define the time period length as 
the planning cycle length. Unfortunately, this 
isn't possible, so the design team used the no- 
tion of a planning cycle to capture BDA and 
target regeneration effects within a period. 

The analyst must weigh time fidelity in the 
model versus responsiveness when using 
CFAM. If the analyst needs many time periods 
for goal changes and aircraft arrivals, he can do 
so at the cost of generating a much bigger 
model. If his goals are coarser over time and he 
needs quicker turnaround, he can use fewer 
time periods and generate a smaller, faster 
model. In either case, the addition of the plan- 
ning cycle cures problems with BDA and target 
regeneration within a period, as we'll discuss in 
the next section. 

BATTLE-DAMAGE ASSESSMENT 
AND TARGET REGENERATION 

BDA has been a problem for the existing 
models, with HEAVY ATTACK being the only 
model that accounts for restriking dead targets 
due to bad BDA. In HEAVY ATTACK, the 
probability of restriking a dead target is a func- 
tion of the number of targets already killed and 
a parameter known as the "C-factor," which 
varies between 0 and 1. A C-factor of 0 implies 
perfect BDA, while a C-factor of 1 implies no 
BDA and random targeting. There are two 
problems with this approach. First, the C-factor 
has no physical meaning. C-factors are not 
probabilities, but are merely adjustment factors 
that determine the marginal returns of contin- 
ually attacking a particular set of targets (Lord 
[1982], Boger and Washburn [1985]). As a re- 
sult, the analyst has to set the C-factors based 
on their effects on the model output rather than 
by using any available data. 

Second, HEAVY ATTACK presumes that 
success in killing additional targets of a partic- 
ular type is a function of the number of those 
types of targets already killed. For a collection 
of tanks on a battlefield in a short time interval, 

HEAVY ATTACK'S BDA scheme is a good 
model. The more tanks that are killed, the more 
difficult it is for an attacker to discriminate 
among live and dead tanks. On the other hand, 
this is not a good model for fixed targets such 
as bridges. For these targets, the probability of 
a bad assessment has nothing to do with the 
number of similar facilities that have been 
bombed. 

The BDA problem is an open research is- 
sue. In the meantime, CFAM's current BDA 
model is a compromise that keeps the model 
linear, explicitly defines the BDA factors, and 
denies the optimization's tendency to defeat 
BDA effects through omniscience. First, CFAM 
uses a single BDA input for each target type, 
which is a static probability of misclassifying a 
dead target as still being alive. Second, CFAM 
does not allow credit for any more kills against 
that target type until each misclassified target is 
restruck, as shown in Figure 7. In this example, 
Tl contains 2 planning cycles. CFAM assumes 
kills occur uniformly across a time period, so 
half of the misclassified targets happen in the 
first planning cycle of Tl and must be restruck 
in Tl, while the other half must be restruck in 
T2. On the other hand, T2 contains 4 planning 
cycles, so 3/4 of the targets struck in the period 
that have incorrect BDA must be restruck 
within T2. 

This mechanism allows us to capture the 
BDA effects and the lag effects in long time 
periods. If the model could wait until the next 
period to restrike targets, it would tend to wait 
until the last period to accumulate kills and 
avoid the workload caused by bad BDA. This 
can't happen in CFAM, as kills against these 
targets are discounted and the model prohibits 
additional kills against other targets until the 
bad BDA workload is accomplished. Con- 
versely, the planning cycle lag forces some sem- 
blance of reality by making the model wait to 
recognize the need to do restrikes. 

Target regeneration also uses the planning 
cycle. CFAM lags the detection of regenerated 
targets by one planning cycle, using the same 
logic as it uses for incorrect BDA. Again, the 
assumption of the planning cycle is that the 
sortie allocation is fixed over the length of the 
cycle, and the model cannot act on new infor- 
mation until the next cycle. Therefore, a newly- 
regenerated target must wait one cycle before it 
can be retargeted. 

A serious limitation of the existing models 
is that they do not allow target regeneration 
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TIME PERIOD 
LENGTH 

PLANNING 
CYCLE LENGTH 

START A T1 A 
START 
T2 

START 
T3 

MIS-BDA'D TGTS 
KILLED HERE ARE 
RESTRUCK IN T2 

MIS-BDA'D TGTS 
KILLED HERE ARE 
RESTRUCK IN T1 

Figure 7. Time periods, planning cycles, and BDA in CFAM. Period Tl contains 2 planning cycles. Incorrect 
BDA from targets struck in the first planning cycle of Tl forces restrikes in the second planning cycle of Tl, while 
incorrect BDA in the second planning cycle of Tl forces restrikes in period T2. This approach allows for both 
a lag time to recognize bad BDA and the ability to schedule restrikes within a time period. 

within a period, which is a problem for targets 
with short repair times in long time periods; in 
addition, they do not allow control of the num- 
ber of targets regenerated. CFAM allows mul- 
tiple regenerations and retargeting within a 
time period, up to the number of planning cy- 
cles. Since the objective functions only count 
the target's status at the end of a time period, 
CFAM must allocate additional sorties to keep 
a target dead or in repair. CFAM can also con- 
trol the total number of targets regenerated by 
using an input repair proportion to determine 
the expected number of targets repaired after 
every planning cycle. The user can also adjust 
this parameter to implicitly constrain total re- 
pair capacity. 

Target regeneration and BDA are imple- 
mented in one submodel, which is derived in 
Yost [1996]. 

WEATHER EFFECTS 
The existing models describe weather in 

terms of "weather states", which are mutually 
exhaustive combinations of ceiling and visibil- 
ity. Historically, the munitions-analysis com- 
munity has partitioned the distribution of 
weather into 6 states and has used the propor- 
tion of the time the weather is in each state as a 
static input. These states affect the model be- 

cause each aircraft-weapon combination has a 
number of delivery profiles associated with it, 
and each profile is valid only in certain weather 
states. For example, a medium-altitude profile 
might only be possible in the best three weather 
states, while a low-altitude profile using radar 
bombing might be possible in any weather 
state. 

TAM and MIXMASTER assume perfect 
weather knowledge. There is no sense of a fore- 
cast, and these models assume the weather 
states occur in their fixed proportions in each 
period. On the other hand, HEAVY ATTACK 
models weather through its weapon-aggrega- 
tion scheme. This procedure is equivalent to 
assuming that the weather is unknown when 
aircraft are allocated to targets, but known 
when weapons and delivery profiles are se- 
lected. 

Unfortunately, neither assumption is true. 
Campaign planners don't have perfect weather 
knowledge, but they can forecast with some 
degree of accuracy. This issue has become more 
important as we develop autonomous (and ex- 
pensive) weapons that have guidance systems 
unaffected by weather, because we need to cor- 
rectly measure the payoff from having such 
weather-resistant weapons. CFAM does not of- 
fer a complete solution to the weather problem, 
but takes a step further than existing models by 
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forcing sorties to be scheduled in accordance 
with the distribution of forecast weather rather 
than the distribution of observed weather. More 
importantly, CFAM dilutes scheduled sorties 
by using the probability of forecast error to 
determine the number of in-flight weather 
aborts. 

As an example, consider the following data 
provided by the Air Force Environmental Tech- 
nical Applications Center in Figure 8. 

A delivery profile that is valid in any par- 
ticular weather state (WX) is valid in any higher 
state. Therefore, CFAM selects delivery profiles 
based on the forecast using cumulative con- 
straints. In this example, 2% of the targets are 
forecast to have weather WX 1, so 2% of the 
scheduled profiles must be capable in WX 1. 
Since the 5% of the targets forecast for weather 
in WX 2 could also be hit with WX 1-capable 
profiles, 7% of the scheduled deliveries must be 
capable in WX 1 or WX 2. The CFAM weather 
constraints work in this cumulative fashion for 
all weather states. Note that if an aircraft type is 
only capable in WX 6, then CFAM would as- 
sume 19.4% of the available sorties for that 
aircraft type are lost in the period; these sorties 
are unscheduled and are not subject to attrition. 

To account for forecast error, CFAM uses 
the conditional probability the weather is in- 
valid for the profile, given a forecast of valid 
weather for the profile. This probability deter- 
mines the proportion of sorties that aren't 
aborted in-flight due to weather; data for this 
example is shown in Figure 9. Suppose the 
model uses a profile whose minimum weather 
state is WX 3. Given the forecast was for WX 3 
or better, there is a .8596 probability the 
weather will be WX 3 or better. When the 
model schedules WX 3 deliveries based on a 

forecast, 85.96% of them reach the target and 
14.04% abort. An important assumption is that 
an aircraft that suffers a weather abort is still 
subject to attrition; in other words, the aircraft 
goes all the way to the target before discovering 
it can't deliver the weapons. 

The CFAM weather model is conservative 
in that, in reality, aircraft can often be rerouted 
in flight to a secondary target based on weather 
information provided by earlier attacks. While 
we could model this as some sort of proportion, 
we have elected to keep the model conservative 
since there is so many other "fog of war" issues 
that we do not handle. Also, CFAM does not 
degrade attrition rates in bad weather, which 
would be the case for optical- and infared- 
guided air defenses which can't see the at- 
tacker. The latter problem may be addressed in 
a future upgrade, which will expand the attri- 
tion submodel; for now, we have again chosen 
to be conservative. 

INPUT FILTERS AND OPERATIONAL 
LIMITS 

CFAM uses a number of factors outside of 
the formulation to limit the number of alternate 
sortie types. This is necessary because the num- 
ber of possible combinations is very large. A 
typical scenario may contain 9 aircraft types, 90 
target types, 300 delivery profiles, and 60 
weapon types; in addition, aircraft may carry 
smaller loadouts of the same weapon to extend 
their range. When combined with multiple time 
periods, these combinations can easily lead to 
an LP containing several hundred thousand 
variables. 

WEATHER STATE (WX) PROBABILITY OF FORECAST 

WX1 
WX2 
WX3 
WX4 
WX5 
WX6 

0.020 
0.050 
0.040 
0.031 
0.053 
0.806 

TOTAL 1.000 

Figure 8. Marginal forecast probabilities by weather state. Higher numbers indicate more favorable weather. 
For example, WX 1 represents a ceiling of 0 feet and 0 NM visibility, while WX 6 represents a ceiling of 12000 
feet and a 5 NM visibility. 
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WX REQUIRED FOR PROFILE PROPORTION NOT ABORTED 

WX 1 OR BETTER 
WX 2 OR BETTER 
WX 3 OR BETTER 
WX 4 OR BETTER 
WX 5 OR BETTER 

WX6 

1.0000 
0.9502 
0.8596 
0.8185 
0.7675 
0.7665 

Figure 9.   Non-abort proportions by weather state. These are the proportion of the time the weather is in a 
particular state or better, given the forecast was for a particular state or better. 

The first step in CFAM preprocessing is to 
remove dominated profiles from the database. 
These are delivery profiles for a particular air- 
craft-weapon-target combination that have a 
lower effectiveness and a higher attrition than 
another available profile that can be used in 
that weather state. This simple screen removes 
up to 30% of the possible aircraft-weapon-pro- 
file combinations. The second step involves re- 
moving operationally infeasible combinations 
of aircraft, weapons, and targets from the data- 
base. This is done externally, and the amount of 
reduction depends on how many cases the user 
is willing to rule out. 

Next, the preprocessor filters the inputs 
based on two user-supplied settings: the mini- 
mum expected kills per sortie (EKS); and the 
maximum attrition per sortie. Attrition and 
EKS limits are present in various forms in the 
existing models' preprocessors, but their use is 
emphasized in CFAM. An aircraft-weapon-de- 
livery profile combination that has a probabil- 
ity of .001 of killing a target and a probability of 
attrition of .25 is unlikely to be chosen in the 
optimization, and would never be chosen in 
reality. Therefore, users should be aggressive 
with these filters and throw out as many excess 

variables as possible prior to running the LP. 
Computational experience with TAM shows 
that LP's in this class only choose a few hun- 
dred deliveries out of several hundred thou- 
sand, so it makes sense to remove the inefficient 
alternatives before presenting them to the model. 

The final screen is based on an operational 
constraint that is not treated in the existing mod- 
els: the rninimum operating altitude in the pe- 
riod, commonly known as the hard deck. Hard 
decks are real and crucial operating constraints in 
modern air warfare. If the theater commander 
decides to fight a medium-altitude war such as 
DESERT STORM, a great number of delivery tac- 
tics are simply not available. In addition, weap- 
ons effectiveness, particularly for visual deliver- 
ies, varies greatly with release altitude. 

Figure 10 shows a typical reduction due to 
applying these filters. Reductions of an order of 
magnitude in the number of sortie cases are not 
uncommon. 

TWO-THEATER MODELING 
Currently, the US national military strategy 

requires   support   of   two   near-simultaneous 

NUMBER OF CASES 
INITIAL DATABASE 
after excluding DOMINATED PROFILES 

after excluding OPERATIONALLY INFEASIBLE CASES 

after applying FILTERS (effectiveness, attrition, hard decks) 

37,000 
26,000 
10,000 
3,000 

Figure 10. Input filtering for CFAM. Applying filters for dominated profiles, operational infeasibility, effec- 
tiveness, attrition, and hard deck settings can remove over 90% of the possible sortie combinations prior to 
running the model. Using the filters can drastically reduce the size of the LP. 
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"major regional conflicts" (MRC's). Unfortu- 
nately, none of the existing models allow for 
two theaters. As a result, CFAM allows for 
two-theater campaigns, so the analyst can de- 
velop requirements for both theaters simulta- 
neously. The first campaign starts in the first 
time period, and the second campaign can start 
in any time period. The analyst can divide the 
budgets among the theaters or use additional 
constraints to bound the overall resource con- 
sumption in both theaters. 

Another important capability in CFAM is 
the ability to swing, or redeploy, aircraft from 
the first campaign to the second. Force reduc- 
tions have led the USAF to adopt a swing doc- 
trine for certain high-value, high-leverage as- 
sets such as the F-117. However, the question of 
when to swing these aircraft and how many to 
swing is an open issue. CFAM can optimize the 
timing and number of swing aircraft, given 
user-supplied bounds on the number that can 
swing and when they can swing. 

All the machinery available in one cam- 
paign in CFAM is implemented in the two- 
theater formulation. The theaters have separate 
target sets, separate weather distributions, BDA 
rates, regeneration rates, sortie rates, force 
structures, and so on. This capability does not 
come without cost; a two-theater LP can be- 
come very cumbersome, making intelligent use 
of the filters very important. 

BUDGET CONSTRAINTS 
HEAVY ATTACK and MIXMASTER do 

not contain budget constraints. The most com- 
mon version of TAM has one budget constraint, 
which is applied globally. Aircraft and weap- 
ons in TAM have marginal costs, and the model 
can either purchase assets subject to a spending 
constraint or minimize the amount spent to 
achieve certain goals. However, the TAM bud- 
get scheme has two shortcomings. First, the 
single budget isn't flexible enough to account 
for different types of resources consumed by 
weapons and aircraft, such as procurement 
funds, airlift, and airfield space. Second, it 
doesn't distinguish expenditures on aircraft, 
which are long-term assets, and munitions, 
which are expendables. 

To address these problems, CFAM contains 
four different budgets in two categories, and 
the analyst can use any or all of them as con- 
straints. The categories are called carry and no- 

carry to denote how the resource can be spent 
across time. A carry budget represents a re- 
source such as procurement funds; it has no 
relation to time within the model, because the 
goal is to determine the investment necessary 
to meet campaign goals in a future conflict. 
Conversely, a no-carry budget represents a re- 
source that must be used within a time period; 
unused resources don't "carry" to succeeding 
periods. This budget models resources such as 
airlift, which must be spent when available and 
can't be saved. There are two carry and two 
no-carry budgets available in CFAM. 

One limitation of CFAM is that assets can 
only be bought in one budget; purchased assets 
do not consume a vector of resources, as shown 
in Figure 11. For example, buying a weapon 
cannot simultaneously consume procurement 
dollars and mobility resources; the assets are 
only available in each budget, and each budget 
must have its own upper bounds on aircraft 
and weapon purchases. This may seem to be an 
unreasonable assumption, but design team 
chose to implement budgets this way to avoid 
unnecessarily complicating the formulation to 
address a set of problems that have yet to come 
up in practice. 

AIRCRAFT ATTRITION 
CFAM uses an approach similar to TAM's 

for modeling aircraft attrition. Each feasible 
combination of aircraft, weapon, target, and de- 
livery profile suffers an input proportion of 
attrition based on the time period; however, 
targets killed by the model do not affect these 
attrition rates. Changes in attrition rates due to 
enemy air-to-air or surface-to-air assets as a 
function of time are determined externally to 
the model. CFAM uses these inputs to constrain 
or minimize attrition, depending on how the 
user is running the model. 

However, the user has the option in CFAM 
to specify how attrition affects sortie genera- 
tion. In TAM, attrition reduces the number of 
available sorties. CFAM offers this option (see 
the formulation), but also offers the option of 
turning off the sortie reduction. The first case is 
the same as assuming no replacement aircraft 
are available. In the second case, the user as- 
sumes all losses are replaced within the time 
period and the remaining aircraft can tempo- 
rarily fly more sorties to account for the missing 
aircraft prior to its replacement; as a result, no 
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\ MRC /         \ MRC / 

\ TIME  /     \ TIME  / 
\ MRC /         \ MRC / 

""CARRY BUDGET      >w           / 
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\  TIME   /     \ TIME   / 
\ MRC /         \ MRC / 

^NO-CARRY BUDGETS 

«AIRCRAFT, WEAPONS . 

Figure 11. CFAM budgets. Each budget type has its own pool of aircraft and weapons. The carry budgets 
represent resources that can be spent across time and theater (MRC), while the no-carry budgets represent 
resources that can only be spent when and where they are available. 

sorties are lost due to attrition. However, 
CFAM can still constrain aircraft losses in the 
second case. 

IMPLEMENTATION AND 
COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIENCE 

The CFAM models are straightforward lin- 
ear or mixed-integer programs that do not re- 
quire special solution techniques. Therefore, 
the Air Force has chosen to use GAMS (Brooke, 
Kendrick, and Meeraus [1992]) to generate the 
models. The system can use any commercial LP 
solver that interfaces with GAMS, and input 
and output are managed by a graphical user 
interface written in Visual BASIC. While the 
interface is hosted on the PC, the actual model 
can be run on either a PC or a workstation-class 
system (Figure 12). 

TIME STRIKE'S performance depends on 
the size of the data set, the objective function 
used, and the amount of filtering. Current 
1-MRC scenarios consider approximately 9 air- 
craft types, 60 weapons types, 70 target types 
distributed in 4 distance bands, 7 time periods, 
6 weather states, 10 target classes, and 3 phase 
goals. These problems result in formulations 
containing approximately 20,000 variables and 
7,000 constraints; however, subsequent filtering 
after one or two tuning runs reduces the LPs to 

roughly 7,000 variables and 2,000 constraints 
for time-scripted goals, and 8,000 variables and 
3,000 constraints for phase goals. Experience 
has shown it is better to run TIME STRIKE a 
few times with a small number of time periods 
to identify clearly unproductive sortie combi- 
nations and test the feasibility of the campaign 
goals. Subsequent runs with filtering go consid- 
erably faster, and some of the solvers allow us 
to save previous solutions and do a "warm 
start" for runs with minor changes. Solution 
times on current PC's range from 2 to 11 min- 
utes, depending on the choice of LP solver. 
GAMS overhead in generating the model is 
modest, ranging from 1 to 3 minutes. A sepa- 
rate column-generation utility is available for 
TIME STRIKE to allow the user to consider all 
combinations without filtering. 

QUICK STRIKE is much less sensitive to 
problem size, because it solves as a sequence of 
optimizations. The scenario discussed above 
would generate an LP with approximately 2500 
variables and 1000 constraints for each time 
period, and these problems will solve in less 
than one minute each. However, the user must 
allocate resource across time manually, so it is 
better to use TIME STRIKE and QUICK STRIKE 
together. TIME STRIKE can give advice to 
QUICK STRIKE on how to allocate resources 
such as budgets and attrition across time, while 
QUICK STRIKE can help determine how to set 
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Figure 12.   CFAM structure. This diagram shows the fundamental parts of the CFAM system, along with the 
commercial software used. 

the time periods in TIME STRIKE. For example, 
a TIME STRIKE run with 4 12-day time periods 
may show that 60% of a budget should be spent 
in the first 12 days, while the rest should be 
saved for the last three periods. QUICK STRIKE 
can then be constrained to leave 40% of the 
budget for the last 36 days of the campaign; 
otherwise, due to its myopia, it may choose to 
spend its budget too soon and cripple capabil- 
ity in later periods. Conversely, QUICK 
STRIKE, running 3-day periods may show that 
phase changes occur only in days 4-6 and 19- 
21, enabling the user to reduce the number of 
time periods in TIME STRIKE to 3 (1-3, 4-18, 
and 19-48), cutting down on the size and run 
time of the model. 

GUI DEVELOPMENT AND DATA 
AVAILABILITY 

The reader may have noted that a tremen- 
dous amount of data has to be supplied to 
CFAM, and nearly all of this data is tightly 
coupled. In the past, users relied on an ad-hoc 
combination of databases, spreadsheets, and 
utilities to manage and preprocess this data, 
and analysts frequently found themselves do- 
ing two weeks' worth of database preparation 
to support two days' worth of analysis. As a 
result, the Air Force has put a substantial in- 
vestment into the development of a graphical 

user interface (GUI) to handle input, execution, 
and output. The GUI, written in Visual BASIC, 
will centrally manage all input and output, and 
for the first time the fundamental input data 
will be stored in databases rather than flat files 
of varying formats. While GUI development is 
not of primary interest to the readers of this 
journal, it is important to note the GUI should 
deliver nearly as much improvement in pro- 
ductivity as CFAM itself. 

If CFAM had been built with no predeces- 
sors, it is doubtful the Air Force could have 
generated the data for this model. As it turns 
out, CFAM benefits from 25 years' of experi- 
ence with HEAVY ATTACK, TAM, and MIX- 
MASTER, because entire data systems and 
management relationships already exist to sup- 
port those models. For example, the attrition 
database is the full-time occupation of an entire 
group of analysts at Eglin AFB, and involves 
running a complicated suite of simulations to 
develop attrition information for each mix of 
aircraft, target, profile, and scenario. Weapons 
effects data is similarly complicated to gener- 
ate, but CFAM can rely on the services' contin- 
ued investment in the Joint Technical Coordi- 
nating Committee's Air-to-Surface group for 
development of standard methodology and 
software to build kill probabilities for various 
weapons. Conversely, the BDA methodology is 
deliberately simple because data currently does 
not exist to support a more complex submodel. 
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FUTURE EFFORTS AND COMMENTS 
ON THE CONSOLIDATION 

CFAM development continues. A sub- 
model for the air-to-air part of the campaign is 
being tested, and research is in progress on a 
formulation that allows the model to allocate 
SEAD (suppression of enemy air defenses) as- 
sets. There is also a variation of the CFAM 
formulation that allocates sensors to targets, so 
the model must first find a target before attack- 
ing it and then allocate another sensor look to 
perform BDA. This will unify the detection and 
BDA submodels and allow us to directly assess 
the value of sensors. The final (and most ambi- 
tious) research effort is to use game-theoretic 
concepts to extend CFAM to a two-sided 
model. 

However, the model as described here has 
been used for several munitions studies al- 
ready, and it will replace HEAVY ATTACK in 
1997 as the Air Force's standard for determin- 
ing weapons requirements. CFAM is managed 
by the Air Force Studies and Analyses Agency, 
and a user's group that coordinates distribu- 
tion, documentation, and modifications is in 
place. 

This effort was easy in one sense because it 
was based on existing models, but considerably 
more difficult in another because it was a con- 
solidation. Many of the users of the existing 
models had spent years mastering and improv- 
ing their particular system, and they were re- 
luctant to give up methods that were provably 
poor in theory but demonstrably effective in 
practice. Also, the entire group had to con- 
stantly battle the tendency to throw great num- 
bers of marginally useful extensions into the 
system. A good example of this was our debate 
over budgets. Of the existing models, only 
TAM had a single budget, while the other two 
had no budget capabilities at all. In spite of this, 
several users felt the four budgets installed in 
CFAM were insufficient. Much of this desire for 
new capabilities was a result of pent-up de- 
mand, as none of the models had been signifi- 
cantly extended in many years. 

Although the Air Force has succeeded in 
this case in eliminating a set of partially dupli- 
cative models, there is something to be said for 
having competing approaches available. The 
reader may have noted that none of the existing 
models was all good or all bad; each had its 
advantages and drawbacks. Many of us in- 
volved in the development of CFAM have won- 

dered whether our consolidation may cut off 
some of the natural competition that had 
evolved among these models. However, the 
corporate viewpoint is that the common invest- 
ment will overcome this monopolistic behavior; 
in the past, no one organization had the fund- 
ing or manpower to make sweeping upgrades 
in their model, but they can collectively make 
continual improvements in CFAM. 

Optimization is a valuable and appropriate 
tool for the munitions problem. Optimization 
can consider a large number of force mixes far 
faster than a simulation-oriented approach, and 
models such as CFAM can make a huge num- 
ber allocation and budget decisions in a single 
run. This, along with the sensitivity analysis 
available in linear programming, has made 
these tools invaluable to the Air Force for the 
last 25 years. This should be true for the next 25 
years as well. 
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FORMULATION: INDICIES 
The following formulation is for a single 

period with the time-scripted objective in a sin- 
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gle theater. As a result, there is no time index or 
theater index as is present in the full CFAM 
model, nor is there a discussion of the other 
objective functions. The full formulation, in- 
cluding derivations, is available in Yost [1996]. 

These are the indices used by the model. 

i aircraft 
j weapon 

k target 
1 loadout 

p delivery profile 
w weather state 
d distance band 
c target class 
f weapon component family 
q weapons qualification family 
b budget 

We also use the following to denote valid 
n-tuples (correspondences) of the index argu- 
ments. For example, cc(k,c) denotes the set of 
all admissible target-target class combinations. 

cc(k,c)       target-target class 
correspondence 

fc(j,f)       weapon-component family 
correspondence 

qc(j,q)       weapon-qualification family 
correspondence 

r(i,j,l,d)       aircraft-weapon-loadout- 
distance band correspondence 

wc(i,j,p,w)       aircraft-weapon-profile-weather 
state correspondence 

FORMULATION: DATA 

ACCOSTSib 

ACMAXBUYib 

ATTRijkp 

ATTRWGT 

BDAREGk 

budget b resource 
consumed per aircraft i 
maximum number of 
aircraft i available for 
purchase in budget b 
expected losses per 
sortie for combination 
i,j,k,p 
objective function 
weight for attrition 
expected number of 
targets k dead or in 
repair at the end of the 
time period; adjusts for 
BDA errors and target 
regeneration 

BDGLIMITb 

BUYWGTb 

CUMARRIVE: 

EKS; ijklp 

FAMLIMf 

GOALc 

HISTFORECASTw 

INVENTj 

LOADj 

MAXLOSSj 

MUNWGT 

NABORTijp 

NDAYS 

PPENL 

PROPORTION ̂q 

SORTWGT 

resource limit for 
budget b 
objective function 
weight for spending in 
budget b 
number of weapon j 
scheduled to arrive 
this period 
expected kills per 
sortie for aircraft i, 
weapon j, target k, 
loadout 1, profile p 
maximum number of 
common components 
available for weapon 
family f 
proportion of targets in 
target class c to be 
killed to achieve the 
current goal 
cumulative proportion 
of forecasts for weather 
states 1 through w 
inventory of weapon j 
on-hand 
number of weapons 
carried per sortie for 
loadout 1 
maximum losses of 
aircraft i allowed 
objective function 
weight for munitions 
use 
proportion of sorties 
by aircraft i flying 
profile p with weapon 
j not aborted inflight 
number of days in the 
time period 
objective function 
penalty for not 
meeting the time- 
scripted goal for target 
class c 
proportion of aircrews 
manning aircraft i 
qualified to drop 
weapons in 
qualification class q 
objective function 
weight for sorties 
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SR 

TIMEACj 

TOTTGTS, kd 

TOTTGTV 

TSORT. ijkp 

WPNCOSTS Jb 

WPNMAXBUY; jb 

sorties per day for 
aircraft i 
number of aircraft i 
scheduled to arrive 
total number of type k 
targets in distance 
band d 
total number of type k 
targets 
expected number of 
sorties per aircraft for 
combination i, j, k, p 
considering attrition 
resources consumed 
per weapon j bought 
in budget b 
maximum number of 
weapon j available in 
budget b 

FORMULATION: VARIABLES 
All variables are given in lower case. 

'kc 

-11k 

pdiff, 

wpnbtjb 

acbtib 

onhanduse: 

time-scripted goal objective 
value 
sorties assigned 
proportion of kills below goal 
c for target k 
weapons of type j bought in 
budget b 
aircraft of type i bought in 
budget b 
existing inventory of weapon 
j used 

FORMULATION: OBJECTIVE 
FUNCTION 

Our experience has shown these LPs often 
have multiple optimal solutions, so we use 
small weights on attrition, sorties, munitions 
expenditures, and weapons and aircraft pur- 
chases to break these ties. These penalty terms 
are defined below: 

at = ATTRWGT* £ ATTRljkp*x 'jkp   •*■ ijklp 

ijklp 

so = SORTWGT*^ x ijklp 

mu = MUNWGT* 2 LOAD,*[ATTR, ijkp 

ijklp 

*(1 - NABORTIjp) + NABORTijp]*x, ijpj   x ijklp 

bu = ^ BUYWGTM 2 ACCOSTS lb*acbtlb 

+ 2 WPNCOSTSjb*wpnbtjb 

i 

Note that these weights can be positive or 
negative; for example, a user may want to give 
a negative weight to SORTWT to influence the 
model to fly as many sorties as possible. 

The following is the objective function for 
time-scripted goals for a single period. This 
minimizes the weighted sum of the proportions 
of each goal not achieved plus the sum of the 
tie-breaking weights: 

min z =      X     (PPENc*pdiffkc) + at + so 
(k,c)Ecc(k,c) 

+ mu + bu 

FORMULATION: SIMPLE BOUNDS 
AND CONSTRAINTS 

All CFAM variables are nonnegative, and 
all have simple upper bounds: 

xijklp < SR,*NDAYS*TIMEACi 

*2 ACMAXBUYib 
b 

pdiffkc< 1.0 

wpnbtjb < WPNMAXBUYjb 

acbt,b<ACMAXBUYib 

onhanduse j < INVENT j 

The following are the explicit constraints 
available in the model that are used with this 
particular objective function. The swing aircraft 
constraints are omitted because this example 
formulation only applies to one theater. 

Goal constraints: 
^ijlp(BDAREGk*EKSijklp*NABORTijp*xljklp) 

GOALct*TOTTGTk 

ijklp pdiffkc 1.0 
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for all (k, c) e cc(k, c). 
Note that a target appearing in multi- 

ple target classes will have multiple positive 
(pdiffkc) differences. This is intentional, as a 
target affecting multiple goals should accumu- 
late multiple penalties in the objective function. 
Killing targets beyond the goal is not allowed. 

Aircraft-sortie constraints: 

Xt: ijklp 

TSORT, 
< TIMEACi + X acbtib 

•ftp 
2 
jap 

for all i 

TSORT is a constant computed for each 
sortie combination that determines the ex- 
pected number of sorties that could be flown 
against a target by an aircraft over a fixed num- 
ber of days with a fixed attrition rate. CFAM 
allows the user to choose whether attrition af- 
fects sortie generation or not; in the latter case, 
the user assumes all losses are replaced within 
the time period, and the remaining aircraft can 
fly more sorties to account for the missing air- 
craft prior to its arrival. 

Aircraft attrition constraints: 

2 ATTRljkp*xljklp < MAXLOSS, 
jkip 

Weapons use and weapons family 
constraints: 

2 LOAD,*[ATTRllkp*{l - NABORTi]P) 
iklp 

+ NABORTijp]*x,jklp < onhandusej 

+ X wpnbtjb + CUMARRIVEj 
b 

for all j 

X    onhandusej < FAMLIMf 

imi.f) 

for all f 

The first constraint counts the number of 
sorties that either drop bombs on a target or 

suffer attrition during an in-flight weather 
abort; in both cases, the weapons are con- 
sumed. The second constraint addresses weap- 
ons that share common components, which is 
an important issue in munitions allocation. 
FAMILYLIMf gives the total number of avail- 
able components, but this limit only applies to 
on-hand inventory. CFAM assumes purchased 
or arriving weapons are complete rounds. 

Budget constraints: 

2 ACCOST Sib*acbtib 

+ 2 WPNCOSTSjb*wpnbtjb < BDGLIMITb 

for all b 

Since this example formulation only con- 
tains one time period and theater, it is not pos- 
sible to show the difference between carry and 
no-carry constraints. In the full CFAM models, 
the budget constraints have different forms for 
the different types. 

Kills by distance constraints: 

2        (BDAREGk*EKSijklp 

(i,j,l)&(i,j,l,d),p 

*NABORTijp*xijklp) < X TOTTGTS kd' 

d'sd 

for all k, d 
These constraints limit aircraft-weapon- 

loadout combinations to targets in valid dis- 
tance bands. They are cumulative to allow 
longer-range deliveries to kill close-in targets. 
As a result, the x variables do not need an 
explicit index for distance, eliminating a large 
number of variables. 

Weather constraints: 

2 
(j,p)£wc(i,j,p,w),kl 

H1STF0RECASTW*2 xljklp 

jkip 

for all i, w 

These constraints force the model to sched- 
ule sorties in proportion to the average weather 
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forecast. To maintain feasibility, CFAM re- 
quires a dummy target and a dummy weapon 
that each aircraft can employ in each weather 
state. Otherwise, CFAM would force sorties to 
be scheduled for aircraft with no valid sortie 
combinations in particular weather states, mak- 
ing the model infeasible. 

Weapons qualification constraints: 

2      Xijkip =£ PROPORTIONi,* E xijklp 
(j£qc(j,q),klp jklp 

for all (i,q) with PROPORTION^ > 0 

These constraints model situations where 
only a certain proportion of an aircraft's 
aircrews are qualified to employ a weapon, or 
only a certain proportion of an aircraft type are 
equipped to drop a weapon. 
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ABSTRACT 
A mathematical model is developed 

and implemented to determine the 
minimum number of Air Force of- 

ficers that must enter graduate educational 
programs each year in order to satisfy per- 
sonnel requirements by academic specialty, 
degree level, and military rank. The model 
is formulated as a Markov decision process 
and solved using linear programming. An- 
alytical results were employed in a major 
re-engineering of the resident graduate 
schools at the Air Force Institute of Tech- 
nology. 

INTRODUCTION 
Recent contingencies involving United 

States military forces support the view that 
"technological superiority is a principal 
characteristic of our military advantage" 
[4]. The U.S. Air Force has long understood 
that wise investment in advanced technol- 
ogy will result in improved mission effec- 
tiveness and fewer casualties. A critical 
component of this investment is the formal 
academic education of officer personnel in 
appropriate technical disciplines. More 
than half of the 78,000 Air Force officers 
currently on active duty hold master or 
doctoral degrees [9], many in highly tech- 
nical fields of study. Moreover, the current 
USAF personnel structure includes over 
5,000 positions which require specific ad- 
vanced degrees as basic duty qualifications. 
The efficient management of these posi- 
tions, and the officers qualified to fill them, 
relies on a classification system built on 
four-character academic specialty codes. 
For example, there are 35 coded positions 
for officers having master of science de- 
grees in electrical engineering with empha- 
sis on electro-optics (specialty code 4IJY). 
These 4IJY positions may be located within 
Air Force laboratories, test organizations, 
or program offices which manage weapon 
system acquisition. To ensure appropriate 
experience levels, all positions are con- 
trolled not only by academic specialty code 
and degree level, but also by grade (mili- 
tary rank). 

Air Force personnel can receive the ad- 
vanced academic education needed to 
qualify for a position through one of sev- 
eral methods. A small number of individu- 
als obtain appropriate advanced degrees 
prior to entering military service. Some of- 
ficers earn pertinent degrees during their 
off-duty time at colleges and universities 

near their duty stations. However, these 
"external" sources fall far short of satisfy- 
ing total requirements, particularly in spe- 
cialized technical areas. Satisfaction of this 
demand is a primary mission of the Air 
Force Institute of Technology (AFIT) at 
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio. 
Since the birth of its parent service in 1947, 
AFIT has been chartered to provide se- 
lected officers with advanced education 
having "specific objectives derived from 
the needs of the Air Force" [12]. Upon se- 
lection for an AFIT assignment, an officer 
becomes a full-time student in a funded 
degree program in exchange for a specified 
Active Duty Service Commitment. This 
contractual concept recognizes that the op- 
portunity for a funded graduate education 
is a powerful recruitment and retention in- 
centive for intelligent and productive peo- 
ple [8]. Through its Civilian Institutions 
program, AFIT maintains Educational Ser- 
vices Agreements with universities 
throughout the country. The Institute also 
operates two resident schools at the 
Wright-Patterson campus: the Graduate 
School of Engineering, and the Graduate 
School of Logistics and Acquisition Man- 
agement. These accredited schools provide 
responsive, defense-focused graduate edu- 
cation which takes full advantage of the 
Institute's collocation with major Air Force 
laboratories and acquisition centers. Be- 
cause of AFIT's unique charter, faculty and 
students can be thoroughly immersed in 
defense-oriented research and consultation 
projects. 

In the aftermath of the Cold War, the 
Air Force has undergone significant orga- 
nizational changes and has experienced 
drastically reduced force levels. These 
changes have been accompanied by re- 
duced annual quotas for graduate educa- 
tion. Total Air Force officer manning levels 
will decrease by about 29% between 1989 
and 1999, after which force levels are ex- 
pected to stabilize. The personnel popula- 
tions serviced by the AFIT resident schools 
have been projected to decrease by about 
34% over the same period. By March 1995, 
it became clear that AFIT must adjust its 
programs and size to respond to a changing 
environment, but it was less clear what 
those adjustments should be. Massive orga- 
nizational changes and shifting personnel 
requirements rendered historical quota 
data somewhat irrelevant to future plan- 
ning. This situation led the AFIT Comman- 
dant to initiate a re-engineering study to 
review the AFIT mission, determine the 
size and scope of the graduate schools, and 
propose an implementation plan. A key 
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component of this study was the quantitative 
conversion of Air Force personnel requirements 
into annual flows of educational program en- 
tries. This article describes an analytical model 
which was developed for this purpose. The 
model reduces to a linear programming formu- 
lation of a Markov decision process, which can 
be specifically employed to determine the min- 
imum number of officers that must enter MS or 
PhD programs each year in order to consis- 
tently satisfy all personnel requirements within 
an academic specialty. 

The dynamic behavior of a personnel sys- 
tem can be effectively described by probabilis- 
tic transitions between distinct system states. 
Hence, Markov process modeling offers a nat- 
ural analytical approach that appears fre- 
quently in the relevant literature. In 1973, G. S. 
Davies proposed a Markov chain model for use 
in controlling a general graded manpower sys- 
tem [3]. Concepts from this approach were sub- 
sequently applied in a general force structure 
model for Air Force career specialties [2]. Sev- 
eral years later, Markovian assumptions were 
employed in a specific analysis of advanced 
degree positions within the Air Force civil en- 
gineering career field [13]. This effort essen- 
tially produced a highly simplified version of a 
descriptive computer model developed earlier 
at the RAND Corporation. The principal at- 
tribute of the RAND model was its "capacity to 
create future expected values of personnel in- 
ventories given the starting distribution and a 
matrix of transition probabilities" [10]. The ap- 
proach developed in this article employs a 
Markov decision model [5, 6, 7] to not only 
describe process behavior, but also determine 

the educational policies that will satisfy vali- 
dated personnel requirements (by degree level, 
grade, and academic specialty) at minimum 
cost. Since the ultimate objective of the analyt- 
ical effort is to prescribe organizational sizes 
and structures for the AFIT graduate schools, a 
long-run perspective is necessary. While an- 
nual educational quotas may fluctuate from 
year to year based on current inventories and 
other factors, a "steady-state" model can pro- 
vide valuable insights which prevent transient 
phenomena from inappropriately dominating 
structural decisions. 

MODEL FORMULATION 
The first step in formulating the model is 

the identification of a discrete state space (that 
is, a set of the possible states which characterize 
an individual officer at a point in time). For this 
analysis, a state is sufficiently defined by the 
vector (i, k), where i is longevity (years of ser- 
vice) and k is the cumulative number of years of 
graduate education. Two years of graduate ed- 
ucation correspond to a MS degree, and five 
years correspond to a PhD degree. At one-year 
intervals, an officer may transition between 
states as shown in Figure 1. Some of the tran- 
sitions are probabilistic. For example, an officer 
in state (i, k) may leave the Air Force with some 
probability, in which case he is globally re- 
placed by a new officer with no longevity 
(moves to state (0, 0)). Any officer who com- 
pletes 24 years of service is assumed to either 
retire or depart the qualified inventory pool for 
a senior "executive" position. In addition, an 
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Figure 1.    Relationship Between States for the Markov Decision Process. 
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officer in state (z, 0), i = 0..21, or (z, 2), i = 2..20, 
may be probabilistically chosen to enter a grad- 
uate education program. The officer's time-de- 
pendent state is a Markov process, meaning 
that the joint probability distribution of his fu- 
ture states is determined entirely by his present 
state and is not influenced by prior history. 

In the long-run, the rate at which an officer 
transitions out of any state must equal the rate 
at which he transitions into that state from all 
others. Thus, given the state-dependent proba- 
bilities for attrition and graduate program en- 
try, the steady-state probability distribution for 
the Markov process can be obtained by simul- 
taneous solution of 125 balance equations (one 
for each state). The program entry probabilities 
are initially unknown, and determining the op- 
timal values for these probabilities is an im- 
plicit goal of the analysis. If all solution proba- 
bilities are scaled by the total number of officers 
in the educational specialty, the solution re- 
veals the average number of officers that 
should enter MS or PhD programs each year. 

In addition to satisfying global balance, the 
optimal solution must ensure that all personnel 
inventory demands are met. Additional con- 
straints can be constructed for this purpose. For 
three degree levels (BS, MS, PhD) and five 
grades (Lieutenant, Captain, Major, Lieutenant 
Colonel, Colonel), no more than fifteen con- 
straints are needed. For an analysis concerned 
only with advanced degree requirements, all BS 
degree requirements can simply be set equal to 
zero. Nonzero solution variables for officers 
with BS degrees will merely reflect the inven- 
tory needed for MS program entry. 

The constraints representing global balance 
and inventory requirements are all linear ex- 
pressions. If the overall objective is the minimi- 
zation of some linear cost function, then the 
optimal program entry flows can be obtained 
by solving a linear program. Assuming the 
"cost" of entering an officer into a PhD pro- 
gram is twice that of a MS program, a complete 
linear programming model can be formulated 
as follows: 

Parameters 
ai4  =  attrition probability for officer with i 

years service and degree level d(0 ^ aid ^ 

1) 

Rrf = requirement (number of authorized po- 
sitions) for officers with degree level d 
and grade g 

yd = inventory factor for degree level d (desired 
ratio of inventory to authorized positions) 

fOOBS 
d =   1 «> MS 

2 <» PhD 

2 O Lieutenant (LT) 
3 O Captain (CPT) 
4 O Major (MAJ) 
5 O Lieutenant Colonel (LTC) 
6 -^Colonel (COL) 

Variables 
xik = number of officers with i years service 

and k years graduate education (no new 
action taken), (i, k) G {(0..23, 0),(1..22, 
1),(2..23, 2),(3..21, 3),(4..22, 4),(5..23, 5)} 

x'ik = number of officers with i years service 
and k years graduate education (sent to 
school), (i, k) G {(0..21, 0), (2..20, 2)} 

Linear Program 

Minimize 2;=o..2i*i,o + 2X;=2..2o*b 

subject to 

a. global balance 

^0,0 + *0,0 =  Zji = 1..22ai,0Xi,0 + *23,0 

+  2ji=2..22ai,\xi,2 + X23,2 

+   Zji = 5..22ai,2Xi,5 + X23,5 

*1,0 + Xl,0 = *0,0 

xj,0 + X'j,0 = (1— aj-l,o)xj-1,0 

xj,0 = (1— aj-l,0)xj-l,0 

j = 2..21 

; = 22..23 

; = 1..22 

*2,2 + *2,2 — xl,l 

X\,2 + X'j,2 =  (l-«,--l,l)*/-l,2 + X/-U / = 2"20 

xh2 = (l-fl;_u)x;_1;2 + Xj-U j = 21..23 
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*/,3 ~ Xj~l,2 

X; A — Xj 

j = 3..21 

7 = 4..22 *-/,4 — A;'-l,3 

*5,5 = *4,4 

Xj5 =  (1  — Ö/-1,2M/-1,5 "*" *;'-l,4 ] = 6..23 

b. inventory demand 

Zji=0..3xi,0 +  Zii = 2..3*!,2 — Zid = 0..2^d,27o 

Z/i'=4.. 10*i',0 +  ZJI'=4..10*1,2 +   Zji = 5..10*!,5 

— 2vd = 0..2-^,370 

2,1 = 11..15*1,0 +   Zvi = n..l5*i',2 +  2/1 = 11..15*1,5 

— 2/d = 0..2-Rd,4Yo 

2ji = lb..\9xi,0 +  2,1 = 16..19*1,2 +  2,i = 16..19*i,5 

— 2,rf = 0..2^,570 

2,i'=20.23*1,0 +   2,1=20..23*1,2 +   2/i" = 20..23*1,5 

— 2jd = 0..2^d,6yQ 

(BS + ) 

2/ 1 = 2. .3*1,2 
S 2rf = 1..2#rf,27l 

2/i=4..10 *i,2 +   2,i' = 5..10 *i',5 
S  2«i = 1..2 Kri,37l 

2/1 = 11..15 *i',2 +   2,1 = 11..15 *i',5 —  2,</ = 1..2 -Rrf,41 

2/i = 16..19 *i',2 +  2,1=16..19 *i,5 
S  Ed=1..2 Rrf,57l 

2/1=20..23 */,2 +   2,1 = 20..23 *i',5 ^   Xrf = 1..2 Rd,6Jl 

(MS+) 

2,1=5..10 *i',5 > {RX2 + RZ3)y2 

2,1 = 11..15 *i',5 ^ #2,472 

2,1 = 16..19 *i',5 - -^2,572 

A;=2o..23 *;,5 ^ ^2,67s 

(PhD) 

c. non-negativity 

xiik x[k > 0 Vz, /c 

Note that the inventory constraints strictly en- 
force grade requirements, with the one excep- 
tion that a PhD officer in the Captain longevity 
range can fill a PhD Lieutenant position (i.e., 
the model implicitly "corrects" any such patho- 
logical requirement). Otherwise, each grade re- 
quirement can be satisfied only by officers in 
the associated longevity range. The inventory 
factors yd are included in the model so that 
requirements can be scaled up to reflect exter- 
nal factors such as assignment overlaps, career 
broadening assignments, resident Professional 
Military Education, operational assignments, 
etc. The model does not allow officers in grad- 
uate education programs to be counted against 
requirements. 

The key assumptions associated with the 
complete Markov decision model can now be 
summarized as follows: 

1. Officers within an academic specialty are 
statistically identical and behave indepen- 
dently. 

2. The average size and distribution of the 
overall officer population within a specialty 
remains constant. 

3. Future attrition probabilities are determined 
by current longevity and degree level. 

4. All graduate programs are completed suc- 
cessfully (no attrition during program). 

5. Grade requirements can be satisfied by edu- 
cationally qualified officers with appropriate 
longevity. 

It should be noted that the effect of an Active 
Duty Service Commitment (ADSC) on officer 
retention is not explicitly captured in the 
model. If supporting data were available, this 
effect could be modeled by adding a third di- 
mension to the state space (number of years 
ADSC remaining). However, the formulation 
would be substantially more complex and 
would therefore lose some of its explanatory 
power. At present, the effect of the ADSC must 
be considered in assigning the attrition proba- 
bilities aid. 

IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS 
The model has been implemented in FOR- 

TRAN, relying on the IMSL subroutine DLPRS 
for solution of the linear program. Typical out- 
put for educational specialty OYEY (Operations 
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Research) is presented in Figure 2. Note that the 
primal solution not only offers optimal flow 
numbers, but also the optimal composition 
(grade structure) of MS and PhD classes. Since 
no attrition is permitted during degree pro- 
grams, the number of officers beginning the 
second year of each program is exactly equal to 
the number that entered the program one year 
earlier (e.g., xiA = x'i_10, i = 1..22). At gradua- 
tion, an optimal MS class would consist of 6 
Lieutenants, 14 Captains, and 1.6 = 2 Majors. 
This result agrees remarkably well with histor- 
ical class composition, which inspires confi- 
dence in the model since OYEY positions have 
remained somewhat stable despite the Air 
Force drawdown. The results also provide a 
dual solution. At optimality, each dual variable 
indicates the reduction in overall cost that 
would be realized if the corresponding require- 

ment were reduced by one person. The con- 
straints with nonzero dual solution variables 
are the binding constraints in the linear pro- 
gram solution. 

The model can easily be adapted and ex- 
tended. For example, constraints could be 
added to ensure that only a limited portion of 
MS graduates can be directly extended into 
PhD programs. The objective function could 
also be modified to allow more complex cost 
rules (e.g., it may "cost" more to place a more 
senior officer into an educational program). 
Different methods could also be used to enforce 
inventory requirement constraints. For exam- 
ple, the following constraint set allows any 
company grade officer (Captain or below) to fill 
any company grade position, and any field 
grade officer (Major or above) to fill any field 
grade position: 

REQUIREMENTS: OYEY 

LT 
BS 0 
MS 6 
PHD     0 

CPT MAJ 
0 0 

79 40 
9 11 

INVENTORY FACTOR 

BS 
MS 
PHD 

0.0 
1.4 
1.2 

LTC COL 
0 0 

27 3 
12 3 

TTL 
0 

155 
35 

1   2   3   4   5   6 7   8   9  10 11 12 13 14  15  16 17  18 19 20 21  22 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 BS 

0.00 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.04 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.02 0.04 0.28 0.25 0.20 MS 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.06 0.02 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.04 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.00 0.03 0.24 0.35 0.27 PHD 

PRIMAL SOLUTION 

LT 
0   1   2 

21.5 15.5 15.5 

6.0 0.0 

6.0 

Annual MS (m): 
Annual PHD (p): 
Cost (nH-2p): 

CPT 
3   4 

MAJ LTC COL 
9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23 5 6 7 8 

1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 BS 

14.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

4.2 18.1 17.8 17.3 16.6 15.9 13.5 12.8 12.1 11.5 10.1  9.5 10.6 10.1 9.6 9.2 8.9 8.5 6.1 4.6 3.6 MS 

1.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

1.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

1.8 1.8 1.8 1.8 1.8 1.7 3.2 3.2 3.1 3.0 3.8 3.7 3.6 3.5 3.5 3.4 2.6 1.7 1.2 PHD 

21.5 
4.2 
29.9 

DUAL SOLUTION 

LT CPT 
BS 0.00 0.00 
MS   0.01  0.04 

HAJ LTC COL 
0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.05  0.27  0.00 

PHD  0.00  0.01  0.00  0.51 0.00 

THIS SOLUTION STRICTLY ENFORCES GRADE REQUIREMENTS 

Figure 2.    Results for Specialty Code OYEY (Operations Research). 
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2/i=0..10 Xi,0 +   .2/1 = 2..10 *i',2 +  2/i' = 5..10 <H5 

— 2/rf = 0..2 2/S=2..3 -^rf.jTo 

2/i=ll..23 *i,0 +  2/i = ll..23 *i,2 +   2/i = ll..23 xi,5 

— 2/rf = 0..2  2/j=4..6 ^rf,gT0 

(BS + ) 

2/i=2..10 *i',2 +  2/i'=5..10 xi,5 

2/i = ll..23 *;,2 +   2// = 11..23 Xi,5 

2/rf = 1..2  2/£=2..3 *V,gYl 

5 

2/rf = 1..2 2/£=4..6 K^Tl 

(MS+) 

2/i = 5..10 Xi,5 

2/i = 11..23 *i,5 

^ Sg=2..3 ^2,S72 

S E1?=4..6 #2,^2 

(PhD) 

This formulation permits greater flexibility in 
satisfying grade requirements. 

Table 1 summarizes typical model results 
for all programs offered by the AFIT graduate 
schools. These results are based on attrition 
data provided by the Air Force Personnel Cen- 
ter and inventory factors of "ft = 1-4 and y2=1.2 
for MS and PhD degrees respectively. All grade 
requirements are strictly enforced. For each 
specialty, the table shows total MS require- 
ments R-L ^=2..6 Ra    (with corresponding 

annual flow m = X!=0"2i x'i,a) aryd total PhD 
requirements R2 = Zg=3..6 R2,g (with corre- 
sponding annual flow p = S,=2..2o x'i,i)- The 
annual flow numbers should be considered 
minimum values since they assume that all ed- 

Table 1.   Advanced Degree Requirements and Annual Flows. 

Code Specialty Ri m (MS flow) R2 p (PhD flow) 

OCxx Computer Technology 286 45.5 28 3.0 

0YEY Operations Research 155 21.5 35 4.2 

0YRY Space Operations 60 9.7 0 0.0 

0YSY Operational Analysis 70 10.5 2 0.5 

1AGE Environmental & Eng Management 146 23.2 8 1.0 

4Axx Aeronautical Engineering 131 32.0 60 7.5 

4Bxx Aerospace Engineering 19 2.5 5 0.6 

4Exx Astronautical Engineering 80 13.5 16 1.6 

4Ixx Electrical Engineering 477 77.5 113 12.5 

4Mxx Mechanical Engineering 60 13.5 21 3.0 

4Qxx Nuclear Engineering 45 6.6 12 1.2 

4Txx Systems Engineering 66 7.8 2 0.4 

4Wxx Computer Engineering 44 10.7 11 1.6 

8Fxx Meteorology 244 40.9 20 2.2 

8Hxx Physics 109 20.2 76 6.9 

1AMH Contracting Management 68 8.9 0 0.0 

1ASY Systems Management 118 14.1 2 0.4 

1APY R&D Management 28 4.4 4 0.7 

1ASA Cost Analysis 80 10.6 4 0.8 

1ASM Software Systems Management 19 3.6 1 0.3 

1AMJ Acquisition Logistics Management 37 5.5 0 0.0 

1AMM Maintenance Management 4 0.9 0 0.0 

1AMS Supply Management 20 3.9 1 0.2 

1AMY Logistics Management 118 16.7 4 0.7 

1ATY Transportation Management 77 8.7 1 0.3 

1AUY Information Resource Management 93 13.0 0 0.0 
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ucational programs are successfully completed 
and that all officers receive their advanced de- 
grees at optimal career longevity. 

Many important insights can be obtained 
from the model results. For example, Table 1 
indicates that while the total MS requirement 
for Aeronautical Engineering (131) is less than 
that of Operations Research (155), the annual 
demand for graduates is significantly higher. 
This phenomena occurs primarily because the 
vast majority of Aeronautical Engineering po- 
sitions require company grade officers (Lieu- 
tenants and Captains). Relatively large num- 
bers of officers must receive MS degrees early 
in their careers to fill these positions, and many 
of them are essentially lost from the usable 
inventory upon promotion to Major. This ex- 
ample illustrates the hazards of a simple com- 
parison between inventory and requirements 
without regard to grade constraints. The model 
presented in this article can explicitly address 
this type of issue. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The value of the Markov decision model 

has been demonstrated through its successful 
application in a major re-engineering study at 
the Air Force Institute of Technology. The 
study was performed by a carefully selected 
Process Action Group, comprised of six senior 
faculty and administrators. The Group em- 
ployed educational quota predictions based on 
model results for several scenarios to recom- 
mend a future size and composition of the AFIT 
personnel structure [11]. A specific plan to 
phase-out 42 of the 214 positions in the two 
graduate schools was formulated and is now 
under implementation. The first phase, which 
removes 30 positions, is near completion. Im- 
mediate annual cost savings of $2.4 million are 
expected; this value will increase to $3.2 million 
with full implementation. A recent report by 
the AFIT Board of Visitors, chaired by a retired 
four-star General, included the observation that 
"AFIT leadership has done a thorough, system- 
atic assessment of faculty and staff needs to 
accomplish their Air Force mission" [1]. 

The situation faced by AFIT and the Air 
Force may be similar to that of many other 
organizations. Expensive and lengthy special- 
ized training is required by many military ca- 
reer fields that are affected by grade structure 
constraints. Examples might include air traffic 
control, special forces, aircrew, naval vessel 
duty, and intelligence. Furthermore, the current 

industrial environment is increasingly charac- 
terized by corporate downsizing, restructuring, 
and workforce cross-training. Many commer- 
cial and public entities incur substantial costs 
for training and education of personnel to at- 
tain their objectives. The general approach and 
specific model described in this article may be 
useful to such institutions in improving their or- 
ganizational structures and educational policies. 
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CONSTRAINED SYSTEM 
OPTIMIZATION AND CAPABILITY 
BASED ANALYSIS 

by R. Garrison Harvey, Kenneth W. Bauer Jr. 
and Joseph R. Litko 

Gary Harvey is a senior consultant at 
William E. Wecker Associates, an applied 
mathematics consulting firm in Novato, 
CA. He was formerly an Air Force captain 
working as a scientific analysis for HQ Air 
Mobility Command, Scott AFB, IL. 

Ken Bauer teaches simulation and ap- 
plied statistics at the Air Force Institute of 
Technology (AFIT). His research interests 
are neural networks and the output analy- 
sis of simulation models. 

Joe Litko works as a capacity and per- 
formance engineer at Lexis-Nexis in Day- 
ton, Ohio. Though currently more in- 
volved in queueing networks, simulation, 
and statistics, he never met an LP he 
didn't like. 

ARDENNES CAMPAIGN 
SIMULATION (ARCAS) 

by Walter }. Bauman 

Walt Bauman has worked with Army 
simulation models of helicopter rocket ef- 
fects, tactical communications, and tank lo- 
gistics. Additional experience includes four 
years as a USAF officer analyst and service 
at SHAPE Technical Centre, he was born, 
raised, and educated (in mathematics) in 
Nebraska, he also participates (acts) in 
community theater. 

FINDING AN OPTIMAL 
STATIONING POLICY FOR THE 
US ARMY IN EUROPE AFTER 
THE FORCE DRAWDOWN 

by Andrew G. Loerch, Natashia Boland, 
Ellis L. Johnson and George L. Nemhauser 

Andy Loerch is an Army Colonel, pres- 
ently serving in the Office of the Deputy 
Chief of Staff for Operations and Plans in 
the Pentagon. He is also an adjunct faculty 
member in The R. B. Pamplin College of 
Business, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and 
State University where he teaches produc- 

tion and operations management and deci- 
sion support systems. 

Natashia Boland is an Australian citi- 
zen. She has lived in both the United States 
and Canada, holding Postdoctoral Fellow- 
ships at the Georgia Institute of Technology 
and at the University of Waterloo in the 
Department of Combinatorics and Optimi- 
zation. She has research experience in 
transportation and manpower planning, in 
particular in the airline industry. 

Ellis L. Johnson is Coca-Cola Professor 
of Industrial and Systems Engineering at 
the Georgia Tech. He has received both the 
George Dantzig Award for his research in 
mathematical programming and the 
Lanchester Prize for his paper with Crow- 
der and Padberg. His current research in- 
terests include: Crew scheduling and real- 
time repair, fleet assignment and routing, 
distribution planning, network problems, 
combinatorial optimization. 

George L. Nemhauser is the A. Russell 
Chandler Professor and Institute Professor 
George Tech. He is the author of 3 books 
and more than 80 papers. His honors in- 
clude membership in the National Acad- 
emy of Engineering, Kimball medal and 
Lanchester prize (twice) and Morse lecturer 
of ORSA. Currently he is a member of the 
National Research Council's Board of Ma- 
thetical Sciences which helps to set policy 
at the national level for higher education 
and research in the mathematical sciences. 
His current interests are in solving large- 
scale mixed-integer programming prob- 
lems, especially crew and fleet scheduling 
problems in the airline industry. 

CONSOLIDATING THE USAF'S 
CONVENTIONAL MUNITIONS 
MODELS 

by Major Kirk A. Yost 

Lt Col Kirk A. Yost is a Ph.D. Student 
in Operations Research at the Naval Post- 
graduate School, Monterey, CA. He re- 
ceived a BS from the USAF Academy, an 
MS from Rensselar Polytechnic Institute, 
and served on the faculty of the USAF 
Academy as an Assistant Professor of 
Mathematical Sciences. LtCol Yost is a ca- 
reer OR analyst and has worked in assign- 
ments at the AF Logistics Management 
Agency, the AF Studies and Analyses 
Agency, the AF Office of Aerospace Stud- 
ies, and HQ USAF. He currently has the 
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Military Operations Research: What's Changed and What Hasn't? 
Gregory S. Parnell, Editor, Military Operations Research 

What hasn't changed? 
We want to maintain and improve upon the high quality of articles published in 

Military Operations Research. The first Editor, Dr. Peter Purdue, and his Associate Editors 
have done a great job of carefully reviewing and selecting outstanding articles. The new 
editorial board and I will continue the high standards they have set. 

What has changed? 
The editorial policy has changed. We have developed procedures and instructions to 

authors that will expedite the review and publication process. 
Our new editorial policy (see below) request that authors identify the value of their 

analysis or research effort described in their paper. Authors must submit a statement of 
contribution and, for application articles, a letter from a decision-maker stating the benefits 
of the analysis or research. 

The articles submitted to the journal cover many military operations research problem 
domains and methodologies. In order to assign the most appropriate reviewer, we have 
identified application areas and methodologies. We have also expanded the number of 
Associate Editors to insure we have expertise in all of these areas. In addition, we have 
developed procedures to insure timely review of submitted papers. To help expedite the 
publication process, we have developed instructions for Military Operations Research au- 
thors (see below). 

Editorial 
Policy 
and 
Submission 
of Papers 

EDITORIAL POLICY 
The title of our journal is Military Operations Research. We are interested in publishing 

articles that describe operations research (OR) methodologies used in important military 
applications. We specifically invite papers that are significant military applications of OR 
methodologies. Of particular interest are papers that present case studies showing inno- 
vative OR applications, apply OR to major policy issues, introduce interesting new problem 
areas, highlight educational issues, and document the history of military OR. Papers should 
be readable with a level of mathematics appropriate for a master's program in OR. 

All submissions must include a statement of the major contribution. For applications 
articles, authors are requested to submit a letter to the editor—exerpts to be published with 
the paper—from a senior decision-maker (government or industry) stating the benefits 
received from the analysis described in the paper. 

To facilitate the review process, authors are requested to categorize their articles by 
application area and OR method, as described in Table 1. Additional categories may be 
added. (We use the MORS working groups as our applications areas and our list of 
methodologies are those typically taught in most graduate programs.) 

INSTRUCTIONS TO MILITARY OPERATIONS RESEARCH AUTHORS 
The purpose of the "instructions to Military Operations Research authors" is to expedite 

the review and publication process. If you have any questions, please contact Mr. Michael 
Cronin, MORS Publications Assistant (email: morsoffice@aol.com). 
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Composite Group APPLICATION AREA 

I. STRATEGIC Strategic Operations 

Arms Control 

Revolution in Military Affairs 

II. NAVAL 
WARFARE 

Expeditionary Warfare/Power 
Projection Ashore 

Littoral Warfare /Regional Sea 
Control 

III. AIRLAND 
CONTINGENCY 
OPERATIONS 

Missle Defense 

NBC Defense 

Mobility 

Air Warfare 

Land Warfare 

Spec Ops /Ops other than War 

Air Defense 

EW & Countermeasures 

Joint Campaign Analysis 

IV. SPACE/C3I C3 

Mil Environmental Factors 

Oper Cont of Space Systems 

OR and Intelligence 

V. RESEARCH & 
DEVELOPMENT 

Measures of Effectiveness 

Test & Evaluation 

Unmanned Systems 

COEAs 

Weapon System Acquisition 

VI. RESOURCES 
& READINESS 

Soft Factors 

Social Science Methods 

Logistics 

Manpower & Personnel 

Resource Analysis & Forecast 
Readiness 

OR METHODOLOGY 

Deterministic Operations Research 

Dynamic Programming 

Inventory 

Linear Programming 

Multiobjective Optimization 

Network Methods 

Nonlinear Programming 

Probabilistic Operations Research 

Decision Analysis 

Markov Processes 

Reliability 

Simulation 

Stochastic Processes 

Queuing Theory 

Applied Statistics 

Categorical Data Analysis 

Forecasting/Time Series 

Multivariate Analysis 

Neural Networks 

Nonparametric Statistics 

Pattern Recognition 

Response Surface Methodology 

Others 

Advanced Computing 

Advanced Distributed Systems (DIS) 

Cost Analysis 

Wargaming 

General 
Authors should submit their manuscripts (3 copies) to: 

Dr. Gregory S. Parnell, Editor, Military Operations Research 
Military Operations Research Society 
101 South Whiting Street, Suite 202 
Alexandria, VA 22304 
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EDITORIAL POLICY AND SUBMISSION OF PAPERS 

The manuscript should have camera ready illustrations and an electronic version of the manu- 
script prepared in WordPerfect or Microsoft Word. Per the editorial policy, please provide: 

• authors statement of contribution (briefly describe the major contribution of the article) 
• letter from senior decision-maker (application articles only) 
• military OR application area(s) 
• OR methodology (ies) 

Length of Papers 
Submissions will normally range from 5-25 pages (double spaced, 12 pitch, including illustra- 

tions). Exceptions will be made for applications articles submitted with a senior decision-maker letter 
signed by the Secretary of Defense. 

Figures, Graphs and Charts 
Please include camera-ready copies of all figures, graphs and charts. The figure should be of 

sufficient size for the reproduced letters and numbers to be legible. Each illustration must have a 
caption and a number which orders the placement of the illustration. 

Mathematical and Symbolic Expressions 
Authors should put mathematical and symbolic expressions in WordPerfect or Microsoft Word 

equations. Lengthy expressions should be avoided. 

Approval of Release 
All submissions must be unclassified and be accompanied by release statements where appro- 

priate. By submitting a paper for review, an author certifies that the manuscript has been cleared for 
publication, is not copyrighted, has not been accepted for publication in any other publication, and 
is not under review elsewhere. All authors will be required to sign a copyright agreement with 
MORS. 

Abbreviations and Acronyms 
Abbreviations and acronyms (A&A) must be identified at their first appearance in the text. The 

abbreviation or acronym should follow in parentheses the first appearance of the full name. To help 
the general reader, authors should minimize their use of acronyms. A list of acronyms should be 
provided with the manuscript. 

Footnotes 
We do not use footnotes. Parenthetical material may be incorporated into a notes section at the 

end of the text, before the acknowledgment and references sections. Notes are designated by a 
superscript letter at the end of the sentence. 

References 
References should appear at the end of the paper and be unnumbered and listed in alphabetical 

order by the name of the first author. 

POTENTIAL PAPERS OR SUGGESTIONS FOR THE JOURNAL 
Military Operations Research is your journal. I need your help to identify the best articles for 

submission to the journal! If you have questions about a potential paper or suggestions for articles, 
please send me e-mail at gsparnell@aol.com. 

I'm looking forward to seeing your article in Military Operations Research] 
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E-mail: morsoffice@aol.com 
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PHALANX Bulletin subscription (Published Quarterly) 1 year—$20 2 years—$35 

Military Operations Research (MOR) Journal subscription 1 year—$40 2 years—$75 

SAVE$$ Combined both subscriptions and SAVE$$ 
PHALANX and MOR Journal 

1 year—$55 2 years—$100 
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Human Behavior and Performance as Essential Ingredients in Realistic Modeling of                       (1989) 
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$ 10.00 
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Simulation Data and Its Management Workshop (SIMDATAM)                                            (1993 & 1995) $10.00 

Quick Response Analysis Methodology (QRAM)                                                                             0996) $ 15.00 

MOR Analyst's Handbook, Vol I: Terrain, Unit Movement, and Environment $5.00 $ 20.00 

MOR Analyst's Handbook, Vol II, Area 1: Conventional Weapons Effects (Ground) $3.00 $5.00 

SAVE$$ Combine Military OR Analyst's Handbook, Vol I and Vol II, Area 1 $5.00 $ 25.00 

Warfare Modeling 
$5.00 $ 35.00 

Military Modeling for Decision Making, Third Edition $5.00 $40.00 
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MILITARY OPERATIONS RESEARCH SOCIETY, INC. 

COPYRIGHT ASSIGNMENT AGREEMENT 

THIS AGREEMENT, made by and between. ., hereinafter ("Assignor(s)") and 
MILITARY OPERATIONS RESEARCH SOCIETY, INC., hereinafter Assignee). 

Assignor(s) (for U.S. Government employees: to the extent legally permissible) hereby grants, transfers, 
assigns, and conveys to Assignee, its successors and assigns, the entire title, right, interest ownership 
and all subsidiary rights in and to an article entitled  

 - (hereinafter the "Work"), including, 
but not limited to, the right to secure copyright registration of the Work and to any resulting 
registration in Assignee's name as claimant. Notwithstanding the foregoing, Assignor(s) reserves all 
proprietary rights other than copyright, such as patent rights; a royalty-free right to reproduce the 
Work; and the right to prepare derivative works based upon the copyright in the Work. 

Assignor(s) hereby confirms that Assignor(s) owns the entire title, right and interest in the work, 
including the right to reproduce, prepare derivative works based upon the copyright in the Work, 
and distribute the Work, whether or not the Work constitutes a "work made for hire" as defined in 
17 U.S.C. Section 201(b); Assignor(s) agrees that no rights in the Work are retained by Assignor(s) 
except as stated above. Assignor(s) agrees to execute any documents that might be necessary to 
perfect Assignee's ownership of copyrights in the Work and to registration. 

Assignor(s) represents that the Work has not been copyrighted or published; that it is not being 
submitted for publication elsewhere; and, if the Work is officially sponsored by the U.S. Government, 
that it has been approved for open publication. 

This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the parties hereto; this Agreement super- 
sedes any prior oral or written agreement or understanding between the parties; and, in the case of 
a Work Made for Hire, this Agreement has been signed by the Assignor(s)'s employer. This 
Agreement shall only be effective if and upon the date that the Work is accepted by Assignee for 
publication in Military Operations Research, the Tournal of the Military Operations Research Society or 
PHALANX, the Bulletin of the Military Operations Research Society. 

ASSIGNOR(S) 

By:. 

ASSIGNOR(S) 

By:. 

Title: Title:. 

Date: Date: 

MILITARY OPERATIONS RESEARCH SOCIETY, INC. (ASSIGNEE) 

By:  

Title:  

Date:  
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RIST PRIZE CALL FOR PAPERS 

MORS offers two prizes for best papers-the Barchi Prize and the Rist Prize. The Rist Prize will be awarded to 
the best paper in military operations research submitted in response to this Call for Papers. The Barchi Prize will 
be awarded to the best paper from the entire 66th MORS Symposium, including Working Groups, Composite 

Groups, and General Sessions. 

David Rist Prize: Papers submitted in response to this call will be eligible for consideration for the Rist Prize. 
The committee will select the prize-winning paper from those submitted and award the prize at the 67th 
MORSS If selected, the author(s) will be invited to present the paper at the 67th MORSS and to prepare it for 
publication in the MORS journal, Military Operations Research. The cash prize is $1000. To be considered the pa- 
per must be mailed to the MORS office and postmarked no later than September 30th, 1998. Please send the 

original, six copies and the disk. 

Richard H Barchi Prize: Author(s) of those papers selected as the best from their respective Working Group or 
Composite Group, and those of the General Sessions at the 66th MORSS will be invited to submit the paper for 
consideration for the Barchi Prize. The committee will select the prize-winning paper from among those pre- 
sented, nominated and submitted. The prize will be presented at the 67th MORSS. The cash prize is $1000 Tc»be 
considered, the paper must be mailed to the MORS office and postmarked no later than November 27th, 1998. 
Please send the original, six copies and a disk. 

Prize Criteria 

The criteria for selection for both prizes are valuable guidelines for presentation and /or submission of any 
MORS paper. To be eligible for either award, a paper must, at a minimum: 

• Be original and a self-contained contribution to systems analysis or operations research; 
. Demonstrate an application of analysis or methodology, either actual or prospective; 
• Prove recognizable new insight into the problem or its solution; and 
. Not previously been awarded either the Rist Prize or the Barchi Prize (the same paper may compete for but 

cannot win both prizes.) 

Eligible papers are judged according to the following criteria: 

Professional Quality 

• Problem definition 
• Citation of related work 
• Description of approach 
• Statement of assumptions 
• Explanation of methodology 

Contribution to Military Operations Research 

Analysis of data and sources 
Sensitivity of analyses (where appropriate) 
Logical development of analysis and conclusions 
Summary of presentation and results 

Importance of problem 
Contribution to insight or solution of the problem 
Power of generality of the result 
Originality and innovation 
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